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ing cars to Burch on previous ocof lumber in which they were beatmorrow another reduction of one casions.
company, was awarded to- man" as he is known throughoutot
Express
MARRIED IN LONDON
CABINET
on
NEW
L0CHENFELD
OF
the
their
PERSONNEL
Burlington day to Miss Miriam Donald, a
way
ing
his adoption
cent a gallon In the price of gasoItaly because of as
Burch offered a bonus for the
freight No. 76, eastbound. was con- school teacher, for injuries suf- tho
an offensive
baseball bat
line was announced today by the room that was rented to him and,
IN BAVARIA RESIGNS
ANNOUNCED verted
CABINET
Into a death trap by the fered when run down by Valentine weapon and a catcher's chest proTendon, Oct. 30 (by the AssoStandard Oil company of Indiana, spent considerable time sitting near
sudden shifting of the lumber In an automobile,
mask as defensivo ar- ciated Press). Mrs. Diana Morand
tector
to the testhe
window,
Bavarian
making the Chicago price 18andcents
according
30.
The
Oct.
Associated
last
30
was
while
the
the train
Berlin,
Hill, widow of H. Morgan
switching
Rome, Oct.
20
(by
is serving a sentence mor. wa;l expected to lead the gan
a gallon at tank wagons
timony ot Thomas L. Healy, proheaded by Count Hugo Press). Tho new Italian cabinet night at Powder River station, 40 of Valentine
D. C was
In San Ancona contingent it it had been Hill of Washington.
one
to
three
from
cents at service stations with cor- prietor of the hotel. He also testi- cabinet,
years
as premier, foreign of Benito Mussolini was announced miles west of Casper.
fascisti should married to Sir George Rhodes at
the fied that Burch asked permission Lochenfeld
tho
the
for
that
decided
driving
Inprison
Quentin
of
responding prices throughout
the
and minister
noon today in St. Mary's Catholic
The dead:
automobile while intoxicated. Miss enter Rome.
ten middle western states served for his "cousin" to visit him In his ministerresigned today. Tho diet this afternoon as follows:
C. E. LINDA lT, 27, Oklahoma Donald's
The couple will make
terior,
room and during his stay received will
Blasi is Italy's baseball man s church.
right leg was amputated
to
by the company.
of .the interior City.
minister
convened immediately,
Premier,
be
They
and she may lose the use of one name. He saw American soldiers their home In London.
several telephone calls from the elect a new prime minister.
and foreign affairs Benito MussoSpo42,
CHARLES
i to
visit the United
later
DUNCAN,
plan
arm.
"cousin." The state contends that
at a hospital in Italy playing States.
lini.
Wash.
kane,
of
tho "cousin" was Mrs. Madalvnne
baseball during their period
Minister of war General Arfrom Berlin last week
A
FRANK MORAN, 3!. address
and became imObenchaln, codefendant, and Ken- said dispatch
convalescence
of Count mando Dial.
the resignation
United Mine LADY AST0R IS NOT
carried
Sir George Rhodes, who Is 10
unknown;
nedy's sweetheart.
imAdpressed with the efficacy ot the
Minister of marine Vice
Lochenfeld wss declared to be
America transfer card
of
Workers
ef
old, is the father-in-laHe
years
therefore
a
a
i
weapon.
PRO
bat
FORCE
TO
TRYING
with
miral Thaon DiRevel.
minent;- owing to difficulties
from Agullar, Colo.
FORECAST.
cane Ian Mao Pherson, who was minisand
his
whip
discarded
riding
Profrom
Minister
of
the treasury
LINCOLN LAUDED BY
the agrarian party arising
The Injured:
,
Denver, Oct. 80. New MexicoLAW ON THE PEOPLE and sent to a cousin in the United ter of pensions in the Lloyd
the premier's recent economic pro- fessor Luigi Einaudi (nationalist).
J. R. Burns. Omaha. Neb.
Tuesday,
fair, - warmer extreme
States for a complete baseball George cabinet.
CONFEDERATE
.
VETS
Minister
Theophile
These
according
of
proposals,
Industry
posals.
la.
north portion; Wednesday, fair and
Leroy Folsom, Burlington,
Plymouth, Oct. 30 (by the As- outfit. Including six bats.
to the Ncueste Nachrlchten of Rossi (nationalist).
warmer.
The baseball bat has been used STEAMER PARTIALLY
sociated Press). "I am not trying
Minister of finance Signor de
Kansas City, Mo Oct. 30. Ab- Munich, would mean state social-IsArizona Tuesday and Wednes
to take away anyone's beer; I want with telling effect in clashes beBANDITS INTERRUPT
and have a vital effect on the Stefanl (fascisti).
raham Lincoln was endorsed as
DISABLED IN STORM
day, fair and slowly ::sing-tenicontween the fascistl and the comto give the voters freedom to
and distribution of
Minister of the colonies Luigl
"one of the greatest and noblest production
perature.
munists In Ancona during the past
TRAFFIC IN CHINA trol the drink tr: de."
,
FedersonI (nationalist!.
Americans who ever lived" In res- goods.
Seattle, Wash., Oct. .10. The
Thus spoke Lady Astor In an year. Many communists there have
Minister of liberated regions
olutions proposed here 'today at the
IA)CAIj REPORT.
election address issued todcy in literally been "struck out." Blasi steel freighter Valdez. operated by
Peking, Oct. SO (by tho AssociatConditions for the twenty-fou- r
.'INDICTMENT DISMISSED.
Signor GuirJntl (fascist!).
annual reunion of the United ConIn
number three
the Alaska Steamship company,
Minister of Justice Aldo Ovig-li- ed Press.) Bandits estimated to which she denies that she desires now has reached
hours ended at (p. m. yesterday, federate Veterans of Missouri. The
St. Louis, Oct. 30. (by the AsIn a terrific
number 3,000 have Interrupted to impose prohibition on the peo- his stock ot bats. Two ot them was partially disabled coast
recorded by the university:
veterans convened today for a two-da- y sociated Press). The Indictment
(fascistl). broken
Blast's
to
storm off the Alaska
have
yesterbill.
some
or
act
Peking-Hankoowing
beep
the
traffic
by
ple
education
ot
Signor
Minister
61
session.
along
of
a
editor
Highest temperature ,
against Harry Turner,
Inexperience In holding them cor- day but was able to proceed to- and
between Yencheng
railway
Lowest
"We want the world to know,"
and Gentilo (democrat).
,
publication,
to
R-- 3
SAFE IN PORT.
rectly when launching into an af- ward Cape Spencer, entranceown
Minister of agriculture Luigl Hilplng In the province of Honan.
20 said A. A. Pearson, brigadier genV.
Range
Halllday,
George
bankrupt
tho Inside Passage, under her
Los Angeles, Oct. 30. The sub fray.
The marauders are said to be for3S eral of the Missouri organization,
Mean
broker, charging thsnt with pass- Capitanlo (faclstl). works
comR-was
General
radio
Cesare
to
messages
which
last
Rossi,
steam, according
night
Minister of public
Signor mer soldiers of Chao Chi, a brother marine
.82 "that the majority of the confed- ing counterfeit gold bond certiHumidity at a. m,,...
The steamer
today.
of the late governor of Honan. reported floundering about in the manding the Anoona contingent of received
46 erate veterans believe that Lincoln ficate Imitation of those put forth Carnazza
(nationalist).
Humidity at p. ra
a the
500
off
which
- skirmish with
aSanta
fascistl,
Barbara
chnnnel,
govSkagway reported meeting the Val-Anumberj
Minister of posts and telephones They fought
was
.Trace was one of the greatest and noblest by tho French government,
Precipitation
20 miles from Cape Spencer
island, Its engines out of com- and which Is now quartered five
1 Americans
Wind velocity
that ever lived. We dismissed in federal court tod-tSignor DICesara (nationalist). o ernment troops sent to dislodge
them. One force or the other tore mission, is safe In port here to- miles outside Rome, thinks well today, the message stating the res-s- el
Minister ot social welfare
Direction ot wind. . . . ..Southwest think that the recent criticism ot whtn Judge Faris sustained a
'
I
of
Blasi
a
of
wm
la no troubla at that lime.
the railway tracks. day.
.
batsmanship,
Cavaszonl (Catholic).
up a portion
filed by tho
Character of day
Partly cloudy Lincoln la unfounded and foolish."
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Chief Engineer of Santa Fe
Western Lines at Amaril-l- o
Resigns; Man From

I

NEW CABINET

OF HELPFULNESS

JOB

PLACED
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Lloyd George and Lord Bir
But
Cannot
Intervene
kenhead Make Great Play
rope
in
d
National Ri
With the Mediocre Type
of the Statesmen.
valries, Says Secretary.
Eu-

Help

Age-Ol-

Amnrillo, Tex., Oct. 30. EffecBoston. Mass., Oct. 30. A forLondon, Oct. 30. There has
tive November 1, M. C. Blanchard
gun" eleceign policy of helpfulness and good been b slight lull In "big new
The
prime
becomes chief engineer of western
without entangle- tion oratorySir.today.
understanding
Donsir
moved
minister,
lines of the Atchison, Topeka find
ments which would fetter Ameri- Into
Downhis official residence in
wiih
Suntn. Ko railway
system,
can independence was outlined by ing street and will hold his first
an
headquarters at Amarillo,
of the state de- cabinet meeting tomorrow. He la
Hughes
Secretary
nounces
J. A. Lehman,
gen
partment in an address at Sym- still experiencing difficulty in comIIo succeeds V
eral manager.
phony Hall tonight, reviewing the pleting his ministry.
M. Bishec, who retires at bin
record of the Harding administraJlr. Lloyd George and Lord Birown request
after nearly uO
tion in the field of International re- kenhead, In their recent speeches
of
service
active,
years
railway
lations.
nt Glasgow, made great play with
Western linos is un operating
By tho lead it took In tho arms the mediocre political capacity and
district of over 4,000 miles of main
conference, the secretary said, and attainments of the statesmen the
lines and branches and includes a
f forts toward harmony prime
by Its
minister hud gathered
great variety of operating condi
among the nations of the western around him as compared with
tions from the great plains to im
hemisphere, the American govern- those who remained loyal to Lloyd
ment during the past twenty
portant river valleys and moun
and tTiese personal attacks
tain districts with heavy grades
months has set a record of accom- George,
on the new administration have
and much curvature.
plishment far beyond what was ex- caused considerable angry feeling
Mr. lliaiichurd is a Kansan and
pected of It when the new admin- on the part of tho prime miniswas educated at the Kansas acad- istration came Into power.
lieutenants, the more espec4- Vn
So far as Europe Is concerned. ter's ns
v
!cmy and the .Stato university.
in their election campaign
ially
civil
en
course
in
Mr. Hughes
completing the
declared,
President they
are feeling their inferiority
gineering at the. University of Kau
Harding and his advisers always in
oratory in comparison with their
entered
have been ready to lend a helping
the
nas', .Mr. JLIIiinchnrd
wrvlco of the .Santa I'"o railway ut
hand where it would do the most opponents.
Stanley Baldwin, who
Xowton In June,
good, hut are not willing to fritter Is Moreover,
Beginning
Mr. Honor Laws chief lieutenas a rodman, ho advanced steadily.
nwny the influence of the United
thought to have,
In May, IDOi", ho became assistant
States by intervention in contro- ant, is generally tactless
from an
been somewhat
versies that are rooted in ase-ol- d
engineer in charge of construction
electioneering standpoint, when lie
national rivalries.
and served at various points until
declared that there would be no
Chief Trouble In Ijirntie,
promoted to division engineer In
"The chief trouble at this time Immediate reduction in taxation.
June, 1907. 11a served on the
In Europe," he continued, "Is that Altogether, in the general estimaKansas City and the iniddlo diviJlr. Bonar Law's
the great powers have not been tion of the press,
sions until he was made roadmas-te- r
election stock seems to be In a failMr. and Mrs, Darid Lloyd George snapped at beginning of his
of the middle division nt Newspeech? able to agree as to questions which,ton in January, 1909. In June,
being distinctly European ques- ing market, while the Lloyd George
maxing tour,
stock, the newspapers assert, is
1910, ho became assistant engineer
This picture of David Lloyd Georg la ooa of tbe first to bs
? JIZ'ZL lm ft,Id rising.
In the office of the chief engineer
",'e''MJ
In this country snowing the nebtinK
Lord Carson, in a letter to
carrying his flh
different conceptions of internaat Topeka. Krom January, 1911.
tional policy. For us. international friends in Kelfnst, makes his first
to May, 1913, ho was division engidoes not mean that political pronouncement In this
neer of the eastern and Kansas
we should embroil ourselves in con campaign, expressing the fervent
City divisions. He returned to the pointed chlet engineer of western
troversies not involving our own hope that a government will come
office of the chief engineer nt To- lines with
headquarters at Amaril
Into power In England which will
Interests."
peka as office engineer and In lo, Tex., serving under F. C. Fox
The secretary added that he he- - be thoroughly loyal to the insn
July, 1915, was advunced to district K. J. Tarker, and F. A. Lehman
lieved a way might be found for settlement as contained in the act
engineer of tho eastern district of successive general manngcrs
of
tho United Ptates to participate of 1920 ns far as the m Ulster
eastern lines. In March, 3 1 S, western lines.
formally In the selection of Judges counties are concerned, and declarhe was appointed superintendent
Mr. Hisbee retires to a new home
A
to the recently organized internaU.
of the Missouri division and In near Los
ing that he wishes to bring home
Calif. lie owns
Angeles,
tional court of .lustier, a project to the minds of the British elecFebruary, 1920, superintendent ofj there a large olive orchard, imwhich
from
the first had had the torate that the single aim of the
the Illinois division with head- portant quarries supplying matesympathy of this government. He northern Ireland government Is to
quarters at Chillicothe, 111.
to many road and street pavrial
declared that already In n humani promote even Btlll closer relations
IMhbec's Ixing Recent.,
tarian way and through the chan-Ine- between Ulster and England.
After a long and active life in ing projects, and other interests.
of trade the United States was
John Robert Clynes, in a speech
railway service F. M. Ilisbee retires
really giving aid. He praised the at HucUnall, Nottinghamshire, to
as chief engineer of western lines
aR
eun'erenee
of the Atchison. Topeka and Santa
agreements
night said that the labor party
Won't Be Able to Dnmili
LORD
meaning "the rescue of the world would readily give tip its capital
nenill; tr"m
Fe railway system on November
'lesnair."
AruthirnS on iha Intarnct
1.
Horn and educated In Maine,
levy plan it there was a better
AdiiiinlMrntlon lollclcs.
nnjimny un
method, blit if the other parties
he came west early where Uiere
In
his
discussion
of
or
tho
policies
no plan, they had no right to
had
was elbow room anil opportunity
principle sooner, rieaa of tho administration, Mr.
Hughes say that labor's scheme could not
for brains and energy to make AGREE UPON
of Mission States.
said:
succeed before it had been tried.
their maik.
"Of course, there have been difMr. HIsbeo quickly connected up
ferences
Oct.
30.
of
view,
Assothe
Paris,
freely expressed.
(by
with the Atchison,
Topeka and
ciated Pretss). Rumanl.i will be That Is a wholesome sign; there PROPOSAL TO CHANGE
Santa Fe railway that was huriy-ln- g
unable to pay any of th.i inter- have been no attempts to establish
MANAGEMENT OF THE
to the Pacific coast. Jn 1878.
n
est or principal of her $:t3,flOU.OOO a
rule. The executive has
e
shortly after his arrival, Mr.
to
debt
WATER WORKS FAILS
.States
the
United
for
the
four
fully
appreciated
great powers
was at work under U. It. Colo-mayears, but at the end of that per- confided to him by the constitusuperintendent of track,
Washington. Oct, HO. Secretary iod she intends to begin payment tion: ho Is exercising
them.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 30. Overbuilding the Santa Fe railway from
and Budget Director Lord to the full extent of her ability,
"Tho American government is whelming defeat of the proposal to
La .Tunla to Trinidad and then cm Denny
reached an agreement today
on
to
Eftimie
conducted
without usurpa- change the management of the
Antoneseo, heing
to Iteming, N. SI. There was speed oontrovcvmal phases of the navy's according
even in building a railway through budget and It Is now In the hands head of the Kumanian debt, mis- tion and with the proper Influence Denver water system from a comthe. United ytutes. and power of effective and con- mission to a one man commissionenrouto
to
sion,
the wilderness
H50
of President Harding for approval, M. Antoneseo, who besides
days,
stitutional leadership. That Js the er, wan indiciited In returns from
miles being tho record for a year. it was announced
at tlio navy de- one of the leading financialbeing
exreason wasteful expenditures rhave ii precincts out of 211 In the city
LYming was reached in 1S81.
partment.
of
ills
been cut, neceesary economies en- tonight, following the special elecis
a
also
At this time Mr. Bisbee changed
The nnval secretary would not perts of the country,
Kumanian supreme forced, efficiency vastly increased tion held today.
over to the Mexican Central for n discuss the basis of tho settlement, judge nn.l
..f ,1...
and our great national concerns
"
The 22 precincts BlJowed a total
while as superintendent of trc'i nor the points which had been in f.tuct' , " fm.iuin,
safeguarded.
of 199 votes In favor of the propolaying and later as resident engi- dispute but Pffloial.
parage
as
c
t
m
booked
"This
method
arc
nferstood
due sal to amend the city charter and
and result
neer in charge of maintenance
" f.KI!" "!:,t.l'1,,e.d
steamship Aquitania, sailing for to the spirit and purpose which 1,014 against, according to unof-eiHut in 884 Mr. Ilisbee was back
have
dominated
administratho
Saturday
to the Santa Fe railway, laying
returns.
on rjaiuruay
j resmeiii
"I have prepared t straWil- - tion. They are due to the sagacity,
track in Kansas under Chief Engi- met General naming,
Lord and Secretary forward,
business-lik- e
statement the steadiness, the inexhaustible
neer A. A. Hoblnson. In 1887 the Denby and the two latter officials on
Rumania's position toward the energy, the constant labors, the inSanta lNs railway started to build were in conference today. It was
American
he
debt."
told
the cor- timate knowledge of human nature
Kansas
from
City into Chicago. believed that the items at issue inthe as well as of governmental affairs,
respondent and "I believe
Here Mr. Risbee made a record of volved SO, 000 men for next
year
American
government will be
the immediate and just appraisebuilding 177 miles of main line compared with 86,000 the current
our
with
attitude
toward ment of difficult situations, the
with sidings complete
In
eight year, inclusion of an increased ap- an
which
vu
courteous consideration nnd kindly
retrurd
obligation
months. Later Mr. Bisbee became propriation for the naval reserve,
to disposition, and especially tho unjust end which we . i
general roadmaster at Cleburne, and provision for six submarines a.3
tiring zeal for the public interest
Tex., and some time afterwards instead of three. The navy ha in- meet as f.oon us posslbh-"Rumania Is deeply grateful to which characterizes our chief,
superintendent of track, buildings sisted It needed six submarines, America
fi
tVo,-r
the
Red
and
Warren G. Harding, the president
nnd bridges, lie also was with the three of the mine laying type and
ether isfc!.s'.anee since thu arm's-li- t of the United States.
Frisco for some years.
three
officials beXavy
u .'.nil i have been
by
In June, 1904, Mr. Elsbee was lieved a
had been the iiiecn pusonally tocharwfJ
thuri: tli-- SNOW UAI.I.S AT BISHIOI".
back on the Santa Fe railway to reached on compromise
some of the Items.
A meritan
Oot.
30. Thrr- 'government."
T;;sbee, Ariz..
He became engineer of
stay.
in Bisbee registered 33,
Milometers
western lines with
The tragedy of the humorift is
headquarters
nt I Junta, serving first under that he must be humorous if he OPENS SCHOOL
(.degrees, the lowest temperature of
the season, early this morning,
I". C. Fox and Inter R. J. Parker. expects to live- - and
not
is
dying
three indies of snow fell on
In May, 1913,
Bisbee was ap- - humorous.
WOMElp POLITICIANS About
tho mountains surrounding Hlsbec
last night and early today, but by,
r.oon practically the entire fall had;
Wurmer
melted.
temperatures;
prevailed tonight.
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October 31, 1022.
As the People View It

This Laxative Works
Fine on Old People

October 30.
Editor ilorning .lournal.
Tho democratic central committee is distributing a "Comparison
of School Book Prices" which appears to be something more than a
campaign document and worthy of
your attention in the interest of
school
book purchasers among
your readers. Is It a fact us stated
that tho Alamogordo, N. M., school
board sent outside of the state to
purchase school books used there
so that it cost school children jii
one
Alamogordo
approximately
half as much for books as else
where in the state; If true what's
the reason? The specific statement
is made that sixth
grad'f books,
cost in New Mexico $ 10.89, they
were purchased outside the state
for $4.86, saved by going out of
state, 16.04 identical books of
course and the retailers do not
make an excessive pnfit. Who is
responsible?
Why don't the retail
book stores in New Mexico get together if they can aid and what
explniiMtoii does the state department of education make? The
New Mexico primer costs 60 cents
here; in Texas and Arkansas, 28
cents; Kansas, 22 cents; geography, book 4. J1.9B in New Mexico,
11.10 in Texas and 93 cents in ArAs tho illustrations arc
kansas.
typical we need not ..mention others. Can you advise who is re
sponsible for this condition if it
exists as cluimed?
Does it exist'.'
Who la the public official charged
with its correction?
IteHpe.etfully,
GKOItGlO

TiouuiiJi niTt
A

ANY FAMILY MAY TRY IT FREE

DVANCING

thenuetveg,

age with

iV subdued ambitions

it,

and
very

strivings could be made
happy if only good health, accompanied it, and the busis of good
neaitn, as everyone learns upon
reaching the ago
of 60, is the regular duily movement of the bowels. If it can be
effected through
the food you eat,
the water you,
drink and the ex
ercise you luio,
so much the better.
But if
nature will not operate it must
lie assisted or sickness will follow.
Neglected constipation causes the
blood pressure to go up 28 per
cent, and that is the forerunner
of hardening of tho arteries. It
makes rheumatism and gout
worse, too.
The ideal constipation remedy
for peoplo of advancing years is
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin, a
vegetablo compound of Egyptian
senna and pepsin with pleasant-tastin- g
arouialics. It is gentlo
and mild, and docs not cramp or
gripe. It is a mistake to think you
need a violent salt or powder or
pill, calomel, conl-ldrugs and
such tilings. They purgo and

C. TAYLOR

SALE IS POSTPONED.
(by tho An
sociated Press). Salo of the 'd.s
Kansas
Texas
and
railroad
souri,
and its branches, scheduled to be
gin today again ha3 been post
poned because tho Interstate com
merce commission has not acted
on a postponed lfaiianco ot new
securities, it was announced

kept tbenielrtt kealthj
wild Dr. Ctldwell'i Syrup Pepiin

St. Louis, Oct, 3U.

Thoiuanth of parent
tvopthy

are asking
"Hnre can I find a trunU
iaraiim that anyone in ih

family eon use when cunttimUtC"
I urge you to try Syrup Prpiin.
uill gladly provide a (iberul free
sample httHle, sufjkirnlfor an adequate
test.
Write me where to send it.
Address Dr. W. H. Caldwell. SIS
Washington St., Monlicello, Illinois.
Do it ium!

weaken you, and their reaction
tends to make you more consti,
pated than before.
Now try the milder method.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin docs
not lose its good effect with repented uso, and increased dosci
are unnecessary. Mrs. E. M.
Burgess of Enfield, N. C, who is
73. keeps herself in good health
with it, and Mr. Charles Chorninn
of Stapleton, Staten Island, N. Y.,
wasted fifteen years and considerable money on other remedies
before finding steady relief with
Syrup Pepsin.
Use Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin yourself tho next time you
suffer from constipation, biliousness, headache, sleeplessness, indigestion, piles or night cramps.
Many thousands of elderly people
use nothing else, and it costs them
less than a cent a doso. Druggists
have sold it successfully for i!0
years, and it is the most widely
bought family laxative in tho
world.

i

a

SENTENCED TO PRISON.
Manila, Oct. 30 (by the Associated Presa.) Oulllermo
Martinez,
former secretary of the Philippine
national bank, today was sentenced to two years in the penitentiary on a charge of embezzling
funds in connection with the sale
of 200 shares of the bank's stock.

Everything for That Hallowe'en

Party
PUMPKINS

PAPER

Eli

TRICKS

.

All kinds of spook tKcks to

GARLANDS
FAVORS
MASKS
mnke the party a real sue.

cess. Don't fail to see our spook and Rliost tricks.

FOR

CONSTIPATION
BILIOUSNESS

Headache
INDIGESTION

ONE CENT TO ONE DOLLAR STORES CO.
321 V. Central Ave.
Phone SOB.

Stomach Trouble
--

SOLD EVERYWHERE- -

SAtuMi!

afcvimft-tmi- ,
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Don't delay fighting constipation

with BRAN that is ALL BRAtl!
'Whcu constipation flashes

lis sig
iuto your eyes and
theeks; into your breath, your brain
and your appetite, it is absolutely necessary that you head it off I Toxie poisoning stands close by; Bright 's dis
ease ana other dangerous diseases
await their turn I
Tho remedy that nature offors Is the
simplest and most effective Kellogg '$
JJran, cooked and krumbled, which is
'A LL BRAN I And it is ALL BBAN1
It is ALL BEAN you need when you
Start to fight constipation. You can 't
afford to delay a minute and you can 't
afford to uso half way measures with
foods that contain a percentago of
bmu!
Your physician will recommend Kellogg 'a Bran bceausa it is
jiot only effective, but because it is
delicious., JVhy you will like its nut- -

like flavor, which adds so much to any
food with which it is served.
Be certain to eat Kelloez'a Bran
regularly at least two tablespoonfuia
daily ; in chronic cases with each meal.
Kesults will prove
astounding. Remember that Kellogg 's Bran is nature's own regulator, which operates in
nature's way which is tho best way I
Eat Kellogg ' Bran as a cereal.
sprinkled on other hot or cold cereals,'
or make it up iuto the best of muffins,
pancakes, raisiu bread, cookies, macaroons. Kellogg recipes aro printed on
each package. Let tho children cat
Kolloge'a Bran. It is wonderfnllv
beneficial. It will improve their health
just as it will. really and truly make
over men aud women. The value o
KcHogg's Bran cannot bo overesti-mutedgold iwrtereaUy, by grocers.

biles."
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Piakham's Vegetable

Compound ted Her to Try it
Kenosha, Wisconsin. "I cannot
In

i

Bay enough

H ere Is the
Q uestion?

Compound.

J.

Glass-Lumb-

er

HAI.UUIKUE LIMHEK CO.
431 South rirat Htrcet
I'hnpe 403
O.

PHONE

I

The House Across the Way
It was painted two years

ago last May, yet a
stranger in the neighborhood would guess that
the job was only a few months old.

360

Parcel Delivery
And Messenger Service.
Message-P- a
cka ges- - Ba gga ge.

Why is this? And why does the neighboring
job done fast fall look the older of the two? .
t

My

Mi
wm
D.P.

the voters want

Wind Shield

"

praise of Lydia E. Pink- nam's vegetable

mother had great
faith in it aa she
had taken so much
of it and when I
had trouble after
my baby was born
she gave it to me.
Mm. Balaey W. Wikan.
It helped mo so
much more than
Mrs, Halsey W, Wilson of New
anvthine else had
York city, national suffragist
done that I advise
leader and prominent Democratio urn
with
party worker, bas just opened a female troublo to all itwomen
a fair trial
gtvo
temporary "school of Democracy" and I am
will
thev
feel
n
I rfn
mire
at Akron. She will train Ohio lutit.-hrs.FREHansen. 562
women who are to make etnmo
St, Kenosha, Wisconsin,
peechet this fall for the Demo- - Symmonda
A medicine that has been in ii ca
critic party,
nearly fifty years and that receives
LATEST OPKX SEASON KXOttX. the praise and commendation of
Dawson. Y. T., Oct. 30. The mothers and grandmothers is worth
present is the latest open season your consideration,
If you are suffering from (roubles
known on the Yukon river. The
river has nothing but slush Ice in that sometimes follow child-birt- h
bear in mind that Lydia E.
It, and tho tributaries are practi's
Three large
cally free of ice.
Vegetable Compound is a wodredges working on the Yukon ex- man's medicine.
It is especially
pect to continue operations until adapted to correct such troubles.
Christmas.
The letters wo publish
to
convince you ; ask eomo ought
of your
One of the mopt handsome bears women friends
or neightwrs
in captivity in New York weighs
know ite worth. You will, too, itthey
you
880 pounds.
give it a fair trial.
'

,
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STRONG

Her Mother's Faithin Lydia
E.

They are
GOOD!

j

v

YOUNG MOTHER

,,

Adv.

Bo

A I'cdt'strlnn
"Papa, what is a pedestrian?"
.in uiuiviuuai, my son, mat is
always found in front of automo-

B E
GLASS
CEMENT

The difference is in the paint used. The "owner
across the way " specified HcMurtry Mixed
Paint, noted for its longer life, and today he is
enjoying the economy which is bound to result
when a high percentage of white lead and a
proper percentage of zinc oxide are combined
in accordance with 33 years of paint making
experience.

El

PAINT
PLASTER

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

Sold by
CANON

CITY

tAll fading' Venters

McMurtry Mixed Paint, ready for use, in 32 shades
and black and white. Write today for color cards.

LUMP

s

5

Frank Hubbell and Jesua Romero back in the
Do they want these two political bosses to
"
run the affairs of this county for two years? Jsn't
.t it a fact that the majority of the candidates on the
.republican ticket in this county are hand picked
Vby Hubbell and Romero?
Right thinking republicans must answer "yes". There is tw nifomotiVa
but to stand for the candicates nominated hv th
i democratic party, who will be under no
obligation
j,o any pouueal doss; wno are on the ticket because
.
.
tJtt
b.
J
J'
,j,iiey ar yuauiieu 10 nil uie positions for Which
they have been nominated with credit to them
selves ana to tne citizens ot this community.
sad-idl-

.mVt.

(AavrtlcmfUt

1
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AND NUT

Fink-ham-

.

Bring your roofing
troubles to Raabe &
Mauger's, or telephone 305.
I'

Adv.

C. H. CARNES
SPECIALIST
107

IN OCLUIH

nEKRACriON
& fourth.
1'bon 1057. W

No slack or dirt

Paint and Varnlah Mahern

If you don't like to carry
out ashes try a ton of
Canon City

(Denver, Colorado'1

GIBSON.FAW

McMurtry Paints hnd Varnishes for Sale By

LUMBER CO.

The Albuquerque Lumber Company

Phone 333

v

Albuquerque, N. M.

1

MOTHER

10

PLAYED FOOTBALL IN

PUT

A

SOLDIER RELIEF

SEMI-CONSCIO-

STATE ON SATURDAY

QUESTIONS
TO PROSECUTOR
Mrs. Joseoh Pvle Will Con- s' tinue to Investigate the
Deaths of Her Daughter
and Rev. Christler.
;

j

Havre, Mont., Oct. 30 (by the Associated Press). Mrs. Joseph Pyle
of Butte, mother of Mrs. Margaret
Carleton, who, with tho Rev. Leonard J. Christler, was shot to death
in the Christler Imme early Friday, tomorrow will xo to Max
Kuhr, prosecuting attorney, with
four' questions, she announced

Dallas, Tex., Oct. 30. Hubert
Walling, S. M. TJ. halfback who
ran 90 yards for a touchdown after Interrupting a pass In the S. M.
Aggie's game Saturstate
day, was In a
when he made tho run and for the
remainder of the game, according
to developments at tho university
next day.
Although ho played stellar foot-ab- ll
all the time he remained In
tho game, ho knew nothing about
it afterward. After the first period
Walling usked Jordan Owenby,
student "photographer on the side
line, what the score was at least
nine times and what period It was
nearly as many times, so Owenby
says.
It developed that Walling was
kicked in the back of tho head in
the first few minutes of play and
it is supposed his
j
state resulted.
He did not completely regain his
normal state of mind until the next
day when he asked fellow students
in the dormitory where he lives,
what the score and where tho game
was played.

The questions arc:
"What motive have you established for the double killing if it
was done, as was decided by the
verdict of the coroner's Jury, by
my daughter?
"What effort has been made and
with what result to establish own- - 3 NEGROES CHARGED
ership of the weapon with which
WITH LIQUOR THEFTS
the shootlner was done?
"What effort has been made tn
HELD TO GRAND JURY
recover two diamond rings observed at 9 p. m, the cvenirtg ot
Morris Porter, II. M. Wilson and
the tragedy, on Mrs. Carleton'S John
Weddlngton, three negroes
hands?
were arrested here on Friday
"If the rings were removed from who
with stealing confiscated
her fingers is it not also possible chargedfrom
tho government vaults
liquor
not
was
which
this
revolver,
that
the postornce, nave oeen Dounu
her own, for her own was in her in
over to tho federal grand Jury unbag at her room, was placed in her der $2,1)00 bond each. The men
open palm at the time the rings were given a: hearing yesterday
were removed?
U. S. Commissioner Laur"Your determination of the facts before
ence M. Bliss.
In these respects will materially
Porter was engineer at the fedaid my own and public understanderal
building and Wilson was Jani
ex-- '.
not
yet
ing of the tragedy
tor. Weddlngton had been acting
plained."
as their agent in disposing of the
Mr. Pyle arrived In Havre today
it was alleged. The men
and spent six hours with Mrs. Pyle liquor,
had been removing bottles of liquor
and Mrs. Joseph Davis of Helena,
from the vaults for some time and
a life long friend, going over evi- selling
them at their own
dence taken at the Inquest and all it was found. All three madeprofit
their
information on tho matter they bonds.
.
have gathered.
Careful examination was made
Mrs. Carleton'S ef- RAIL MAIL CLERKS
today of all of contents
of a trunk
fects. Including
THEIR
ENTERTAIN
which was in tho home she and
former Judge Frank E. Carleton
PRESIDENT
NATIONAL
dls-- ;
occupied when he was on the
trlct court bench In Havre. Mrs.
William M. Collins, of WashCarleton appeared to have been
D. C, national president
methodical in conduct of her af-- !1 ington,
the organization of railway
fairs. Papers relating to her Chati-- of
was entertained at
tauqua work In Illinois, Iowa an j mail clerks,
hotel last
'Nebraska last summer, were neatly flinnnr 'nt the Alvarado
members of the
local
the
filed and other papers were In per-- i night by
of
Officers
the
association.
No communications
feet order.
club, the Rotary club, the
from Mr. Christler to Mrs. Carle- -'
and memton were found beyond the one chamber of commerce,
of the press were present.
message which had already been bers
wan for
nf
Collins
Mr.
visit
Tho
found In her bag.
the purpose of discussing working
conditions among the railway mail
FORD CAR STOLEN"
clerks.
ON GOLD AVENUE
TOCGHI.IJf KNOCKED OUT.
-'
Now Orleans, Oct. 30. Toung
A
ord touring car belonging to
St
was stolen yesterday Denny of tNew urieans KnocKea
Faytrown
Tnlllrblin" off Phil
nut
at 8:30 oclock from Its
;ji.mo.ig
:f pa' ng place on Gold avenue near adelphia in the twelfth round of
street. The car had not been their scheduled 15 rounds bout
here tonight. Two crashing rights
recovered late last night.
to the Jaw sent Toughlin down and
oth-out. Denny weighed 151 pounds
and
are
men
famous
'"Some
ana Tougnnn 146.
have good press agents.
i

'

j
'
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IS PROMISED

THE DEMOCRATS
jones and Hinkle Addressed
a Mass Meetinq at the
School Auditorium
on Monday Night.
High

men and reduced taxation for New Mexico were solemnly
promised last night by United
States Senator A. A. Jones, candi-r.
and James
date for
Hinkle, candidate for governor, at
held
by the demoa mass meeting
crats of Bernalillo county at the
High school auditorium.
Mr. Hinkle declared he would
taxation
bring about a reduction oftne
line,
by "small cuts all along
ofby the abolishment of useless
received
fices, and by getting value
for moneys expended. He stated
that he had been accused of being
an advocate of low salaries for
state employes, but declared the
accusation was Incorrect. "I am,"
he said, "in favor of high salaries
offor efficient men In necessary too
fices but I believe there are
many useless offices. I would not
cut the salaries, but I would reduce
the number of fellows drawing
'
them."
Forced a Koluctlon
Mr. Hinkle said the republicans
at the beginning of the" campaign e
had announced that It was impoj-siblto cut taxes, but that the publicity given taxation matters had
forced the republicans to bring
a
about a cut of nearly
million dollars. "Even If I am not
elected," he said, "I will have
brought about a reduction of taxation expenses for the state."
Declaring that he favored the
ot education, Mr.
advancement
Hinkle said there is a waste of
In
the state school system
money
that should be stopped. The overhead expense of administration, he
declared, Is too high, by reason of
duplication. He made the charge
that th0 state educational institu-Intions are being made political
stitutions, to the detriment of their
work.
The highway department, Mr.
Hinkle charged, Is inefficient.' He
said In many places It has built
new roads at heavy expense, paralleling present roads that could be
As
Improved at less expenditure.
a result, he said, the state has no
comprehensive system of road3; m
some places there are good roads,
but they invariably lead to a
"Jumping off place." He said he
favored expending the road funds
for the Improvement of highways
on a common sense plan, with a connected system of roads Joining the
Important sections of the state.
The present plan, he said, has led
to a heavy debt, and few roads.
Jones Speaks for Ron us
Senator Jones painted a word
picture of the events at Washington during the war, when, he said,
the president and congress worked
for the winning of the war as speedily as possible. He declared t t
action taken then was of a nonpartisan nature,, and received almost unanimous support. He said
republicans were placed at the
head of many "bf thsj more' imnort-an- t
bureaus, He declared that experts from all countries had agreed
that preparations should be made
for a war of five years' rluration,
and if there had been waste and
extravagance, It had eome about
because of a sincere effort to bring
v
the conflict to a conclusion as
as possible. "
seems
to
he
"It
asserted,
me,"
"that anyone who would criticize
or belittle the policies of the government in that trying time for
political purposes is unworthy of
the support of the people of New
Mexico."
Realizing, he said, that the men
who fought for $20 a month
should be given some measure of
to
In
remuneration
proportion
that received by those who stayed
at home In times of high wages
and big profits, congress began
work soon after the war on an
adjusted compensation bill. The
measure passed the house and
went to the senate, where It was
one-ha-

lf

rap-idl-

For Constipated Bowels
to
Ths nicest cathartic-laxativ- e
physic your bowels when you have
Biliousness
Headache
Colds
Indigestion
Dizziness
Sour Stomach
e
is candy-likCascarets.
One or
two tonight will empty your

Bilious Liver

bowels completely by morning and
you will feel splendid.
"They
work while you sleep." Cascarets
never stir you up or gripe like
Salts, Pills, Calomel, or Oil and
they cost only ten cents a box,
Children love Cascarets, too. Adv,

fT?T
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TRIAL T7TH

tube
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SEND
COUPON

This courtesy of you
Gentlemen:
I am chief of a laboratory long famous in soap
making. For 60 years it has studied soap chemistry.
The greatest toilet soap in existence Palmolive
-- is one of its creations. flow we have perfected a Shaving Cream which
far excels all others. In fairness to yourself and us,
I ask you to try it free.

To satisfy men
what they most desired

1,000 men

in

a Shaving Cream. Then we spent 18 months to
meet those desires as no one else had done.
We made up and tested 130 formulas before we
attained the ideal.
,
But the result today Is a Shaving Cream supreme
in these five respects.
Way 1 It multiplies itself in lather 2S0 times.
Way 2 It softens the beard in one minute.
Way 3 It maintains its creamy fullness for ten
minutes on the face.
Way 4 The bubbles are strong, so they hold
the hairs erect for cutting.
Way 5 The after effects are delightful. The
blend of palm and olive oils leaves the skin in
fine condition.
If these claims are correct, you want Palmolive
Shaving Cream. You are getting no such results
from another.
If those claims are unjustified, ten shaves will
show.
Find out in our mutual interest. Ask for a trial
tube. Cut out the coupon now.

On Sale

Eutryuihcrt

I

the palmolive company

(Dept.

Milwaukee, U. S. A.

representa

On Sale
Everywhere

Shampoos with Cutlcura Soap,
preceded by light touches of Caticura
Ointment, do much to cleanse the
scalp of dandruff, allay itching and
irritation, arrest falling hair and
condition.
promote a.
"OmbmUV
Sua trm to
l AMrot:
Sua).
Sold
rtMffca
aura."
rr.
atr, mi ta,
wfc.ry.IUmp Sc. Ointaiant B ami He TmJran ate.
VCuticw Soap ahavwi without uvg.
ng
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BROOKLYN

en

in
FIRE

From the Windows.
Now York,- - Oct. SO. One per-- !
son is reported ,ile:ut, la missing
and IS seriously injured in a fire
which tonight swept through a
Brooklyn factory. Several persons,
trapped bv the flames, which were
fanned by high winds, Jumped
from the windows.
Tho missing persons, who are
employes of a shellac factory in
a Thirteenth
Brooklyn,
street,
plant, are believed to have been
cut off from the exits because of
the rapid spread of the fire.
A series of fire alarms called engines from all par.s of the Greater City to fight the blaze. Nearby
recruited
immediately
hospitals
emergency forces and tho injured
were rushed there by pollco and
firemen.
The burned building is occupied
company,
by Kasluer-riiatflelshellac manufacturers in the heart
of a manufacturing district of
South Brooklyn. The structure Is
hemmed In by several largo shirt
of
scores
factories,
employing
women workers.
A sewing shop of the Friedman
Shirt company is on the fourth
floor of the building: H. P. Nicholson, an employe of this firm, reported to the police that fifty girls
were in the shop. Several of them
said to have leaped from a rear
window of tho shop, have not been
found.
were Injured
firemen
Throe
when tho fire escapes on the
of
the building colfourth floor
lapsed. They went up to tho roof
of the building on scaling ladders
and were making an attempt to
reach the girls reported to be
fell.
trapped when the fire escapes
All three of tho men were left
dangling in tho air, holding on to
the coping of tho building with
smoke and flames pouring out
around them. They were finally
rescued by their comrades.
Lillian Girsky, a stenographer,
was descending tho stairs in the
building when rho was driven back
to tho fourth floor by flames. She
finally made her way to tho front
of tho building and leaped from
a window before the arrival of
She was picked up
firemen.

'

Begun." He will explain from
lical prophecy now being fulfilled
that the old world has come to be-an
end, that the new world has
gun, and that this will bring blessAnd
ings and life to the people. never
that millions now living will
die. Adv.
,

Bull
Duteli, Japanese, Tulips.
lor fall
Ilynniiitlis, ' Daffodil,
pluming. Ivcm, Phone 7.12. Adv.
Journal Want Ads Brtnf Kesults.

SPIRIT

AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

Flames Sweep Through a
Shellac Factory; Several
Employes, Trapped, Jump,

Condensed Milk

THE NEW WORLD BEGINNING
Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'clock,
Nov. 6, Judge Rutherford will deliver a free lecture at the Armory
on the su'.Ject: ''The New World
Bib-

juie

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.

BRAND

nations.

1691

IS

EAGLE

statement endorsing the candidacy of John A. Nicholls, prohibition candidate for United States
senator. Nicholls favors the Unit,
ed States entering the league of

Caticura Stops Itching
And Saves The Hair

PERSON DEAD.

TODAY REIVIMAMT
1 -- 2 PRICE

Included in This Bargain Feast Are Choice Selections From
the Silk, Woolen, Linen, Flannel, Wash Goods and White
"
Goods Departments.

d

W.
Boston, Oct. SO. Dr. Chas.HarEliot, president emeritus of
vard university, and a group of
other supporters of Wooilrow
Wilson policies have signed a

Simply insert your name and iddrtsi and mail to
i

and

CANDIDACY ENDORSED."""""

SHAVING CREAM
SHAVES FREE

cratic senators

1

tives, and brought about the
passage of the emergency tariff,
to th
which gave protection
farmer, the wool grower, and the
This bill, ho
livestock producer.
said, Included all the products of
New Mexico.
New G. O. P. Tariff.
The new republican tariff, he
said, made no effort to equalize
the difference that still existed between the low prices the farmers
received for their products and the
high prices they were compelled
to pay for what they had to buy.
Ho declared that the emergency
tariff on wool afforded a hotter
protection for wool than the new
tariff. Aa proof of this statement,
he said that Senator Lodge, in arguing for tho new tariff, stated in
the senate that the bonded warehouses already were filled with
foreign wool which would be released on the market as soon as
the meamire became a law. Senator Lodge, he said, declared that
the new tariff reduced the duty
on wool, and the importers were
awaiting its passage to get tho benefit.
The present tariff, Senator Jones
contended, was dictated by the
manufacturers, who are enabled
by it to sell their products abroad
ut less prices than at home, and
who receive from it in many instances protection higher than the
entire cost of tho labor required
in manufacturing their goods. In
addition, he said, it fixes a duty
in many Instances equal to the entire cost of production either re-at
home or abroad. He asked his
publican opponent to define now
what he means by an adequate
protective tariff, rather than wait
until after the election.
Investigation of Prices.
"There should have been an inTraveling salesmen have at least
vestigation of prices before grant- one virtue they're always cleanly
manufacto
ing further protection
and they always wear new
that shaved
turers, whose prices Indicated Senaneckties.
they did not need it," said
tor Jones. "Tho present tariff affords no protection to the farmer
of
33S
and livestock grower, the prices he
whose products shows that
needs protection."
Taking these things Into considvoted
eration, the senator said, he know-v,,.r
measure,
against the tariff
emer
tha then existing
gency tariff did afford protection
to the interests that stood most in
need of it.
John Morrow, democratic candithat dedate for congress, stated resources,
velopment of natural
which he declared will be the sole
cause of New Mexico's growth, had
been hampered by political conditions brought about by the republican administration. He said the
tho
state of Arizona, admitted tomad3
union with New Mexico, had
ot
Robust and sturdy health
rapid strides forward because
largely
administration,
capable
has come to the many thouMexico
had
New
while
democratic,
conunfavorable
sands of children who have
back
held
by
been
ditions brought obout by the re- been fed on Eagle Brand-- as
publicans.
their grateful mothers
Jose A. Baca, candidate for lieutenant governor, spoke along tho have testified. For it is pure
same lines.
milk and pure sugar in conA crowd, which practically filled venient form
the natural
auditorium,
the lower floor of the
food for babies.
heard the addresses.
tne
Preceding the meetingJonesat adHigh school. Senator
soldressed a meeting of former
A numdiers at the Herald hall.
men accom-- .
ber of the
panied him to the High school,

cision over Louis Nelson of Brookwrestlyn at the end of two hours
won the
ling tonight. Reynolds after one
only fall of the match with a
leg
hour and 45 minutes,
split hold.

PALMOLIVE
10

passage of the measure, which 1
had favored from the first," he
said.
Senator Jones said his opponent
for the senate seat says he stands
on the republican state platform,
which is for a Just compensation
men.
"Why
for tho
does not he or his party declare
now what a Just compensation
moans, and not wait until after
the election?'' he asked.
Opposes a Sales Tax.
The senator said he does not
favor any measure placing a sales
tax for the creation of the necessary revenue. - "It is a Just debt,"
ne cieciareu, ana wny miumu ic
not pay it from tho general treas- ,..., Knioini, VlA T,,rtnOV In HlH or
dinary way, Just as we pay our
otner jusc aenisr
Ronatnr .Tnnpn exnlnlned his OO- sltlon on the tariff. He asserted
that following tne war, ine prices
of agricultural products, including
wool and meats, had fallen to an
alarmingly low point, below thecost OI production, wnne mamifnntiiM ncnilllnla nrnra Otlll Rpll- ing at a high point. For this rea.
son, ne said, the rarm ruoc was
formed by republican and demo-

reported without a minority report. Just as It seemed ready to
pass, President Harding did the PRO AGENTS LOCATE
unprecedented thing by going Into
congress and asking that the bill
BIG STILL BACK IN
be reconsidered by the senate fiGL0RIETA MOUNTAINS
nance committee.
.
This, he said,
was done, and the bill never came
and
back. On that day, Senator Jones
George Parton was arrested
said, he made a statement In the his whisky still in a secluded spot
seized
by
senate showing how the compen- on the Glorieta mountains
sation measure could be financed, prohibition officers after a long
still
The
on
and showing that the president's tiresome
Sunday.
hunt
contention that It would affect the was said to .be the most Inaccessifinances of the nation was not ble in the state, the liquor being
burroback
well founded.
brought to Glorieta by
nnrt distributed from that point Ly
History of New Measure.
He traced the history of a new automobile.
.- The mountain caoin
measure, passing both houses and
about
meeting a presidential veto; pass- was reached by the officers
cold ana
ing the house over the executive noon when they were
veto and lacking of passage In the hungry. Tney were weirom meal;
senate by only a few votes. He Parton and given an excellent
said he had been assured by Han-lor- d before returning with him to Santaa
commander-in-chie- f
Fe where he was to be given a
MacNider,
operating
of the American Legion, and hearing. He had been was
making
still and
J. D Atwood, commander of the
said.
officers
Legion In New Mexico, that his high grade whisky,
presence in Washington was not
needed, as the fact that he was REYNOLDS AWARDED
paired with a republican senator
REFEREE'S DECISION
opposed to the measure In effect
recorded his vote for It.
"I wanted to go to Washington ' Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 30. Jack
aid the Reynolds of Cedar Rapids, welterIf my presence would
weight wrestling champion claimdeant, was awarded the referee's

in?

We asked
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Tube of Pepsodent Every home
is welcome. Simply mail the coupon.

10-Da- y

sill
Belle of India

Spanish Beauties

English Ladies

ieauties of All Races
Women of some 50 nations now whiten teeth in this way
Do yon know that millions of people, all the
world over, are now cleaning teeth in a new way?
One result is whiter, prettier teeth. You see them
everywhere today.
If you don't know that method, we urge yon to
make this delightful test See what it means to you.

Why teeth discolor
Teeth are coated with a viscous film. Yon can
feel it now. It clings to teeth, gets between the
teeth and stays. Food stains, etc, discolor it, then
it forms dingy coats. Tartar is based on film.
Film also holds food substance which ferments
and forms acids. It holds the acids in contact with
the teeth to cause decay. Germs breed by millions
,in it They, with tartar, are the chief cause of
pyorrhea.
Thus most tooth troubles are now traced to film,
which no ordinary tooth paste can effectively combat So, under old methods, tooth troubles constantly increased, and beautiful teeth were less
o'ten seen than today.
'

Two combatants now
Dental science, after long research, found two
ways to fight film. One acts to curdle film, one to
remove it and without any harmful scouring.
Able authorities proved these methods effective.
tooth paste was created, based
Then a new-typ- e

A

on modern research. The name is Pepsodent
These two great film combatants were embodied
in it Now this Pepsodent has come into worldwide use, largely by dental advice.

Other new effects
Other results were found to be essential, and
Pepsodent brings them. It multiplies the alkalinity
of the saliva. That is there to neutralize mouth
acids, the cause of tooth decay.
It multiplies the starch digestant in the saliva.
That is there to digest starch deposits, for they may
ferment and form acids.
Thus every use gives manifold power to these
g
agents. And these
great natural
combined effects are fast creating a new dental era.
tooth-protectin-

You'll quickly see
These benefits are quickly seen and felt One
week will convince you that Pepsodent does what
nothing else has done. The results will amaze and
delight you.
Tube. Note how
Send the coupon for a
clean the teeth feel after using. Mark the absence
of the viscous film. See how teeth whiten as the
disappear.
You will soon realize that this method is important, both to you and yours. And, when you know
that you will not return to ineffective ways. Cut
out the coupon now.
film-coa-

pat. orp.
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Makes Family Supply
of Cough Remedy
Rmllr bftter than

rmdy-majl-

in lia

i

on. tub to a faimtlr.

1
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If you combined the curative properties of every known
cough remedy, you probably could
not get as much real curative power
as there is in this aimple
cough Byrup, which is easily prepared
in a few minutes.
Get from any druggist 2 ounces
of Pixex, pour it into a pint bottle
and fill the bottle with syrup, usin;
either plain granulated sugar syrup,
clarified molasses, honey, or corn
syrup, as desired. The result is a
fiill pint of really better cough syrup
for
than you could buy
three times the money. Tastes pleasant and never spoils.
This Pinex and Syrup preparation
gets right at the cause of a cough and
gives almost immediato . relief. It
loosens the phloem, stops tho nasty
throat tickle ana heals tho sore, irritated tnembranea so gently and easily
that it is really astonishing.
A day's use will usually overcome
the ordinary couch and for bronchitis,
croup, hoarseness and bronchial asthma, there is nothing better.
Pinez is a most valuable concentrated compound of genuine Norway
pine extract, and has been used for
generations to break severe coughs.
To avoid disappointment, 9k your
drucgist for "2V ounces of Pihex"
with full directions, and don't accept
anything else. Guaranteed to give
absolute
satisfaction
or money
promptly refunded. The Pinex Co,
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
"ready-made-

rktmm m atr-- mi

J

Chicago.

'

Now advised by dentists the world over.
All druggists supply the large tubes.

Only

uSESa

Ave..

T,,b of repsodeDt t0

Mail

NewDay Dentifrice

S. Wabash

H

"
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Wood Heaters at
Coal Heaters at
Base Burners at
Ranges and Coal Stoves at

.$3.75 to $21.80
$7.50 to $65.75
.$81.50 to $125.50
$17.50 to $103.75
.$135.00 to $206.75

Combination Ranges at
Gas companions to be attached to
v . $14.50 to $49.75
any Economy Range. .
New Pattern Waffle Irons, Dutch Ovens, Kettles, Cast
Skillets and Griddles
All Sizes Stove Mica

J. KORBER & CO.
Albuquerque's Big Hardware Store.
Just Across From City Hall.
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Avoid Inhitlnnt Method Imitator.
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YOU'LL SAY THE PRICE IS RIGHT
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For Quick and Certain Results try the Journal Want Ad Columns;
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EOLDTRAP

Yost, Grand Old Man of Grid,

WHS

E

Has leant Headed for lop Again
'hoUBv it

RECORD

vP!

E

m

E

Covers 270-MiCourse
From Douglas to Phoenix
at an Average Speed of
About 50 Miles an Hour.
le

-

Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. SO. Charles
Goldtrap of Phoenix today won the

automobile road race,

course from
covering the
Douglas to Phoenix at an average
a
less than
of
fraction
only
speed
50 miles an hour and shattered
all previous road race records for
this state.
Goldtrap's official time was five
hours, 22 minutes and 50 seconds,
15 minutes and 44 seconds faster
than his nearest competitor. Hugh
Miller of Phoenix was second, time
5:38:34; Dick Locke of Tucson,
third, time 6:39:16;, L. Michener
of Phoenix, fourth-- 5:40:52, and
Jim Thomas of Phoenix, fifth,
5:52:68.
Goldtrap was the twelfth driver
to leave Douglas. He was the fiftii
to reach Tucson. Between Tucson
and Florence he passed the four
leaders and after leaving Florence
he was never headed.
The real battle was waged for
second, third and fourth places.
Miller took second place from
Locke by only 42 seconds, while
270-mi-
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the first and only time in history,
flattened Ohio State. From thero
he went to the University of Nebraska and turned out a squad that
d
sensation by
created a
defeating Kansas and Missouri.
The next year he coached Kansas
and walloped Nebraska and Missouri.
Some time before all this a man
named Greeley had said something
about young men going west.
Yost heard of it and at once set
out for California, , He docked at
Leland Stanford in 1900, and that
year did the elephant washing
trick of coaching four championship teams in one season: his varsity team, the freshman, Lowell
high school of San Francisco and
the Snn Jose Normal school.
iiuarter.
In 1901 he went to Michigan, and
In 1898 Tost was hailed as one of
the greatest forwards of the east,
playing with lafayette where he
had gone to study engineering, but
figures at that time of life were
too much like dping a hurdle raco
with rheumatism, so he did a flashback to the University of West
which he had prevously attended, and went on with the study
of law, graduating in 18D7.
He did not enter law, however,
as the germ of the great outdoors
KOt In his Mood and he started
football coaching.
n
His first ,1ob was nt Ohio
In 1S97, and his team, for
In all the history of football,
written and unwritten, there is no
man who loves the game more
than Fielding H. Tost.
Startinff at Michigan In 1901, he
has coached the Woiverino eleven
down through the ages to the preH-rn- t
time and once again has
Hatched his youngsters triumph
over Ohio State with all due ceremony and Yostlan pomp.
Tost had his first experience on
th gridiron in West Virginia, back
in the days when
ranked with lawn socials along
side football. The lolly old days
when all the undertakers in the
county brought the entire family
10 the game to prove that business
was picking up and staged a
over the bodies at the last

V
Vd M

A

good-size-

free-for-a- ll

in his career at Ann Arbor won the
conference championship of 1901,
1902, 1903 and 1904. Then Michigan was out of the conference from
1906 to 1907, and In 1918 the
Maize and Blue split even with Illinois for conference honors.
His 19 to 0 victory over Ohio
State and his showing over other
elevens lead fans to believe that
e
teams
Yost has one of his
once more.
have
it
that Tost
Rumors afloat
may retire from his post as football coach at the end of this season to engage in other athletic
duties which now consume a largo
part of his time, but this year or
next, whenever it Is, the loss of
Fielding Tost will be the loss of
one of the greatest grand old men
that ever taught a recruit how to
fall on a football.

At Our Ilcstauraw
Michener was one minute and 46
seconds behind Locke.
Walter What would you like to
Goldtrap's average speed estab have the orchestra play, sir? Diner
lishes a new record for the state,
Tell them to play pinochle till
Cal. Messner, who was in charge I'm through my dinner. Seattle
of arrangements for the race, an
The best pre
nounced tonight.
vious verage for a road race was
41.3 miles per hour, Mr. Messner
said. ,
Several cars went into the ditch
or were forced out by minor
breaks but no serious accidents
were reported, according to Mr.
Messner.
The racers finished at the state
fair grounds here where several
thousand spectators were gathered
for the opening day of the fair.
A purse of S6.000 will be split
among the first seven drivers.
corn "cures" have only
If

NommAek

Rheumatism

By NORMAN E. BROWN.
The "Kcnl Days"
In the prize ring when men
j'aught for glory first and money
j second, are recalled
through tho
news that Sam 4'itzpatrick. one of
the great managers of tho old
days, died recently in tho east,
j
Fitzpatrlck started Out to be a
boxer in his native land, Australia,
lie came to America to seek fame
In tho ring when the one and only
Peter Jackson made his debut in
this country. He gave most of his
time to seconding Jackson, how-- )
ever, and eventually entered the
managerial end. Fitzpatrick was
Jackson's second when the Aus-- i
tralian mot Jim Corbett in San
1'rancisco in 1891. The battle went
rounds to a draw.
It is no slur at Kid Lavlgne to
say that Fitzpatrlck helped the Kid,
become the great battler he came
'
to be. Fitz became his manager in
894 and for five years;
until
1'Yankie Erne took the title from
the Kid
managed Lavigne's af- fairs.
Fitzpatrlck Is given credit, also,
for making Jack Johnson cham- plon. Sam took hold of Johnson's
affairs in 1908 and after arranging two clever matches for Johnson against lesser lights obtained
promise of a match between Jack
and Sam Langford in London. It
was to be a stepping stone to a
fight with Tommy Burns, then
champion, 1n Australia,
Johnson backed out of the match
with Langford, but Sam took him
to Australia and there by sheer
wit talked the Australian public
Into demanding a match between
Johnson and Tommy Burns. Johnson annihilated Burns in 14 rounds
and then gave Fitzpatrick the
shake.
Of late years Fitzpatrlck had divided his time between the ring
game and tho race track.
'

;

j

j

j
j

from fourface, mother!
S. S. S.

It the Great Builder of
and Rheumatism
Mutt Go! Just Try It!

"Bhenmatism?
Me? No, indeed, it's
all gone, erery bit of it! It's sunshine and Joy for me now for the first
time in years.
I feel a wonderful
glory again in the free motion I used
10 haTe when my days were younger.
I look at my bands and think of the
twists snd swellings they used to hare.
I bend way oTer to the floor. I haven't
been tbl to do that in many years.
I can thank 8. 8. 8. for it all! To
me it was a rising sun of Joy and lib-rt- y.
Brothers and sisters in misery,
ilo not close yonr eyes and think that
health, free motion and strength are
gone from you forever! It Is not so.
It is here and now for all of you.
. 8. 8. is waiting to help you." There
ia a reason why S. S. S. will help
you. When you increase the number
d
of your
cells, the entire system undergoes a tremendous change,
Kverytnlng depends on
Blood which is minus sufficient red- ells leads to a long list of troubles.
Rheumatism is one of them. S. 8. 8.
blood-builde- r,
Is the great
system strengthened nerve
It Btops skin eruptions,
too, pimples, blackheads, acne, boils,
eczema. It builds up run down, tired
men and women, beautifies complexStart
ions, makes the flesh firmer.
8. H. S. today. It is sold at all drug
teres in two sizes. The larger size
bottle is the more economical.

CSS

,
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hhe yourtelf agam

'
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Muxlnis
Wine improves with age; wo- man with opportunity.
Baldheaded
and toothless he
came here; and so he went.
Life is a circle of Joy and grief.
Toll the truth and lose your
friend.

denvIrtailor talks
himselfjnto jail
Denver, Cct. 80. Lloyd E. Lit
tle, 45 years old, a tailor, tal'iod
himself into Jail at police head
quarters today.
Little, paid by the police to
Hhow the effect of having imbibed
a little freely, appeared at tho
station at 7 a. m. and insisted
upon talking to every one he encountered, so the police declare.
Threatened with confinement, Lit
tle still persisted in making con
versation, the police say. When
ho got familiar with Detective
George Sanders he let fall a confidential remark about being a
parole breaker from the state
penitentiary at Michigan
City,
Ind., according to Sanders. Little
said he had been sentenced to
from one to fourteen years and
broke parole in 1919 by coining
to Colorado,
Sanders asserted.
Indiana authorities were notified
of his arrest,
,
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securities.
An act providing equal powers,
rights and duties in the parents of
minor children.
A stringent law against vice and
gambling. ,

by
Corporation
York
r

i

Tffifflfy,

A department of public welfare.
An act abolishing the legal adviser
to the governor, an office created at
the solicitation and request of a democratic executive.

select the one

sizes

'

that suits you best:
Perfectos Finos

ftp

2

An act limiting the hours of

i

2 for 25C

PerfiKtos

ployment of
manual Jabor.

Universal,

Fin

15C
Universal

BT

DISTRIBUTED

Louis Lewkowitz,

VanderbOts

actual si&

As the Republican administration can be dictated to by a political
leadervin regard to the prison scandal, it is only natural to assume
that the same leader would dictate the conduct of the Republican
nominee for Congress, if that candidate was elected.
This assumption is natural when it is considered they are relatives.
In fact, it would be logical to assume a greater dictatorship, because
in the state administration there is only the attachment of political

engaged

in

,

An act appointing a commissioner
to represent New Mexico in the settlement of rights to the use of the
waters of the Colorado and San Juan
rivers.

The enactment of these laws involve
the abolishing of 53 appointive offices,
with salaries ranging from $1500 to $2500
per year.

follower for political master.

HINKLE

.

A child .labor law.

'

JONES

FOR GOVERNOR

women

em-

3 for 50C

9

Htsxapm
trt shvwii

EL PASO, TEXAS.

fa

Wf

FOR SENATOR
Adv.

Copyright, 1921, by the International News Service.
Registered U. 8. Patent Office.
-

The blue sky law to protect the
people of the state against worthless

(i

FOOTBALL PLAYEU DIES.
Danville, Va., Oct. 30. Eugino
Fratarcangelo, South Boston Military academy halfback, died today of injuries sustained in a
football game Saturday with Chatham Training School,

'"'

The abolition of mounted police.

A game commission law making
provision for a fish hatchery with
which to stock the streams of our
state.

MORROW

C?r-- i

An improved highway law, limiting the overhead costs to the minimum.

i made

r

FOR COXGRESS.

C.An
(

tracts.

beautifully made.

Ferrin

.

A law preventing forfeiture and
cancellation of state Jand contracts
and providing a just method of assessing owners equities in such con-

Adv.
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don't despair.
For Instant, eomnlete.
permanent relief Is guaranteed by tho new
re
metnoa. A rew drops or "Oets-It- "
moves any old or new. hard or soft corn
rrom any root, it peels off In your
fingers.
Costs but a trifle everywhere. Recom
mended by all druggists. E. Lawrence
& Co., Mfr., Chicago.
Sold In Albuquer
que ny Alvarado
Pharmacy,
Briggs'
Pharmacy and Highland Pharmacy.

You've heard Mozart called a
fragrant cigar. Mozart is fragrant. It is made to befragrant.
An uncommonly mild cigar
of Havana fragrance
I

Publicity Manager.

The republican party "points with
pride" to its record of 100 per cent fulfillment of the pledges made in its 1920 platform by the last session of the state legislature. The laws proposed in the platform and enacted by that legislature include the following:

You've heard Mozart called
a mild cigar, Mozart is mild.
It is made to be mild.

Mozart
Conjolida

Republican

mads your feet mors sore and tender,

and as fragrant

Mild as a May Morning

Srecial to The Journal
Raton, N. M., Oct. 30.

BRINGING UP FATHER.

By Frank Staplln,

MOZART
CIGAR

RATON HIGHS WIN
FROM NORMAL UNI.
BY
TO 6 SCORE

Kiehl

latform Pledges

For Corns
Costs Little

Vlr-gini- a,

Wei-leya-

lepublicans Keep

"Gets-It- "

old-tim-

Raton
High won the game from Vegas
Normal University Saturday at
Raton 42 to 8. The first half was
evenly ana closely fought, ending
in a score of 6 to 6. In the last
half Raton walked off with 35
points and won the game, 42 to 6.
A black snd gold sweater was
given, by Kllmurray Clothing store,
to Higgins, Raton's left halfback,
for making the first touchdown
for the home team.
The day was windy with a cloud
of dust storming across the field
the entire game. Kicking against
the wind was impossible and passLine plunging was impractical.
ing and end runs had to be resorted to. Near the end of the
first quarter the Vegas quarterback
and captain retired from the game.
This handicapped the Vegas team
during the remainder of the game.
It is hard to pick stars for either
team. The Vegas boys lacked the
punch, at least without their captain, to deliver the goods; while
the Raton boys had a good offense
and a good defense after the first
few minutes of play. The line men
for Raton deserve mention for
opening the holes for the back-fieland the backfield had the
The opening few minutes
push.
looked well for Vegas as they carried the ball up the field against
the wind in rapid uucresslon to
within 20 yards of the goal line.
but there they were stopped. The
most of the game was clea:.ly
played. The officials had a hard
time keeping up with the ball in
the dust storm. Referee, Kronig,
Watrous; Umpire, Neustadt, Rocky
Mountain, Raton.
Lineup.
Raton
Vegas
Hursh
Odell, capt. ...F.B
R.H
Guturrez
Creecy
L.H
Higgins
Stapp
Q.B. ..Pulley, capt
Nyhu
Hilgers
Jones
C,
Craig
Campbell
Mausby
, .L.G
McBride
Chrlstersen
Swygart
,
,
.R.G
,. Oakes
Bissey
. .L.T
Smith ...
Gallegos
.R.T
Carroon
Payne . .
.L.E
Gerard
Porter . .
Hopping
Robinson . ...R.E
Ilfeld

October 31, 1922.

By George McManus

WHAT IN THE
WORLD DID
"YOU JUMP
OOWIS IN
THERGl- V OR

This record of fulfillment is a guarantee to the people of New Mexico that the
republican candidates of the present year,
if elected, will carry out the pledges' made
for them in the party platform, as well as
the declarations and pledges by the individual candidates relative to their conduct
of the offices to which" they aspire.
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The platform of the present year
pledges the party to the strictest possible
economy in the administration of state
affairs, and the economical conduct of all
of the state offices for the past 5 years is
a guarantee that this pledge will be executed, and the present economical conduct of these offices continued.
A.

.
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not apt to return to your convenMEXC HINT.
tional darnlng-egagain.
Brcukfiist.
Rolled Oats with Top Milk
If
bag leaks, fill with
Poached Eggs on Buttered Toast
hot salt instead of water.
Bananas
Cocoa
Coffee
To remove paint from window
Luncheon.
Stewed Tomatoes with Home Made glass. rub a little vinegar on spots.
Noodles
When
furniture for
packing
Brown Bread and Butter
Milk
moving, old stockings will be
Cookies
found Invaluable for wrapping legs
Dinner
of chairs and tables. They will not
Roast Beef
tear or leave exposed places for
Erown
Mashed Potatoes with
scratching as paper does.
Gravy
Vegetable Salad
A small marble slab is useful
White Bread and Butter
in the kitchen for cutting onions,
Peaches with Whole
Cheese
garlic and other things as it is
Tie
easily clcuned and does not retain
Coffee
the odors.
TODAY'S RECIPES.
Any kind of mint scattered about
Stewed Tomatoes with Noodles your
shelves will chase away mice.
dozen large ripe
Stew
To stop a leak, beat yellov soap
tomatoes until tender, rub through
to
bieve.
Add en!t and pepper to and whiting with a little waterleak
a thick paste, covnr over the
taste, a little sugar and noodles. and it will
be Instantly stopped.
Cook for fifteen minutes. Before
serving dot top of dish with butter.
Noodles One egg well beaten, one
tablespoon "water, pinch of salt,
flour for very stiff dough. Roll
until very thin and dry. Iet lio
on board for one hour then fold
Into narrow strip and cut very
fine.
Vegetable Salad One cup finely
it.
cut cabbage, soaked for one hour
In cold water, drain and add one figure of interest to all women. He
cup of each of the following: Dic- is especially intriguing to those
ed, cold boiled red beets, cold boil of Albuquerque who are finding
ed carrots, cold boiled potatoes and him a big drawing card to the
one cup finely cut celery, Mix Chamber of Commerce dinner to
well together, season with solt and be held at the armory on Novem
Serve on lettuce leaves, ber 11.
pepper.
Women are telephoning the
covering salad with salad dressing.
Salad Dressing Mix dry one Chamber of Commerce constantly
to
mus
one
inquire If they will be admitted
teaspoon
teaspoon salt,
the dinner," said Manager M. L.
tard, one teaspoon cornstarch, two at
Fox yesterday. "They are stopping
tablespoons sugar. Add two well
cup vin- me on the street and sending their
beaten eggs and
Stir
husbands to see mn about It. Of
water.
cup
egar and
while cooking and when done auu course they are welcome.
"This dinner is primarily a
one teaspoon nutter.
n
Chamber of Commerce affair but
Brown Bread One and
it's going to be a case of tirst come,
cups sour milk or buttermilk,
first served, women Included. All
cup sugar, one and
who apply for reservations
tablespoons molasses, one tea- women he
accommodated.
It Is
spoon soda, one cup raisins, two shall
at
cups graham flour. probable that the attendance
nnd
Mix well and let rise one hour and the dinner will be about BO per cent
women."
bake in moderate oven.
Hoover's work as a relief work
er in the starving countries of Eu
St'GGESTIOXS.
mix
rope and his activities as food adTo clean rugs on the floor,
ministrator for the United States
equal parts of cornmeal and salt have
brought him In touch with
and sweep briskly with a broom.
thousands of women who he
If you once use rubber ball In taught to "Mooverlze" during tho
darning your stockings, you are waf.
g

her mind, bargained for the remainder of the month, and with
Chapter 37
her list In her hand, a pencil to Jot
thl-eround
the
agent
down whatever was promised, she
The
girls
reof the house wilting for them, conferred with Hurd as to the
talking to Dugan. him how nice I pairs.
will
paper
"Mr. Dugan says you
"Dugan's telling
had
this room." she said. They room.
am!" Nellie whispered.
in
the
living
don't
been
keep
"NVllle Riley, it you
talking
n "Will you
paint it also, and will
still I shall going to Mr. Kobin-soas you did has made me abso- you paint the floor? We cannot
said, afford to carpet it.'
lutely unable to think," Gladysrecov"Well, I don't know as I can
neither she nor Cora, had
I'll paper and If
ered from the dazed condition into promise all that.room
that you want
which Nellie's action had thrown this is the only
it
but the floor I
fixed I'll paint
them.
"This is Mister Kurd, the agent," hardly think I can promise that
but what elsi is there besides 1 this
Dugan said.
am
Mr. Hurd smiled on them, then room? I can't do more than ten
with an air of embarrassment said: niintverl hut of course ftr good ref
"Glad to meet you. young la- ants that stay that have good
dies!" He perhaps had expected to erences I'll try to do all I can.
"Shure, don't we know that!"
see girls quite different from the
we'll stay!
three quietly dressed, and rather KolllocanInterrUDted.on "And
us. And if you'll
ones standing before You
depend
handsome
him. But he, like Dugan, kept his make it nice for us we Will take
awful good care of it." As she fineyes on Nellie.
"It's us is glad to see you, Mr. ished, he looked smilingly at her
Hurd," she said before the other and replied:
"I'd be a pretty hard man if
two could speak, "because wo want
could for you."
you to be very nice to us, and to didn't do all I minx!"
'That little
Gladys 6aid,
bn after fixin' ui) this flat for us:
no
one
but Cora heard.
allow
so
am
I
"I'll do what I can all
"Now we'll look at the kitchen
lowed to do if " he stammered
a bit. Cora understood and said but before we do. Mr. Hurd, will
you let us select the paper for this
Duletlv:
"Here are our references, Mr. room? We'll keep to the price you
Hurd. I think you will find them fix."
"Yes, and Dugan here will bring
satisfactory." She dared not look
at Gladys as she handed him Mr. you our book of samples."
"The kitchen must be painted,
Robinson s.
woodwork.
It is very
"Very good! I Bee you have un- - walls and
derstood what w need," he said.i dirty, and we couldn't enjoy our
his embarrassment not quite gone. food cooked in it," Cora told him
"We have to be extra careful In as they stood in the tiny kitchen
big enough to hold them
renting nowadays. Business ain't scarcely
so good, and when you rent by the all.
"If I do this. I can't quite see my
ivonth you have to look out, espe- to do all you want in the other
ully with ladies." He stopped, way
room.
Paint isn't as cheap as it
mean
Hushing a deep red. "I don't
to be, neither is labor. Now
your kind. Miss," now he turned to used floor
that
Cora, "but you would be surprised that have in the- living room
to have two coats to
the stories some tell to get" in; then will
it
look
make
should
decent,
we
really
have
when
the howl they put up
to make them get out." He was a have three. It's poor lumber."
"I'll pay for the paint if you'll
very common man. yet he had eviIt on," Nellie broke in.
dently intended what he said as a put"That's
a bargain. But that is all
compliment to the girls.
He read the references carefully. I can do. Paint the woodwork of
"Very good." he said again. "You the front room, paper it. and put
can have the flat. People like them, the paint on the floor if you pay
in business, don't put their names for it, and paint the Vtchen one
to paper unless it is all right. The coat."
"Will ynu do it at once?" Cora
man what owns the place Is In
to come right in."
Europe, and If I let undesirable asked. "We want
people in, or people who don't pay, It. "I've got a man can get right at
Miss," Dugan said, addressing
why I'd lose my job. mighty quick."
Nellie couM scarcely contain her- Cora, but looking at Nellie.
Tomorrow A Special Delivery
self, and the other two looked very
Letter.
happy. But Cora, the expense In

BY LENORE

THE GIRLS RENT A FLAT

long-waiste-

Milk-Appl-

one-ha-

.1i

one-ha-

one-ha-

My lot is cast where millionaires

are thick as they can be and,
grouchy as so many bears, they sit
beside the sea; and every moment
some one swears their - weird Is
hard to dree. Oh, every moment
some one sighs, and wishes he were
dead, for he is tired of swatting
flies, of eating dally bread; he's
tired of swapping futile lies concerning days long sped. These
rich men never learned to play,
or loaf the long hours through;

ARMAND

COLD CREAM POWDER,
UftlE PINK VVMilt BOXES

one-na-

er

one-hal-

one-hn-

bodice is finished with a slender
belt of velvet, and the skirt is
Sevstraight, without any gathers.
eral American women who ordered
this deslen for late autumn and
winter wear, had the neck altered
to the bateau line, edged with fur,
and one woman had nutria fur sub
stituted for the whire.

Plan to Be Proposed at
Convention to Hold Sectional Meetings Instead
of Annual Gathering.

and that la
Armand Cold
Cream Powder is perfectly
soft, dry, smooth and dense,
a base of cold cream,
rtet has
spreads evenly, blends
naturally into the skin and
stays on till you wash it off.
Just try Armand Cold
Cream Powder once. It is
f 1, everywhere in the little
yowder made
1

Ifa

after several trials, you do
not love it, take it back and
get your money.
Ask your dealer for, or
tend us 25c for a week-en- d
package containing gener-

Cold Cream Powder.

Armand Bouquet, Rouge,
Cold Cream, Vanishing1
Cream, Talcum and Soa- pAddress
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TRY OUR WET
WASH
and
Mondays. Tuesday
Wednesdays.
15 lbs., 75 Cents
Thursdays,
Fridays and
Saturdays
25 lbs., $1.00 '
'

Imperial Laundry
Co.

Phones

147

and

148.

A plan to discontinue the annual
convention of the New Mexico EdIn
holding
ucational association,
Its place sectional meetings under
the control of the state council will
be proposed by James M. Bickley
of Clovls at the coming convention
of educators here. The executivo
as
committee of the association
agreed with the proposed change
undoubtwill
and the association
edly accept such an amendment
to the constitution.
Mr. Rlcklev's plan follows:
We propose that the state be di
vided Into three or four sections,
holding their meetings on Thursday, Friday and Saturday of
week. That these
Thanksgiving
sectional meetings be under the
direction and control of the state
council.
Reasons for the proposed tnange
First, the cost will be reduced
In the reduction
about four-fittof traveling expenses, in the cost
of speakers very little Increase, In
that the same speakers may be
used on the circuit.
Second, it will make It possiDie
for the entire teaching force to attend one of the meetings, whereas
now many of the teachers never
have the opportunity to attend.
Third, the size of the association
Is too large to be easily una pi out
'
ably handled.
.

ous samples of Armand

Dee Moines

MEET

Fourth,

the

various

sections

would be helped by having their
meetings In their part of the
state.
Fifth, the unity of purpose of
the present organization . will be
maintained In that the various
sectional meetings will be directed
and controlled by the same body,
the State council.
The Educational council to meet
once each year In Albuquerque, and
In a general way the council to
have the same powers as at pre

ent.

Team

Bernalillo county girls walked
off with five state prizes at the
New Mexico boys' and girls' club
contest at State College. In addition to the honor of having the
local hot lunch demonstration

team represent the state at the
coming Denver livestock show,
four other state prizes were won
by Bernalillo

stunt party and
A Hallowe'en
costume parado was given at the
Y. M..C. A. lust night for the boys'
department under the supervision of
J. V. Moss, boys' secretary. The boys
In
lobby was brightly decorated
black and orango for the occasion.
About 25 youngsters participated
in the parade
which marched
through the men's lobby and the
to
gymnasium
piano music by MIsh
Marian Berry, daughter of the secIn tho gymnasium the
retary.
nnrada passed before a reviewing
stand where three Judges, Secre-- j
tary J. V. Berry, O. M. Love and
A. 13. Johnson, sat.
Trlzes for tho best coKtumcuj
were awarded to .James Ritien-- j
house, and to L. O. Williams, Jr..
and Luclen Rice for second and!
third place. After the parade
stunts followed first and second
prizes for those being given to Clifton Howell and Herman Marcus:
The first prizes were gymnasium
suits and the second prizes, skull
caps;
The Klean Kid Klub recently organized among the Junior gymnasium class members- ,wlll hold n
social around the fireplace at the Y. M. C. A. for a popcorn popping this evening.

TO SIGN TREATY TODAY.
.Madrid, Oct. 30. A commi.TcUl
treaty between Great Britain ami
Spain will bt signed tomorrow
evening. Minister of Foreign Affairs Prlda will sign for Spain .in
Sir K. tlownrd, the Isaitish Ambassador for Great Britain,

county girls.
First state prizes were won in
the first year sewing clasj and
the second year sewing class and
one third state prize In first year
sewing was won. The garments
which were Judged at the state
contest were made In the county
club work here. under the direction of Mrs. Maud C. Doty, county homo demonstration agent, and
''Due to the cnal shortage," ob-- 1
sent to State College for the ex- serves
the Maryville Tribune, "one
hibit.
popular winter resort will be two
Gcorgle Farrell won the first suits
of
underwear."
prize among all the sewing clubs
of the state on a gingham dress
which she cut out and made for
herself. The dress was shown at
the recent county exhibit at the
For a
chamber of commerce.
elm
n..
thimble and

timet

ownrrfpri

ft.

1

lUKaw

Bessie Laurence won a
awards.
prize of a stamped luncheon set
for making the best utility bag.
The best work of eight girls in
the county clubs was selected
from the county exhibit by Miss
Richardson, state leader, for tho
state exhibit. The club work U
done under the direction ot the
county home demonstration agent
in the rural communities of the
county where the schools do not
It is
provide such instruction.
the work
to expand
planned
greatly In Bernalillo county to durening the coming season and
list the Interest of women who
will act as voluntary leaders ol
club groups all under the supervision of the county agent who
will direct the work.

"There, are two sides to every

"UMasui

hi 'saar mi tain

Snowdrift
1

lb.

..20c

2

lbs.

.

.39c

4 lbs.

..75c

8 lbs.

$1.46

We will have another shipment
of Jones Sausugo in a day or
so.
watch this space for an
nouncement of its arrival.

Van Camp's Milk
Tall Cans, 10c
Van Camp's Milk
48 Cans to Case,
$4.60

Boss Patent Flour
48 lbs., $2.15
Meadow Gold

Butter

Slitver

a pair of scissors,
The first prize on the first year
sewing was won by Carmelita
Grlego and the third prize in that
class by Ava Roberts. Both girls
entered hand made undergarmentsIn the contest and received mateterial for gingham drciees as

50c Pound

MEAT
Milk

Fed Veal Roast
20c Pound
Veal Slew
for All Ar,eo I
The Original
2 pounds
25c
QuickLunchatHome.Omce&Fountains,
RtchMiIk.MaltedGrainExtractinr'ow- .Swifts Bacon
derfcTabletforms.
Whole Slab 40c pound
Avoid laitationi and aubsuuitcj
Focd-Drin- k

'r

Nouriching-Nocoolti-

aj.

--

the Crplchton News.
"except J 1.60 phonograph records."
fViInt?
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Largest Assortment
Lowest Prices
Visitors to our

ready-to-we-

ar

department are impressed quite as much
with our large assortments as they are our
lower prices. This is one
of the big results of our
policy which
provides

PICTURES
GUIDE YOU
AT EVERY STEP

for a larger- volume of
business on a narrower
margin of profit. News
of the lower prices brings
the volume of business;
and we are enabled to
-

II
WTH

IE T

Honors.

.

EDUCATOR 5

one genii
THERE is just
cream face

I

lf

Demonstration

when in their prime each busy day
showed some one they could do;
some other rich men they might
flay were evermore In view. They
never learned in all their days the
use of useless things, like arguing
with Idle Jays of cabbages and
kings, of finding out, in fifty ways,
the Joy that loafing brings. They
never learned to play vain tricks
that do not bring in kale, to make
houses out of bricks, or read
try Old
Sleuth tale; and so they
an
file their weary kicks, and say that
life is stale.
Oh, parents, teach
your Bona to play and have a bully
time, and do not let them break
away that they may nail a dime, or
haply, when they're old and gray,
they'll say that life's a crime.

O. El

hat-bo- x.

f

AT

Local Club Girls Besides

If

T

te

lf

lf

BOYS
PARTY FOR
GIVEN LAST NIGHT
Y

Four Sewing Prizes Won by

WALT MASON.

IDLE RICH.

Armand

lf

WOMEN DESIRE
TO ATTEND THE
HOOVER DINNER

RIPPLING RHYMES
Bl

e

HALLOWE'EN STUNT

PRIZES

BY COUNTY

IS

hot-wat-

FROM PARIS
An unrelieved black frock is no
longer in favor with fashion, so
Lanvln has attained this very
smart effect by combining black
velvet with white fur and a parallel
band of white silk braid with veld
vet buttons. The soft,

--

III

Household Hint'

ROMANCE

STENOGRAPHER'S
B

r--

I

SITE

5

Start your day right with
a cup

of good

coffee.

Worth a lot more than
ordinary coffee; but costs just

about the same per cup.
So start your day right!

present much larger assortments than would ordinarily be possible.
No matter what item of
ready-to-we-

you

ar

be

may

needing, remember
that the large assortments and the lower
prices will make for your
satisfactory selection.

Unionsuit Yourself
With Munsingwear
We have
for
Munslngwear
men, women and children. It
Is all of the same unmatchable
We sell so much
quality.
because
Munslngwear
people
have learned that dollar for
dollar It's by far the cheapest
they can get hecause of its
long wear and .the comfort
is thrown Into the bargain.

Interesting Laces,
Etc.
One of our main floor departments is devoted to the display
and sale of lace
trimmings,
ornaments for suits, coats and
The new things
dresses, etc.
arriving these days make It inSome of the things
teresting.
attracting the most attention
are the lace robes used over
Silk for dresses.

Save
materials as experts do
The Del tot cutting layouts give vou
laid on
your size pattern in your view,
the width material you are using. You
have put before your eyes, simply,
dearly, s layout that exactly fits your
needs and saves you money on every... .
.
thing you males.
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Put together expertly
The Deltor shows you the easiest
and beat way to handle each step in the
making. The lines, the final style of
your dress are perfect, you can put it
together just as a professional would.
SEAM

BINDING

JtWtD ON FIAT

.

An Inducement to
Get Your Rugs Here

The French finish
You can now give your dress the
same ezciuisite perfection you love in
imported things. The Deltor shows
you the French finish for each detail,
and nowadays these touches an so
important they frequently "make" to
entire costume.

We have two principle Inducements to offer you In our rug
department. The first of these
the
Is the large assortments
largest In the state. The other BUTTERICK PATTERNS
A comparison
is the prices.
, WITH THE DELTOR
will tell the whole story.

What About This Time Eiext Year?
started now will lead you into a
good position in a few months. From that, if you
have proper preparation, your advancement wilf
go on indefinitely. Become an Accountant, a Stenographer, a Bookkeeper or a Secretary
A business course

HOTEL BUILDING AT

RESERVE DESTROYED
to Tea Journal
Oct. SO. The hotel
building; at Reserve, Catron coWy,
which was occupied by a bank and
drug store, was destroyed by fire
and the. court house which adjoins
It was burning, according to a mes
sage received here today.
Bneelal

ftanta IP.

THE WESTERN SCHOOL FOR PRIVATE
SECRETARIES

Tijeras Avenue at Eighth Street.

Phone S01

--
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CHARGES OF

E
CRUMBUNG-HIL- L
Committee
the
Answer
to
Attempts
Questions Propounded to
Hinkle, He Declares.

State

Central

lo The .luurnnl

SlM'cliiI

Gallup, N. M.. Oct. SO. Speaking here tonight Charles L. Hill,
republican candidate for
said: "Before a volley of direct
questions the wall of democratic
'charges has crumbled away. I have
im.v
repeatedly asliea :ur. nniKie.
opponent, to tell the people how lie
In
and
taxes
would reduce their
vain I have lo'.ketl for his answer.
No reply
rotne from hiin and
ha"
committee
the democratic
Ktentied into the breach for the
democratic candidate and haw en- no
ocratio committee has said:
onratlc committee has Raid: "The
the
slate administration through
exercise of the powers vested in it
of agencies re
by the creation
sponsible to tho governor can
control
expenditures. These
largely
departments aro tho tax commission, the educational auditor and
auditor
state
the,
traveling
Through the exercise of their pow
ers they can reduce budgets In the
counties and generally effect sav
ings to the taxpayers in state and
county governmental costs.'
"This statement which I have
ouoted is the statement .hich th
committee
has fur
democratic
nished for the democratic candi
date and It is actually reeking with
tho same Inconsistency which has
characterized all democratic propa
ganrta in this campaign. In this
statement the democrats name
three agencies which they allege
can be made use of for the purpose
of reducing taxation in the counties. By implication they attribute
to these three departments a power
which they do not possess. They
have no actual coercive powers.
They can recommend and advise
and In certain cases refuse to approve but that is nil they can do.
They have to act strictly in accordance with legal limitations and
your county boards have much
more leeway than have these three
agencies which the democrats are
now trying to inject into the situation.
"The inconsistency of the democratic statement, though, is not so
much In what they say as in what
they fall to say. They tell you of
three agencies which can be used
to reduce your taxes, but they
don't tell you that one of these
I

agencies, one of these extremely
useful agencies which is going to
lie of such material assistance to
Mr. Hinkle when he comes into
power Is an agency which they
have condemned in their platform
and which they say they are going to abolish because it is pernicious and wicked nnd bad. They
toll you that Mr. Hinkle is going
to make use of the office of the
state traveling auditor to help reduce your taxes but they didn't
print into the record the plank in
their platform in regard to that
office, f guess they forgot to do
that. Here is what the democratic platform Buys about that
useful office, the office of state
traveling auditor:
" 'We heartily condemn the law
creating the office of state traveling auditor and defining its duties. AVc denounce it as a device
of politicians to escape impartial
and
investigation by
substituting an apparent audit by
one of their own number.'
"Now, isn't that fine, isn't that
going to add greatly to the democratic majority on November 11
The democratic central committee
comes out in print and says that
their governor is going to make
use, of a device of politicians to
escape impartial and
investigation.
"Of course, I do not agree with
the democrats in their estimate of
the office of state traveling auditor. Personally, I think that it is
a very useful office and I am
merely calling your attention to
this to show you to what lengths
they are willing to go in order to
obtain your vote. They have deliberately deserted their platform
in order to try to answer a question which .we have, been propounding to them for weeks."
n
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SEVERAL KILLED

II

CLASHES
ITALIAN
Fascist!

and

TfilJS

Home, Oct. 30. flashes between
i
and communists nro retowns
from
various
throughout Italy.
At Genazzano, during the funeral
of a fasclstl killed yesterday by
communists, tho victim's comrades
recognized the murderer und pur
sued ana Killed him.
At Palestrina, a fight occurred
between fascist! and communists in
which four were killed, one of
whom was a fnscisii.
Fascist! Invaded a railroad men's
club at Genoa and later forced
their way into the ofi'ico of the
In collision with the
prefecture.
were
police four of the fascisti
one
wounded,
dangerously.
a
with
carabineers
During
fight
at Kologne,
two facsistl
were
killed and one wounded. Later a
sergeant of the royal guard was
killed and another wounded.
From clmost nil the other cities
come
throughout tho country
stories of enthusiastic demonstrations upon the occupation 'of the
government offices by the "bluck
"
aVi
rt

WHEN

READ! TO JUMPi
1.
rw
CJIIQIU

pine-

-

Oiiffppc
Wpkh
;
t
tiff
iniUrieS Wnen Ln- on Train
No. 2
i

Dawson, N. M., Oct. 30. "Play
the game square," was the key
note of the first of three speeches!
made here today by Mrs. Adelina
republican nominee
for representative in congress.
Judge S. B. Davis, Jt., nominee for
United Slates senator, and Hllano
Delgado, nominee for auditor, also
spoke nt the three meetings. The
purty began the last week of the
campaign with the three meetings
here. The meeting at Albuquerque
Saturday night will close the campaign for the republican party.
From Albuquerque
the several
members will go to their homes
for tho election.
Kjoaks to Pupils.
Mrs. Warren's first address" was
to the pupils of the Douglas High
school in the afternoon. It was
there that she said:
"I am a great believer In play.
You learn nearly as much in play
as in study, for it Is on the playground that you loam to be square.
If you violate the rules on the
ln yo"r
i"!:lyfr,'"nd
Ponies, remember that you realiy
cheat nobody but yourself.
Play
the game square. '
In addressing a large audience
In the opera house tonight, she
highly commended Dawson's excellent school system, under which
there are four schools employing
38 teachers and training 1,100 puwith an additional nignt
pils,
school in which 120 students are
enrolled.
In the .night meeting she discussed school conditions in New
Mexico, child welfare work, taxation, both federal and state. On
the subject of preparing ballots
on election day, together with the
study that ought to be given ln
advance, she said: "Your communities aro just as good or Just as
bad ns vou wish them to be. Yon
should select as your officers and
tatlvPS Buch men . nd wo
men n wm nest serve ana repre
sent you. Make a study of the
i

FIREMAN STRUCK

Enhriam

WARN

Otero-Warre-

Theaters Today

Pastime Theater For the last
time today, the management is
repeating the comedy, "Up and
at 'Em," with Doris May as the
leading star; also repeating the
"Fox News" pictures and the two- reel comedy.

0F1

fslirrlnl to Tho Journal

fasoii-t-

ported

BY FENCE

ADVICE

Nominee for
Congress Speaks at Daw
son; Davis and Delgado
Also on the Program.

At Faenza forty fasclstl occupied
1V,
I tho prefecture
and tnk nv
j
postal, telegraph and all other governmental offices. The same thing
where the
"IS"
Theater Adolph Zukor occurred nt Vcronn,
of tho offices by the
the
presents
popular Thomas military, one fascist! was killed.
Meighan as the star in "If You
Believe It, It's So," a Paramount
picture; also showing the interesting "Pathe Review" and "Current Events" pictures.
Lyric Theater Louis B, Mayer
presents the John M. Stahl production, "One Clear Call," with
Milton Sills, the cast including
Henry B. Walthall, Irene Rich
and Shannon Day; also presenting
the Goidwyn-Graphl- c
comedy,
"Help Wanted."

SQUARE

Communists Republican

Engage in Battles; Crowd
Pursues and Kills an Alleged Murderer.

i

E GAME

Cut

records' of the candidates and
choose these who are qualified to
serve you. If you do not choose
those best qualified, then it is your
own fault that you do not have
better regulated communities or
better government.
Judge Davis Introduced.
When Judge Davis was intro"When I follow
duced, ho said:
Mrs. Warren, after she has made
a speech as she made this evening,
I feel like merely saying, 'me too,'
and sitting clown." Notwithstanding this declaration, he proceeded
to make one of the best addresses
that he has delivered ln the campaign. The stupendous task of the
present administration, in assuming control, was effectively illustrated by showing that at that
time the national debt was nearly
twice as great as the total of all
the gold and silver money ln the
world. In spite of this great handicap, some progress toward a return to normalcy has been made,
he asserted.
On the subject of differences in
belief of the two major parties on
the question of the tariff, he said
that no policy advocated or enacted by the republican party has
closed down an industry or thrown
a man out of employment.
Assails Platform.
Assailing the platform of the
democrats in New Mexico, supportfor New Mexico
ing protection
products, but denying the claim
for protection for the products of
other states. Judge Davis explained
that Industrial conditions ln other
sections are reflected In general
business conditions here in
When there is a depression ln Industrial centers, there Is
a resultant closing down of copper
mines and a reduction of working
forces in the coal mines. The point
was that If protection is denied to
the manufacturers, depression will
follow, so that finally, a large part
of the burden will be shifted to
New Mexico.
Delgado spoke at the night meet
ings at the opera house and at
Lash hall. Delgado divided time
about equally with Mrs. Warren at
the meeting that was held at
Cimarron on Sunday night. Since
the audience was composed almost
n
citientirely of
zens, both spoke ln Spanish only.
It was the first time that Delgado
had touched upon any of the national Issues except the adjusted
.

Spanish-America-

ar

good

of

you

out

None Such
mincemeat

MERRELL-SOUL-

In that
compensation measure.
meeting he mado an able presentation of the tariff question, making the republican principles quite
clear.

COMPANY

E

SYRACUSE. N.Y.

The Republican Candidate for Congress has addressed an
appeal, not to any
one class, but to the whole people of New Mexico, whose interests she will
represent, if elected.
The people of New Mexico desire a Representative in Congress for the whole
people of the State, not for any class, can express this desire by a vote for

JUST DRAGGED

L

BUTTREACHEROUS

UP AFTER

epresentation

Breaks Tire Near Ribera.

its

over the control of the govern- 30 days to obtain passage back to
ment, from the socialists and la- America.
The trip this summer was tha
boring classes who had gained
which Mr. Bachechi has
'
control, explained Mr. Bachechi. third
made back to his native country
They have put down bolshevism
4 0 years
residence in the
and the Reds and are forming the during
R
TO
He and his wife
United States.
new Italy.
Rome where
visited
Reno,
Paris,
The word fascisti means "tha
saw the pope, and all of the
people." They have taken charge they
of official affairs and have made provinces of Italy including Mr.
the laboring people go back to llachechl's old home near Lucca,
work, he explained. Tho socialist ln Tuscany.
strike embarrassed the whole of
Italy, and the new
has the FIRE DESTROYS HAY
0. Bachechi Returning From idea of putting theparty
government
ON AJACANT LOT
hack on a sound basis, cutting
Visit to Old Home Says down the army and cancelling the
debt as quickly as posA few bales of hay belonging
Fascisti Are Working for national
sible.
to Isodro Sandoval and piled ln a
as
as
is
well
all
Second
South
vacant
lot on
Italy,
Europe,
Country's Good.
with tourists,
thronged
chiefly street were destroyed by fire yes
Mr.
said
from
Bachechi.
10.
of
America,
a
loss
with
about
That Italy Is making a vigorous
terday
The travelers are enjoying the The cause ot the fire is unknown.
effort at post-wrehabilitation, country and are putting
much
and that the fasclstl are endeavor- money Into circulation there. TourEven if somebody says, "The
ing to put the country back on a ist travel is so heavy that Mr. and public be damned," It doesn't have
sound business basis after the la Mrs. Bachechi were obliged to wait to be.
bor troubles, is the report, brought
back by O. Bachechi, pioneer Al- Mr. Bachechi and
buquerquean.
his wife have recently returned
from a five months' visit to their
former home ln Italy.
The greatest activity Is being
QUESTION:
shown in agriculture in Italy, said
Mr. Bachechi.
The farmers are
cooks make such delicious
How do
all developing their land to capacity and are working hard. They
are being encouraged by the fact
bot mince pies?
that they are getting more money
for their produce but their expenses are correspondingly higher,
ANSWER:
he said. Electricity Is being used
since
so
coal
soared
universally
mean modern cooks, the majority
If
high In price, each little farm having its own plant.
their crusts and use
them
roll
Everybody seems to have enough
money nnd no one Is suffering, he
The northern provinces
reported.
of Flume and Trieste taken over
since the war are bebng greatly assisted In their rehabilitation by the
said Mr. Bachechi
government,
who visited the battle fields.
Wholesale construction of homes
and roads Is going on with government help and the people are
oontent under their new rule.
"LIKE MOTHER USED TO MAKE"
The fascisti clement have taken

WDRKNG

I

9

......

TOM MF.IGH.V, STAR OF
"IP voir HFXIEVK it,
so." When a tire on the locomotive
"JIMTOWN" AND JUMPERS pulling Santa Fe eastbound train
No. 2 broke near Ttibera, 25 miles
According to Thomas Meighan southeast of Las Vegas last night,
who went with the Paramount Kphriam Welch, of Las Vegas, the
anticipating a wreck,
company to northern California to fireman,
shoot scenes for "If You Believe stood on the cab step, prepared to Florida Lady Was in a Miswas struck b" a cat-tl- o
Welsh
It, It's So," his new Paramount Jump.
guard, and knocked to the erable Condition, But Says
picture directed by Tom Forman,
suffering bruises on his
Bret Harte, the celebrated novel- ground,
was not badly hurt.
She Found Car'dui Helpist, must have lived ln nearly leg. He
Reports from Las Vegas last
Well.
every house in every small town night
ful,
in the early mining regions of broken were to the effect that the
tire
oracl.ed
steam
a
pipe,
California.
nnd the escaping steam so obscured
Altha, Fla. In, explaining how
Next Dose may Salivate, Shock
"We had heard," said the star, the view
that
Welsh did not see the she found Cardul so helpful dur- in
wrote
Harte
lived
'that
and
cattle guard. The train was de- ing change ot life, Mrs. Ella M.
Liver or Attack Your
"Jimtown," so I made some In- layed about
an hour awaltln? the Bailey, of R. E. D. 2, this place,
Bones
quiries. Just as In New York you arrival of nuother engine from Las said:
learn that every old building from Vegas. It was sidetracked, and
the
"I became so weakened It was
You know what calomel Is. It's Montauk Point to Poughkecpsie main line was not blocked. The en- an effort tor1 me to get around,
rflcineer I knew what was the matter, but
mercury; quicksilver.
Calomel Is was once the headquarters of gine was not derailed,
It crashes into sour George Washington, so In these Artnur Langston of Las Vegas I felt like I couldn't give up.
dangerous.
bile like dynamite, cramping and old mining villages of California stayed with the throttle.
"I Just dragged, and I certainly
sickening you. Calomel attacks the you discover that Bret Harte,
was nervous. I was so restless I
bones and should never be put Into Mark Twain or somebody of like L0B0S ARE
could not sit down long yet so
WORKING
literary fame slept and wrote his
your system.
weak I couldn't get about. It Is
If you feel bilious, headachy, greatest novels in every house
UP NEW PLAYS FOR
most miserable
a
and such a
constipated and all knocked out, dating from '49.
helpless
feeling,
GAME ON SATURDAY
Just go to your druggist and get
"They must have believed ln the
"I would got depressed and. out
a bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone lor adage, 'it's cheaper to move than
a few cents which Is a harmless pay rent,' for they evidently kept
The Lobo eleven which faces tho of "Iheart.
began to feel, after a while,
vegetable substitute for dangerouB on the Jump all the time to cover Canyon, Buffaloes on Varsity field
calomel. Take a spoonful and il the ground."
thereywas no use to try to get
will be a better one than well
Saturday
This is all wrong, for it
It doesnt start your liver and
"If You Believe It, It's So" Is an the one which had to extend Itseli
straighten you up better and adaptation by Waldemar Young of to win from the Texas Miners last maKes a person worse.
quicker than nasty calomel and the book by Perley Poors Sheehan,
ft had heard of Cardul, and
if a number of new plays
without making you sick, you just It will be seen at tho "B" thea- Saturday
which are being rehearsed espec- thought it might strengthen me.
A
neighbor had used It with good
ter for three days, commencing
go back and get your money.
for the Buffaloes will comDon't take calomel!
It makes today, and affords Mr. Meighan ially
pensate for the loss of I'earce and ' results.
"I
took one bottle (of Cardul),
you sick the next day; It loses you one of the best roles of his screen Grecnleaf,
who will be absent from
a day's work. Dodson's Liver Tone career.
next Saturday because then I saw I wasn't so nervous.
the
lineup
straightens you right up and you
of injuries received in the Miner so kept it up.
feel great No salts necessary. MOST REALISTIC AXD
"Gradually the nervousness left
game.
Give if to the children because It
AliSOItKl; FILM KEEN:
The Buffalo attack Inst
was me. I began to eat and sleep
la perfectly harmless und can not
Was soon well, and all
better.
SOW AT LYRIC THEATER built chiefly around the year
forward
salivate. Adv,
pass, and they are reported to have right.
"Cardul did wonders for me,
Following Is what the Chicago Improved their passing game over
examiner thinks of "One Clear that of last year.
In the game and I certainly do recommend
the
Call,"
absorbing picture drama between the Buffaloes and tho New it."
which opens at the Lyric theater Mexico Military Institute cadets tho
Thousands
of other women
run: '
today for a three-da- y
Buffaloes completed many passe." have written, to tell of the bene" 'One Clear Call' has a plot for
long gains and were kept from ficial results obtained by taking
ve hope this statement sounds scoring
on three different occa- Cardul, and to recommend It to
because
that's
significant
weighty,
sions by fumbling the
when others.
we
A
mean
the
it.
alone
way
Cardul has stood the test of
plot
Thousands of people needlessly
under the shadow of the Institute
in
a
it
class
but
Itself,
puts
they
On
by
endure a half-sicthe
run
other
goal.
nervous,
hand, the Buf- extensive use. for more than
down condition when they might didn t stop there they cast it per falo defense against tho aerial
forty years, in the treatment of
is excel
of the Cadets was weak, and troubles common ln women.
enjoy sturdy, robust health and fectly. WeHenry Walthall
is
lent.
think
he
the
Charlie
Good
all Its manifold blessing If they
twice, Bowyer, playinfe end for the
druggists.
everywhere,
only knew what to do. People in Chaplin of the drama. He knows Cadets, got away with forward sell Cardul, the woman's tonic.
run to a Try It. Adv.
this condition find Tanlac soon what he is doing. He never over passes for a touchdown.
ends their trouble and builds up acts flattens out. His craftsman
Is wonderful.
Claire Windsor
Coach Johnson Is conehlnor th'
abundant strength, energy and ship
is
look
too
to
at
good,
good
Lobos this week'.' to cope with nn
Mrs. Mable Copenhagen,
vitality.
731 Stella Ave., Watts. Cal.. says: capable, and Irene Rich as the Bis
aerial attack, and the Buffaloes
"I had been in an awful condi- ter does some of the finest playing should not get away with more
tion and for seven weeks I we have seen this year. There ar than nn ordinary number of paciv
Many
tnge ptupie now depend encouldn't leave my bed. My case several complicating threads we'll next Saturday, although they will tirely
upon Marmula
Tabseemed to puzzle every one and I not tell you about them we wantII always be dangerous as l0!i ns n lets fur reducing andPrescription
controlling fat
could get nothing to help me. But you to see One Clear Call. You
,. M- single man Is open to receive the One clever actress tell that
duced steadily and easily by using this
since taking Tanlac I've gained say it is the most realistic, ah ball.
new form ot the famous Marmola Proseveral pounds in weight, and sorbing film you've seen." Chi
scription, and now. by taking Marmol
Examiner.
every one of my troubles are cago
VILLA WINS ON POINTS
laiucta several times a
gone."
Oct. 30. rancho keeps her weight Just right. All year
ooi
Philadelphia,
COMEPUX HAROLD LLOYT
Nervousness and a
won on druggists sell Marmola Prescription Tab.
Villa,
flyweight
champion,
V
LAl'OH O RE points tonight in his
tired-ou- t
J'RFSCRIIIFS
lets at one dollrtr for a case, or If you
feeling are but sympIN HIS "iR.VNOM.VS BOY' contest with
you can secure them direct from
toms of a hidden cause, which
Patsy Wallace local preferMatmoia
LO.. 4i12 Woodward Ave..
who has twice met Jim trio
usually lies in the stomach. Tanflyweight,
If you have not tried
Helrolt,
This Is a copy of a letter from my Wilde. There were no knock them do Mich.
lac enables you to digest your
so.
They are harmless and
Convalescent downs.
food properly,
effective. Adv.
eliminate
waste the New Orleans
and regain your old time Btrength Home, which was received at the
and vigor. Get a bottle today at Hal Roach studios one day last
February, when the production of
any good druggMt. Adv.
"Grandmas Boy" was ln progress:
"Thank you so much for the
splendid selection of films. Three
appendl
patients recovering from so
much
citis operations laughed
over the Harold Lloyd feature that
i.HI BIIMIH II
I
for
them.
I had grave fears
11 thought surely their stitches could
not last through it. I cannot thank
for your
you
Are Usually Due to
goodness ln helping us to enter
our
tain
people."
Constipation
Will start a run of several aaya
Whi you are constipated,
nt the Pastime theater, beginning
enough of Nature's
Wednesday.
Heating liquid is
ked in the bowel to keep
SIKI IS COMING TO
Ae food waste boh and
AMERICA IN JANUARY
moving. Doctors prescribe
Mujol because it acts like
New York, Oct. 80. Battling
this natural lubricant and
of
Riki, the Senegalese conqueror
thug replaces it.
Georges Carpentier, Is coming tn
is a
Nujol
will
in
and
this
country
January
lubricant not
ring ln
medicine or m appear in the American
I
kMfiill
?
Itickard
Promoter
February,
I
laxative
so Ijj announced today on Tex
receipt of a
I Ifer'NI
IS communication from Maurice
HelIt today?
lers, Sikl's manager.
Kid Norfolk, the negro light
Resinol dntmentand Resinol Sosp
Don't spend another sleepless night tossing
contain nothing that could injure or
heavyweight from Baltimore, probibout tortured by the burningitcliof eczema.
irritate
the tenderet skm. In addition
be
will
Sikl's first opponent. Insure restful
ably
sleep by the application of to being so eftective for Itching skin
troub!es.ther help to clear away blotch,
soothinff. healing Resinol Ointment.
Its
ea, redness, rnugnaeas tad other com
Concealing Iniquity
"Paw. why does Santy Claus comforting medication cools the inflamed plexioa defects.
insurfaces
and
almost
the
itching
wear a beard?" "Because he has
stops
Ynr drutiid itllt Ktilittt
so many Christmas neckties, son."
'
and Ointmintt
tantiy.
Boston Bcanpot.
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MRS.

R REN

OTERO-W- A
Republican Candidate for Congress

,

(Advertisement)

WOOD W ORTHS PH A RM AC Y
222 West Central

i

Says It Made
New Person
of Her

1C
Today and Tomorrow Only

a

lll

HAIR BRUSHES

Furniture Polish

k,

at-tn-

Extra quality. Pullman style Aluminum
face.
Regular price $1.00, One Cent
Sale price,
2 for

.$1.01

How Fat Actress

CH00L SUPPLIES

Was Made Slim

run-dow-

eight-roun-

d

Dizzy Spells

Gingham Composition
16c value,
2

CSE MEItlTOL

It

Twhltens

TOOTH

PASTE

the teeth and

cleans the
mouth, destroys mad hreath. not gritty,
children like Its pleasant flavor.
Edc

tubes. One Cent Sale
2 for

Price.

51c

SHAVING CREAM
Given an antiseptic shave. Produces n
smooth, creamy lather. Toes not dry.
KOe

tubes. One Cent

Prfco.

2

Rale

for

51c

2

tor

Lead Pencils, No.
He value. 3 for

2.

n
tIOC

CATARRH JELLY

llC

MERITOti Catarrh
applied In
the nose will open the Jelly
head and relieve
catarrhal troubles.

1ft
I

extra fine

)C

eritol Syrup of
Cherry Bark

7

wieL

;Bfty

RESIN01

Jf

ready to stop that itching
'

Tf

if

iHiirYrrri

"irriVi-

mjj

torment

Jr

TOOTH BRUSHES
Bftc Tooth Brush
style. 2 for .

Prophylatlc

.

51c

LIVENS LAZY LIVERS
Thousands suffer from Inactive liver.
To liven the liver fret a box of
MEIUTOt- MVElt PHXS
Those who se them say they are
srreat for liver Ills: and they do not
rr!pe. Correct constipation and other
bowel troubles and sweeten the stomach
25c hottlcs. Sale price,
2 for
-

...26c

en

White Pine Cough
Syrup
MEItlTOL SYRUP OF Wfl ITE TINE
with Honey and Tar. It is the "old
fashioned" one that can always be relied upon to give quick results.
35c bottles, One Cent
Sale price, 2 for
OuC

nn

COLD TABLETS
To break tip a cold ln a few hours
take MERITOL Cold Tablets.
Have
them always In the house; they'll keep
and you'll aave time and money
by using them the moment you have signs
of a cold.
25o boxes. One Cent
Sale price, 2 for
aOC
.t,

......

nn

Dandruff Remedy

With Oulacol and Eucalyptus
Is re.
commended
foi
Coughs. Bronchitis.
Asthma and affections of the lungs.' If
it doesnt stop your cough, It costs you
nothing.
35a bottles. One Cent
Sale price, 2 for
....Ot)C

.....

nn

35c tubes, One Cent
Sale price. 2 for
OOC"
SORE THROAT GARGLE
35c bottles MERITOL Gargle,
Ono Cent Sale price, 2 for. .OuC
'

1

cf

nn

ruledl

Books,

for

Big Chief Tablets, 10c value,
i

Tour finest furniture, mahogany, oak,
or other wood will glisten
with a dry,
hard polish that won't have that smoky,
look when you use MERITOL Furniture rolish. Tablespoonful on a
cloth will do all the furniture damp
ln a
room, thus much less expensive than
most polishes; 85o (pint) bottles. One
Cent Sale Price,
2
for
.JbC

n

MERITOL Dandruff Remedy destroys
the dandruff germ, removes the
un- -'
sightly scales, Invigorates the growth of
the hair., Pleasing odor, too,

60c bottles, One Cent
Sale price. 2 for

....OlC

Cocoanut Oil Shampoo
Shampoo your hair once .weekly with
MERITOL
Coooanut
Saponified
Oil
Shampoo and notice how It Improves
the appearance of the hair.
n-- t
00c bottles, One Cent
Sale price, 2 for

...........OlC

Some of Our Specials
Perle Kiss Rouge, gold box.
value, 2 for
Eye Brow Pencils, gold, 2Bo
25o value, 2 for
Lipsticks, 25o value,

2

for

nn
nn
OC
nn
dSOC
DOC

05o

v.v.....

Compact Face Powder, large gold box
$1.25 value,
s to r
,
Refills for same, 60c,

nn
bl.Zb

2

'or

OlC
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lERId POUT

NIGHT GLASSES

Startling Go

OFVIEWTOWARD

TO BE HELD AT
CEfJTRALSCHODL

TURKS J1EVEALED

and Government Has Taken
Enrollment
Monday
Such Action as Has Been
Class Work Wednesday;
Appropriate or Feasible,
Staff of Teachers Announced for the Term.
Says Secretary Hughes.
.

The public night school, which
opens November 6. will be held in
the Central school building, at the
corner of Third street and Iad
'ivenue. Members of the faculty
are: Principal. J. F. Rentier, elementary work, Mrs. Dove Smiley,
Miss Ethel Tmberhine, and Miss
Spanish, Mrs.
Mary O'Loughlin;
i,vdia Bentley: millinery. Amy
Hurt; industrial classes, Francis
TJofinnirh.
The textbooks for citizenship
classes are issued from the bureau
of naturalization and are uniform
The
throughout the United States. cer
iiistrict has usually accented a
fificatp showing the completion of
the work in the nipht school as evi
dence that the candidate was pre
pared for citizenship, if his per
sonal record is satisfactory.
There has been a constantly
rowine Interest in night school
work and a large enrollment is in
sight. All who expect to enter
should register Monday night be
cause class work will begin Wed
nesday and those who enter late
Classes will
will be handicapped.
be organized where ten or more
people desire certain kind of work
One department of the night
school this year will be for the benefit of those engaged in the manufacturing and building industries.
Many times a tradesman lias found
that there was some part of his
trade or something related to his
trade that ho did not clearly under
stand. An opportunity to discuss
such matters with a tradesman
who understands these difficulties
would often make his work easier
TO' give this, opportunity classes
are to be organized for carpenters,
bricklayers,
plasterers,
plumbers,
electricians, Janitors, auto mechanics, machinists, and others if the
demand make- - it necessary.
These classes will be conducted
by men from the various trades.
These men will instruct their own
tradesmen in trade arithmetic,
trado science, trade drawing, reading of blue prints, trade skill, kinks
and knowledge of the trade itself.
Instructor will also lead discussion
in other matters that are instructive to tradesmen.

Fage Seven

Lowell, Mass.,

Oct. 30.

Columbia discovers a process which produces
records free from objectionable Surface Noise!

Secre-

tary of Slate Hushes in a letter
to Congressman John J. Rogers ot
this city, made public tonight, amplified recent statements by his department im to the government's
attitude toward the situation of the
Christian minorities in Turkey. The
re-

letter, dated October 27, was in
ply to one from Representative
Itogers on this subject.
"This government," the secretary wrote, "has taken such action
as in the rapidly shifting circumstances has been appropriate or
ftasible, both iu aid of the Christian minorities and to make clear
to the Turkish authorities the
people of this
strong feeling of the acts
of cruelty
country in regard to
and oppression."
After referring to an announcement by his department on July 27,
that the government had agreed
to a proposal for an investigation
by a neutral .commission of conditions in Anatolia, he continued:
"I may go further and tell you
what has not hitherto been announced, namely, that this government agreed o place at the disposal of the international Red Cross
its quota of the sum which had
been indicated as necessary to meet
the expenses of the proposed comfor
Hut circumstances
mission.
which the United States is in no
have
postponed
way responsible
the constitution of the commission
until the situation has so changed
that the immediate carrying out of
the proposed investigation is ren- 1
Nevertheless,
dered difficult.
consider myself not unjustifieduse-In
had the
adding that our actionmore
making
ful effect of once
American
known the
point of view'
with, respect to events in Turkey.--

MAYOR

DEMANDS

DAMAGES

$10,000

PONSELLE It perhap.
most dazzling meteor in
hirtory of grand opera,
hat bean called the
of voices." Pontelle
recordi exclusively
Columbia,

AS a phonograph owner you have always been annoyed
by the swish and grinding and scratching noises of
records. This "surface noise" has been considered impossible to remove. After years of experiment, the Columbia Graphophone Company
presents to the world
a record that is virtually noiseless.
to-d- ay

This record has been made possible by the discovery, in Columbia
laboratories, of a process by which we are able to produce a surface
material so fine in texture, so marrelously smooth, so free from friction
that the phonograph needle travels over it almost inaudibly and with
imperceptible wear.
The playing-resufrom the nse of this new material is actually
astounding no other word can describe it. Melody unmarred by
penetrating, obtrusive surface sounds, harmony without disconcerting
scratch or scrape think what this means to you and to every phono
graph owner in the world.
This is made practical by Columbia's patented laminated, or three-plconstruction.
The core or centre leaf in Columbia New Process
Records, because it is absolutely distinct from the playing surfaces, is
made of a harder, more durable substance. Over this rigid backbone
are laid the two playing faces made of the new, ultra fine, ultra smooth
surface fabric
Tim laminated construction gives greatly increased strength and
longevity plus the most noiseless surface ever perfected.

fDSA

lt

i

The invention of this new process
In no other record can you get the
record by the Columbia Graphophone same wonderful degree of surface
Co. for it is the
n
of quietness and pure, uninterrupted
Columbia engineers and chemists
music, for the simple reason that
marks the greatest outstanding im- Columbia alone possesses the secret
provement since the invention of the of making a material which, employed
as a surface for phonograph records,
universally used disc record.
With New Process Columbia Rec- obliterates obnoxious
aad intrusive
ords you get all the real beauty o surface sounds.
voice; oil the exquisite, delicate tones
This new substance does not hush
of the cello and the violin I You get loud surface noises. They are never
melody uncontaminated by objectioncreated. Surface noise is merely fricable surface noise that has been contion, the point of the needle grinding
sidered impossible to remove UNTIL on microscopic roughness and multi-COLUMBIA REMOVED IT!
by the sensitive reproducer. Irt
Slied Process
So great is our confidence in the enColumbia Records this
joyment New Process Columbia Rec- microscopic roughness is refined away
ords provide that we ask you to tear till friction is almost a fiction.
out the list of records in this adverWith new and unbelievably quiet
tisement, take it to a Columbia Dealer playing surfaces, the dnam of
and have him play theml Possibly he making the phonograph a rnasical
can play the same selections by other instrument of the highest and par
makers! Each comparison test will be est type has become a reality I
a greater Columbia triumph
Columbia's new surface discovery
You will be thrilled by the Columbia has solved the whole question! Rereproduction of every note, every in- production of music has how entered
flection; of the most delicate phra- a new and greater phase!
singshades of harmony exquisitely the phonograph with the New Proexpressed that have previously been cess Columbia Records is a masterLOST IN SURFACE NOISES!
ful triumph. You can now buy
In comparison with ordinary rec- Columbia New Process Records, from
ords, as made by other manufacturers,
any Columbia Dealer.
New Process Columbia Records will
Go hear these Columbia Records!
Take this list with you! Note the
prove immediately preferable.
No other record can be like New smoothness and fullness of Columbia
Process Columbia Records. No one tone ! Note the beauty of expression !
can produce anything even resembling Note the seeming presence of the acthem, for they are fully protected by tual voice or instrument! GO hear
broad basic patents.
these records
COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO., New York
eenius-creatio-

49988
This illustrates the laminated construction of new
process Colombia Record.

A

FOR HORSEWHIPPING

(Strauss)
Rosa Ponsclle.
$1.50

12-in-

Salut O'Amour.

(Elgar)
Pablo Casals.
80158
$1.00
Dad de Kerekjarto.
10-in-

Muineira.

illustrates the meek

4S931

smoother playing surfaces
which are made of a new
substance evor which tha
needle travels almost

$1.50

h

Eddy Brown.

Melody.

$1.00

10-in-

Prince Igor.
Zampa Overture.

Metropolitan Open House
chestra.

il)wtratea the much herder
centre core which resists

Or-

$1.50
Norwegian Bridal Procession.
Liebeatraum.
Percy Grainger.
$1.50
Two Little Stars.
Calm As the Night.
h

warping.

12-in-

"not concrete."

Barbara Mantel.

$1.00

10-In-

ASPIRIN

A Song of the Hills.

Say "Bayer" and Insist!

Tandy Mackenzie.
h
803S1
$1.00
In My Home Town.
The 19th Hole.
Frank Crvmit.
75c
You're Had Your Day.
I Ain't Never Had Nobody Crazy
Over Me.
Mora Bayes.
75c
Silver Stars.
In Rose Time.

1

To-da- y,

10-in-

10-in-

Put These New Process
Columbia Records to the

Hardest Comparison
Tests!

Paul Specbt and His Hotel Astor
Orchestra.
h

75c

Send Back My Honeyman.
Georgette.

Ted Lewis and His Band.
h

75c

to-da-

y.

- Unless
you see the name "Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians
over twenty-tw- o
years and proved
safe by millions for
Colds
Headache

TO HEAR Pabtd Caielt U to
have born in one an utterly
nets conception of the mag'
nifictnee and beauty of tha
violoncello in the hande of

Lumbago

Earache
Rheumatism
Pain, Pain
Neuralgia
of As" Accept "Bayer Tabletsunbroken
Each
pirin"
only.
package contains proper directions.

a matter, Catalt makee
reeorde exelaeively for

Handy boxes, of twelve tablets
cost few cents. Druggists also sell
bottles of 24 and 100. Aspirin Is
the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacidester of
Sallcyicacld Adv.

Be Better

LookingTake

Olive Tablets
If your

skin is yellow

complexioi
coated appetite poor-y- ou
have a bad taste in your mouth- -a
lazy,
feeling you shouk
take Olive Tablets.
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets a sub
rtitute for calomel were prepared bj
Dr. Edwards after 17 years of study.
Dr.Edwards'OliveTabletsareapurel)
vegetable compound mixed with oh ve oil
You will know them by their olive color
To have a clear, pink skin, bright eyes
no pimples, a feeling of buoyancy liki
childhood days you must get at the cause
Dr. Edwards' Olive Tablets act or
the liver and bowels like calomel yet
have no dangerous after effects.
They start the bile and overcome
itipation. Take one or two nightly anc
note the pleasing results. Millions o
boxes are sold annually at 15c and 30c
pallid-Hong-

ue

no-go-

Columbia,

MEW
Theodore Srh!

mann.

Theodore Schierlmann, rr.syor oi
Liberty, Kan., has sued the towr..
ship of Liberty for $10,000 damages for an attack made ci him.
He was taken from his place o
business by unmasked men trie
h.'e assailHe
horsewhipped.
ants told him be was being punish
ed for voicing opinions apainst the
Ku Klux Klan.
s--

T

Y

TO

TURNS
MUSIC

SAYS GEO. GEAKE
Albuquerque Sinqer Notes,
However, That Jazz Is
Creeping Into Classical

Productions.

in

1 1

svi

ft- -?.

It

It starts cimilation.niis

scatters congestianThe inflammation disappears
mdalongwithit the pain.
Reliawea paflml rheumatic futures too.
.

Warmaandaatesbackacliet.iMaralfia,
coldi In chert. Keep It haadr.

Sloan's Unlment-killspal-

nl

years ago that something of the
kind would come about."
Mr. Qeake says the Metropolitan
opera house In New York Is looking for the most successful musiIn accal season In Its history.
cordance with a general demand
from all over the country, the
Metropolitan i putting on a revival of four or five of the older
operas, which have not been
heard In years. This has brought
nhmit a revival of interest among
lovers of real music.
Mme. Jerltza Is one of several
stars from abroad who will be
this
at the Metrooolitan
opinion,
year, and. In Mr. Geake-s

Adv.

1 1

7 ''

y,

Blue Danube Walts.

"Hell may be paved with good
intentions," declares Tj. H. A- - in
the Joplin Globe, "but they are

Toothache

'lw

"There Is an Increased demand
for the better class of music, despite the fact that the country
still Is jazz crazy," said George
Qeake, of the Apollo Music company, who has Just returned from
New York, where he made sin
master record l for the Brunswick
company.
"Retail dealers say that the demand for higher grade music
it almost Impossible to
makes
supply the demand for records of
that class. The country Is not going in strong for grand opera, but
It is showing a rtrong preference
for the better ballads and songs
that are real music.
"I can notice a disposition on
the part of European composers,
particularly the French, to work
into their classical compositions
some of the weird Interpolations
of the American Jazz." Mr. Oeake
continued.
"Thli pleased me, for
T
turn
nirwln th
pr1'plnn

tne

Dest.

Theo. Karle, a fine young tenor,
.AMin. inirt nrnmlnonrn and i:i
beginning to secure the financial
backing necessary to mane mm
real star, Mr. Geake said, and a
oninion that Karle
may become the foremost American tenor, or at least rank near
the top.
m..rA la nn nntimtatic feeling
among the Wholesale muBlo deal
ers In the eaat, Mr. ueaKe eaia.
and the business seems due for
big Increase.
Tha first two songs by Mr.
Oeake to be released
by the
Brunswick people are "Mother o"
Mine" and "Sweet Little Woman
nf Minn." which will be put out
about December 1.
Mre. Geake and aaugnter remained in Fort Wayne. Ind., with
relatives, and will return homo
about December 1.
ex-th-

"

Dad's Share
Is 110 to spend for
clothett ts is spent on daughter.
$3 on son, 12 on mother, ana pa
Boston
gets his hat brushed.
Transcript.
A cure for' the
who In
always longing for the "good old
to
him
have
is
days"
glance at the
bunch of freaks in a photograph
If there

old-tim- er

fllhnm of forty

V00

ngn.

-

nra

WITNESS STAND
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DEFEN SE

Woman
Philadelphia
Murder
With
Charged
Blank
Mind
a
Was
Says
When Shooting Occurred.

ly bought

her life.

pistol prepured

to end

d
appeal to her
for hia love failed. She testified that she opened the door and
found her husband and his stenographer there. Then nhe screamreed, she said, and thereafter
membered nothing until she k;iv
John R. K. fricott, her counsel, in
the police station.
Severe
by District Attorney Arthur J. Spelscr
failed to alter materially thia testimony.
Dr. Charles K. Mills, an alienist,
called to the Riand shortly before
the close of the session, declared
he believed Mrs. Rosier was Insane
at the moment of the crime.
During the cross examination
Mrs. Rosier said she did not mean
to kill her husband.
"I loved my husband too much
to kill him," she said. "I wanted
to go to his office and kill myself
in their presence."

A last

hu8-ban-

30. Mrs.
Oct.
Philadelphia,
Catherine Rosier, charged with the
killing of her husband, Oscar, and
his stenographer, Mildred Geral-din- e
Reckitt, testified today that
her mind was blank when the BENTLEY PURCHASED
She Is being
shooting occurred.
BY, NEW YORK GIANTS
tried for the shooting of the stenographer.
New York. Oct, 30. The New
Mrs. Rosier, swaying in her
chair, haltingly told how she went York Giants have purchased Jack
to her husband s office with a new- - Bentley, left handed
pitcher and
first baseman, from the Daltimore
team of the International league,
for a "substantial sum of money
and some players," according to
announcement made today at the
Society
club offices.
forever 75 years has
The Giants will use Bentley as a
relied upon Uoursud
pitcher, James Tierney, secretary
Oriental Cream to keep
of the club said.
the skin end complex,
ion in perfect condition
7Sini,E SUPPLY OF GKAIX.
through the stress of
New York, Oct. 30. The visible
the teuon's activities.
supply of American grains shows
Send 15 e. for
the following changes:
Wheat,
I Sin
decreased 1,695,000 bushels; corn,
decreased 66,000 bushels; oats, decreased 310,000 bushels; rye, decreased 931.000 bushels; barley, decreased 425,000 bushels.

Want Ads Bring Quictc Results

E

PICTURES

IJORIT!
S

E

1ST

mm

Paris, Oct. 30 (by the Associat"Geometric art," a new
ed Press.)
movement in painting which seeks
to express life and soul in geometrical lines instead of In the soft
strokes of the conventional school
of pnlntlnp, strikes a startling note
in the fifteenth
autumn salon.

DYE OLD DDESS
OR

DRAPERY

IN

DIAMOND DYES
Buy "Diamond Dyes" and folthe simple directions in every
package. Don't wonder whether
you can dye or tint successfully,
because perfect home dyeing Is
with Diamond Dyes
guaranteed
even If you have never dyed before. Worn, faded dresses, skirts,
waists, coats, sweaters, stockings,
everything,
hangings,
draperies,
become like new again. Just tell
your druggist whether the material you wish to dye is wool or
silk, or whether It Is linen, cotton,
or mixed goods. Diamond Dyes
never streak, spot, fade, or run.
Adv.
low

which holds Us "varnishing day"
tomorrow.
jirUtfts of ten nationalities,
American, huve hung in
tha exnibiiiou more than 6U line
pictures'' winch make tne followers of cubism seein hopelessly conventional. The conuiuutois to the
new idea are enthusiastic over iis
possibilities, believing their movement will eventually contribute a
new school of art.
Ueoineiisia
treats of conventional subjects, such us nudes,
landscapes and interiors, but employs turefuliy worked out lines
uccording to the rules of geom-irThe pictures ure said to have
a keen appeal for mathematicians.
.Francis iJicabldl, the Spanish artist, who Invented "dadaism," is
the leader of the new method ot
expression.
There are between fifty and sixty
Americans out of tha l,30u artists
With but few excepexhibiting.
tions, the Americans do much to
contribute to the saner, more beautiful part of the salon, the dominant
impression of which is not beauty
but frankness.
The nudes, which this year far
outnumber all other kinds of pictures are in some cases startling
and in some cases surprise is expressed that the Jury of the salon,
even in the face of Its traditional
liberality approved of some of
them.
i

fied to allow O'Dowd to partici- pate.

ZIVIC IS AWARDED"
JUDGE'S DECISION

Raisins

y.

O., Oct. 30. Pete
Columbus,
Zlvlc, New York, won the judges'
decision over Phil O'Dowd of Cobout here
lumbus in a
117
tonight. Each weighed
pounds.
The fight was held after an Injunction obtained by Robert Cllne,
himself as
who
represented
lO'Dowd's manager, had claimed
Ibreach of contract, had been modi

A lot of women say they are not
going to wear short skirts any
longer.

Oatmeal
a "new dish"
This has solved the oatmeal
problem in thousands of homes.
Stew raisins and mix with the
cereal after it is cooked. Add
the raisin juice also.
The raisins furnish mineral
salts and valuable food-irobut best of all, they make oatmeal attractive with the lure of
healthful sweets.
d
Raisins should cost
you no more than the following
prices:
SO
Sede4 (i 15 n.
Sun-Mai-

tit

i.

Seedless (m JS tn. ni fkt.) 18e
ISo
Seeded and Seedless (ll ev
Ask dealers for

Sun-Mai- d
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Even the woman who is a perfect
never admit more than 30.

in Santa
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SUBSCRIPTION

one month by carrier or mail
Three months
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BORAH BOY

IS UP TO HIS HALLOWEEN

PRANKS

AGAIN

3G

AUTOMOBILES.

"'r

NTED
Ford touring ear, late model.
Must he In good condition.
Address
A

S

nue

.

'

j

i

litrhr

pad
there is
at:
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ASSOCIATED PRESS
With baseball over. tho aiwairo
nif!
mpmrku
'
The Associated Press ia exclusively entitled to:,,,..
otiirlv
u
M
cou(l
LSSUeS
li
political
of all news credited to
it;
the use. for
it or not otherwise credited In this paper and also wasn't for football.
herein.
the local news published

of the

Overseers in an Eastern school have
announced that gambling will warrant
the dismissal of a student. It appears
that no one ever worked his way through
college waiting on a green baize table.

.October 31. 1022

CAPITALIZING

PATRIOTISM

Senator Bursum spoke advisedly and
sounded a much needed warning when h?
BOG OUT BY ROOT
cautioned his hearers to resist any attempt to capitalize the patriotism of our
IlcClw for Longevity.
young manhood for political purposes.
When you walk
men everywhere will
And when you fliv
And the
Look both ways
do well to he'.d the statement that "the
And try to live.
man is not an isolated element
Detroit Motor Xetrs.
forein our citizenship, but is first and
If on your feet
Tou make your way,
most an American citizen."
Don't cross a street
candiIn the heat of the campaign
Until you pray.
dates of both political parties throughout
m S 'U"
the country have made the mistake of ot
capitalizing their service in Congress by
ln a Kansas college the senior men have chal- attempting to translate it into votes. Asjlongl?d tho junlor men t0 a muBtache
a matter of fact, all those candidates forlesl- Jne lwhway to education is Indeed becom
ing more and more difficult.
who served in the last Con-- !
Its I'ailnrc.
gress, whether they be Republicans or
The Jumping bean of Mexico
of
in
matter
the
adjust-Is not the greatest freak we know.
Democrats, failed
it Jumps perhaps a foot or so,
ed compensation.
1 BiOI
They have no claim onj
The while coal prices skyward go.
man
his
for
the
support. Those
Tennyson J. Daft.
Papa
who voted for the so called Bonus Bill
We really should be thankless men,
Did we not praise with tongue and
which President Harding vetoed, voted
pen,
Today ma's 2 gold fiKh still
The bean, which Jumps up now and
wouldent eat their fish food wen
then,
for a measure which they were warned
ma dropped it at them. Jest smellHut unlike coal, comes down again.
ing it with disappointed ixpressions
j
repeatedly he would not sanction; so
and keeping on swimming erround,
A week after
If we

-

WELLCONTRACTOR.

WELLS DRILLED, driven and repaired,
J. i. wolKing.
pumps, tanks, towers. 1453-West Mnrhle. nhnne

"iu

mkZZZZ'

In telling why one of the football
they voted for a measure which they
players could
not take part In the game, a freshman said the
knew was doomed to failure.
player was illegible. But we opine that the faculty
To the candidate who poses as his could read him
all right.
man say that he
friend, let the
failed; let him ask why he did not com
ply with the President's clear demand
issirps TwemHy Years Af
that, in the face of the country's critical
economic condition, some means must be
John Philip Sousa, march king, author and peerless
conductor of brass and cymbals, arrived In
found for financing any measure which
Albuquerque yesterday morning ln his special train
contemplated adjusted compensation for with his band, and soloists and in the afternoon
Had this been done, adjusted gave a concert in the Colombo hall.
compensation would today be an accom
"Topsy" Hartzell, crack
of the
baseball team, arrived In Albuquerque
plished fact, instead of a political pre
today from Las Vegas, as the advance guard of the
tense.
two great teams to play at the fair grounds tomorNothing can be more discreditable to row.
the candidates who now seek to array
A pleasant reception was given last
night at the
one class against another, especially when home of Mrs. R. T. Short in honor of Dr. and Mrs.
F. V. Fisher, who have recently come to Albuquerthey failed to accomplish the very pur que to reside.
pose for which they now claim credit.
Governor M. A. Otero was in Albuquerque yesForgetting the Bonus Bill for a mom
The governor was on his way from Santa
ent, let us ask where all these so called terday.
Fe from a trip to Deming and Silver City.
"friends of the
men" were
James Tierney, machinist ln the local shops, left
while the war was still going on; when
last night for San Bernardino, where he goes to
the government was paying the soldiers work
for the Santa Fe railroad.
on the battle-fiel- d
thirty dollars a month
H. Robson of the fuel department of the Santa
and was at the same time deducting
fifteen dollars from his wage as half of Fe in Topeka, is ln the city today.
the allotment to his dependents at home;
Dr. Crulckshank of San Marcial was a visitor
when, in addition to deducting seven dol- at the republican headquarters yesterday. He said
lars a month for insurance and one dol- that a few lively republican speakers could do some
lar for laundry and, in many cases, five good work In Socorro.
dollars for Liberty Bonds, leaving the
The Albuquerque Electric Light company has
soldier the munificent sum of two dollars finished wiring the county Jail In Old Albuquerque.
a month. Where, we repeat, were these
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Matson and
daughter have
"friends of the
men"?
returned to their home ln Santa Fe after having
While the war was still in progress a spent some time here visiting friends.
measure was passed awarding a twenty
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Burton, who have been the
dollar monthly bonus to all civil employ- guests
of Mr. and Mrs. D. A, Macpherson for a
ees of the government, to the men who week, left last night for their home
in San Fran
incurred no risk of life or even injury. cisco.
Did the "friends of the
men"
raise their voices against this inequality
or have they done anything to correct it?
TOMY'S EOT TiOraHI!
The Congressional Record
abounds
with euphonious phrases, but could o le
THE NATION'S DESTINY.
of these numberless "friends of the
Our history, sir, has been a constant and expandmen" match the covrage of the ing miracle from Plymouth Rock and Jamestown
all the way aye, even from the hour when, from
men whose loyalty and her
so , n
.
. .
they
i.i
ocean, a new woria rose
""u ickiubs
Hvl
t
01Ced,
Would
fervently
they
o the sight of an inspired sailor.
As wo approach
making a mockery of their j;;hs..s t?- - the fun centennial of that, stupendous day when
vice by capitalizing their patriotism for the old world will come to marvel and to learn,
amid
gathered pleasures let us resolve to
Ihir own political advantage. Their duty crown our
the miracles of our past with the spectacle
v is clear and well defined, but instead of a republic compact, united, Indissoluble ln the
of performing it, instea l of rising in their bonds of love loving from tho lakes to the gulf
the wounds of war healed ln every heart as on
places in Congress, and offering the only every hill serene and resplendent at the summit
kind of a bill which they knew President of human achievement and earthly glory blazing
out tho path and making clear the way up which
Harding would sign, they themselves de- all
tho
of the earth must come ln God's
liberately vetoed, by voting for it, a bill appointednations
timet
which they knew could not pass.
HENRY W. GRADY.
left-field- er

.

lly the Associated Press.
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Wall Street
New York, Oct. 30. Renewal of
heavy hear attacks, which failed to
encounter any effective buying resistance, resulted in another sharp
reaction in today's stock market,
losses In active and popular issues
ranging from one to five points.
With the business and industrial
situation showing continued improvement, traders could only account for the recent downward
movement by describing it as a correction of a weakened technical
condition which was brought about
by speculative excesses of the recent upward BWing. With brokers'
loans estimated as high as $1,800,- 000,000, it is believed in some quar
ters that banks may have forced
some of the liquidation by calling
loans.
Speculative disappointment over
the course of copper prices, which
have fallen sllgntly below 14 cents
a pound, apparently was responsible for the heavy selling of coppers,
despite the fact that they have
been lagging far behind the rest
of the list in recent upward swings.
Anaconda fell below 50. Chile,
Kennecott and Mother Lode also
lost ground.
,
Total sales were 1.116,000 shares.
Call money opened at 5 per oimt,
but eased off to 454, where it
closed. Time money was in good
demand at 4 V .
Foreign exchange rates were
weak at the opening, but improved

difficulty in breethins and that
would take their minds off the later.
main ideer.
Closing prices:
Naturally, ma sed, and pop sed, American Beet
27
Its easy enuff to sny naturally, but American Can Sugar
f!9U
have you eny suggestions?
American Smelting & Ref'g. . 5rU
My goodniss grayshiss. are you American Sumatra Tobacco. 3T,
telling me or am I telling you? American T. & T
...121
ma sed, and pop sed, The truth of Anaconda Copper
47
the matter is. I dont beloevo there Atchison
.10
a
reliable
of
is eny
feeding
way
Baltimore & Ohio . . ,
49 H
fish by force, you haff to reason Bethlehem fteel "It" .
71 U
with them, and who's going to Butte and Superior .
sou
waist time reasoning with a fish? California Petroleum
O, youre the silliest thing I ever Canadian Pacific
143
saw. come on in to suppir. ma sed. Central Leather
37 r;
.

WIch we did, proving we hadent
stopped eating enywnys.

Chesapeake & Ohio .
Chicago, Mil. (t St. Paul..,
Chino Copper
Colorado Fuel & Iron
Crucible Steel
Cuba Cane Sugar
ftrie
treat Northern pfd
Inspiration Copper
Tnt. Mer. Marine pfd
Kennecott Copper
Louisville & Nashville

J

Two old Kuglish women w ho had
not been on speaking terms were
brought together by friends who
desired to patch up their quarrel.
There was an embarrassed silence
between them for a moment, then
one ventured, "Well Airs. 'Igglns,
I wish you all you wishes me."
"An' 'oo's
narsty things
now?" snapped the other woman.
Boston Transcript.

.viexican

reiroieum

Miami Copper
Missouri Pacific
New York Central
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania
Bay Consolidated

(tut rnmnnm'.

Rooms.

f"r cssh. Phone 2185-1- 1 or call at 120S
East Topper.
FOll PALE Fine Jersey bull, eight
months old; team young- mares, har-nes- s,
Address W. care Journal.
wagon.
FOR SALE Ranches.
FC SALE dood team Mexican horats,
wagon and harness.
$99.76.
Bargain, $7fi.0.
WILL exchange equity Nebraska income Apply
D. Targtaglla,
223 South
property and North Dakota wheat
lor
land (Bed niver
Aiuuqur.
aueyi
Twelve good breeding does,
que modern residence, paying cash dlt FOR. SALE
some with litters.
Also four thoroughterence. Call Marble, Phone 194.
bred Flemish Giant .bucks, 202 North
RANCH of four acres, entirely fenced Arno.
C'liicaRO Hoard of Trudo
inreo-fourtfive-fowith
poultry wire,
.mile west of Barelas bridge;
CARPENTERINGChicago. Oct. 3.
Decreasing
screened 0 irehes;
supplies of wheat in tho United rn,,m Inhouse, three
n
ODDOBS"and con'trsct workT'call
ton
house, new garage and chluk-167S-States, together with advancing wter
chickens and tur
houses;
prices at Liverpool, led to some- keys:
also furniture: terms, can owni ROOFS repaired or put 011 new. Oeovga
thing of an upturn -- today in the "41
Waters. Phone 2000-wheat market here. The closing
PAINTING,
paper hanging and kalsoin-Inlnwas firm, at the same as Saturday's FOR SALE Poultry-Egg- s.
free estimates. Phone 1972-iinisn to 8c higher, with Decem- FOR SALE Trio pure bred white Afrl-oa- n' FOR WALL PAPER, painting and decber $1.15 to 1.15 "4, and May $1.13 W
Thone 2405-JgulneaB.
E, ti Davis, conorating, call 2102-to $l.i3U. Corn finished a shade VOR SALE One dozen thoroughbred tractor,
820 South Third.
off to Uc. gain; oats Vc Iiwer to
White Leghorn hens and on rooster. PAINTING
Paper hanging and kalsom-InlnUc up and provisions varying from Phone 2129-all work guaranteed.
L.
W.
(108
2c decline to a rise of 2iie.
b
Owens,
Single-combrown
South
Leghorn
Edith, phone 1344-FOK SALE
black PAINTING,
single-com- b
thoroughbred
hens:
kalsomln-InInspired by unexpected strength
paperhanging and
All work guaranteed.
in
George O.
wheat Minorca roosters. Call ' Mann' Store.
Liverpool
quotations,
1410
Morris.
North
traders in Chicago took 'generally Old Town.
eighth, phons
239C-W- .
Estate.
to tne Duylng side of the market
FOR SALE Real
you to Investigate my low prices
at the opening. Many of the earlv kT)R SALE Three ohoica lota on Won I WANT
on any kind of s building proposttten
buyers, however, soon switched to
Sixth. Phone 10G3.
you have In view. A. B. Palmer, Bungaselling because of reports that the
low Builder, Bo 41. cttv. Phone 176S-ttry area of the western winter crop
NEW WORK or alterations;
all w rk
helt had been given some relief, slow start; beef steers and she
will make
guaranteed; estimates fc?
light to heavy showers being re- stock mostly steady to weak; spots very close figure on a 1ob In Highlands
B. K Johnported throughout the entire dis- 10 to 15e lower; tops mixed year- or Heights. Phone 1705-trict, with more rain in sight. Indibest matured steers, son file John.
cations of Jessened car shortage lings, $11.00;
$4.75
early, $10.25; other sales,
southwest counted temporarily also 9.75;
hulk cows, $3.i0 4.50; best SEWING
as a bearish factor.
by day, $2, or at bums Phone
$5.0056.00; medium to good
1430-Announcement about midday that kind,
heifers, $6.50fi)8.r0; grass heif- FASHION A HLE GOWNS and ladles' tailthe domestic visible supply total fed
generally, $4.00 5.50; around
218 South Walter, phone 16B7-oring.
showed 1,595,000 bushels falling ers
25 loads New Mexican stockers,
off instead ov ai expected liberal $8.00; about 11 ears New Mexican HEMSTITCHING and pleating. Phone.
Ml-room 8 Mellnl building. Myrtla
increase, gave bulls an advantage stock heifers, $5.75; best vealers, Slevert.
Ten
during the remainder of the hoard $9.5010.00; many heavy and me- HEMSTITCHING,cents10 yard.
cents per yard, at
of trade session. The upward tend- dium 'weight calves, $5.00I5!6.75;
Madame
Itose
Dressmaking
shop.
ency of the market in the late deal- canners generally, $2.00 2.25.
State hotel, over Braoy's cafeteria.
was
ings
helped, too, by gossip cur12.000; mostly PLEATING, accordion, side and bos;
Receipts
Hogs
rent that export business was un- 15W25C lower; light lights 5 to 10c mall orders. N. Crane. 815 North
der way and that millers were buy- lower. Shipper. $8.00(38.25; few Seventh.
Crane Apartments, phone 814
ing hard wheat at Omaha.
small bunches, $8.35i8.40; packer UgMKTlTCHINU
done promptly In th
Corn and oats wore relatively top. $8.25;
bulk of sales. $7.70
manner, price 1O0 pel
possible
easy as result of prospective en- 8.20; mixed weights and quality, yard. 117 Gold, phone 787-Klngcf
larged receipts of corn soon.
$7.70 ?i 8.00; packing sows around Wetvtng Mi chine r.mpnv
Heavy shipments ov lard nnd 10 to 15c lower; bulk. 7.007.25;
"MONEYTOTOANT

The Price She I'ald.
The regiment returned to garrison after the summer maneuvers.
Mrs. Coogati called on the chaplain and said:
"It's about time youse all came
back. That boy ot mine is almost
old enough to enlist, and he isn't
baptized yet."
"Bring him over this evening,"
said the chaplnin,
"and I will
christen him."
When she appeared for the ceremony, the chaplain said to Mrs.
Coogan:
"What do you wi?h to call the
boy:"
She said:
"I talked it over with my hus- band, and we thought 'Kolicrt Emmet Coogan' would bs a fine name
for him."
And so it happened the boy was
christened "liobrrt Emmet
Tho mother handed the
a
He
bill.
chaplain
said :
"Keep It, Mrs. Coogan."
"No," said she; "I won't have it
said in the regiment that the boy'r
name wasn't paid for. Take it."
Koine weeks passed, find
Mrs.
Coogan ngnin called on the chaplain. There was fire in her eye.
"What did
give you for the
name of that hoy?"
. "Two dollars."
he replied.
"I want it back."

tieaaing

1

73
25 s;

29
75
13
14 V;
89
33
4JVi
31

u

Copper....

49
13VJ
go
47
32
92

23 "J

....138

415

1

55
144

104?;
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Foreign Exchange
New York, Oct. 30. Foreign exchange, irregular. Great Britain
demand, $4.45V; cables, $4.45.
Sixty-da- y
bills on banks. $4.43
France demand, 6.94 14 ; cables!
fi.95. Italy demand. 3.98 ,,; cables!
3.99.
Belgium demand, B.45H;
cables. 6.4 6. German v demand,
.02
cables, .02U. Holland demand. 38.98; cables, 39.04. Norway
demand, 18.03. Sweden demand
26.77.
Denmark
demand, 20.14!
Switzerland demand. 18.03. Spain
demand. 15.27.
Greece demand.
.1.09.
Poland demand, .00
demand, 3.16. Argentine demand, 35. u5. Brazil demand, 11,50, Montreal, $1.00

Coo-gan- ."

two-doll-

11-i-

Czecho-Slovak-

la

New York Money
New York, Oct. 30. Call money
firm; high 5 per cent; low 4U per
cent; ruling rate 5 per cent; closing
bid 4U per cent: offered at 5
last loan 4 V4 per cent.
Call loans against acceptances
"What for?'
4 ',4
loans firmer;
cent;
"Pecause you never told me Rob- mixedpercollateral time
60 and 90 days 4
ert Emmet was a Protestant.
to 5 per cent; 4 and 6 months, 4
Everybody's Magazine.
per cent.
Prime commercial paper, 4
to
Xcns.
4 ?4
per cent,
v
Visitor Gee, that s a fine library
you have.
Liberty Jlonds
Is It, really?
.V'cw
Newlyrlch
New York, Oct. 30. Lihry
lorn sun,
bonds cloeed; 3 Vis, $109.42; first
it

pet-cen-

1

4

TTtfvrf.KrjfAN
Not sick wants a com
In
lowlands within
f..n,ihiB room
walklni?
distance of business district.
V. (. BoT

dressmaking:

meats madn the provision market stock pigs steady with Friday's avaverage higher, despite lower quo- erage, mostly $8.25 8.60.
tations on hogs.
Sheep Receipts 10,000; slow fed
Closing prices;
lambs 10 to 25c lower; best here,
Wheat
Dec. $1.15;
May, $13.90; fat sheep steady to 25c low-

$1.13;
Corn

July,

Dec,

July, C6"4c.
Oats Dec,
July, 392C
Lard Jan.,

$1.05.
G67.&c;

May.,

67-c-

41

Mav,

4

c;

;

yearlings, $11.50; ewes,
$7.00; little doing on feeders.

er;

fed

Hie;

HONEY

TO

rrat

estate

LOAN
On first-cls- st
elty
11000 J1500 $2500.0w
MCMllllOn Ac WOOO.
TO LOAN On walches, dlai

JUllU.UO.

MONEY

minds, guns and everything

valuable.

H. Marcus,
213 South First.
MONEY TO LOAN on diamonds, watches
and good Jewelry, liberal, reliable, con- fM"OHnl dftflleb .Tnwetrv Co in V let.
Mr.

Denver
Oct. 30. Cattle ReDenver.
ceipts 10,800. Market steady, 15 to
25c lower. Beef steers, $5.757.50; TVPEWKITEKS All makes overhauled
and repaired. Ribbons for everv ma
5.75;
$4.00
cows and heifers.
Kansas City
chine.
Albuquerque
Tynewrl'r Ex- Kansas City, Oct. 30. Cash calves, $4.608.OO; bulls, $2.25
12? South Fourth.
chnnre, nhone
2
wheat No.
hard, $1.141.20; No. 3.00; stockers and feeders, $3.50
2 red, $1.1 7
7.25.
1.18.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
Corn
'o. 3 white, 71c; No. 2
Sheep Receipts 27.200. Market
ATTOHXKVM
yellow, 73 tj) 73 Uc
steady to higher. Iambs, $12.75
ewes. $4.0O6.50; feeder WILSON AND WlliiOV
13.50:
Hay Market unchanged.
attorneys,
)
lambs, $12.00(5512.75.
Rooms 15, 17
$9.(12;

typewriters:

May, $9.97.

.

LIVESTOCK

138'!
271,4
1 8 I
97 V'.
83 '

Itcp. Iron & Steel
Sinclair Oil & Refining
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway
Sfudebaker Corporation
Texas Co
Tobacco Troducts
Cnion Pacific
nited States Steel
Utah Copper

first

and
rnone

PRODUCE

223

,

JJ.iO
and up.
WOrVt.
A wrilnjf
Ervln Bd- -

SALELivistockr"

FOrt SALE Bucks, does and f
;lng size
raiiioiH.
no west i.ead.
FOR SALK Jersey milk cow just freshj
cheap, mnr, South Walter.
FOK SALE A fresh tow. I'ust Office
box 135. phone 5M1-KFOR SALK A Jersey cow and a
old Jersey male.
P. O. Box 213.
FOlt SALE Kresli
HoiiTetn
LhTrham
cow; also fresh Jersey. Plion C404-JFOlt SALE Hood milch cow, a bargain

GRAIN

FINANCIAL

etiy-thin-

LITTLE LAUGHTER

WKWSKS

i

Turn

4s
4s

The Markets

ma saying, O tlerr, wy cant ll.cy
eat like other fish?
Mayho they think thcyre too refined to eat on account of being
gold, I sod.
Well, thoy are hiKh class fish,
enybody can see that, but ven a
fish must eat it it wuni.s to live,
ma sed. And wen pop came home
she sed, Wlllyum, those fish are
still refusing to eat.
Thats bad news, mayb3 thcyre
not sattisfied heer with m,, pop lied.
Nonsents, we're as good ai enybody cits, arcnt we? ma sed, and
pop sed, Thats rite. I never thawt
of that, well then it must bo puro
stubbernness. We'll half to try forcible feeding, he sed.
How? How do you do it? ma
sed.
g
Well, its fairly simple Ir.r
so complicated, pop sed. In
the fcrst place its necessary to keep
them beneeth tho surface of the
watter during the hole operation
or elts them mite ixperlence some

A

iT

M

WANTED

Jm Book

(

nushnef,

Us. $98.22; second 4 Us, $98.28; third 4 Us, $98. 4;
fourth 4 ',s, $98.40; Victory
(uncalled), $100.30; Victorv
(called), $100.04; U. S. Treasury 4s,
4s, $97.90:

3

-

--

ii

1

3

MATTRESS RENOVATING

-

Fluff

-

election,
still feel Interested,
that when they failed to meet the Presi- - we probably will find
that the guys that got elected
dent's request that they incorporate in and the sinks that got defeated are all pretty good
!sort of folksJust no half of em are lncom- me u;n
uui a piuvioiuu iui t:
iintiiuug it, turn ;petents and the other half of 'em are experts in
f uvuim it lit:,
attempted to pass the bill in that form,

Oil ft Al'PfV trnr-tnr1 i
una
one Deering binder; two gasoline engines; one beet planter; one ulfnlfa cutter; three pled cultivators; onu Kmerion
lister planter;
one John Dnere fans
ijiow ; ;uriB suns iranior piow;
one or- phflT-rAttfhvr- - nnm watrnn snsU. t
batort. brooders, brooder stoves, portable
chicken houses and hot bed sash. Phone

.
care journal.
"BUSINESS CHANCES7
FOR SVltE 1D22 model Chevrolet tourbA LE Hotel, twenty rooms, pool
tun
cur.
new.
Cash
ing
nearly
Bargain.
hall and bar; good lease. 213 South
or monthly payments.
Phone S12.
"
v A vrliM. 'r. i
p....
UK BALK l'"lve-roohouse and mall
erty one Maxwell touring car or will f grocery,
close in. Call at H South
oil
pnymriii. rni'iiB (in:- -, I.
nrvpntn.
iSAVU 6u to 75 per cent on used pans.
FOR SALE Yw, ..........
1...M.1- ,difetc.; full stock for over twenty-fiv- e
I0?"1. F,r"t:
ferent cars. Mcintosh Co., Silt West
exl for any'
B
FOR SALE OR RENT The
FOK SA I. j Stevens silent six. model U
only one
... .
Also grocery
condiearly '20. Excellent mech-anloa-l
. . . .Dn-andmeat market, uery.
whi.
'
o.
mil
r
,
tion, sacrifice, no dealer. Call 226 North
u ti
Walter.
fOH KALE Ona ot the finest cafes 111
FOIt SALE One Mitchell chummy road
.7
- icmi,
northern Arlxntta
ster In .Al condition, at a reasonable
excellent
trade, good location: two of
the partners
Call at Duke City Auto Co. are
price.
to leave fur Europe; act quick.
ss
or phone 5S9-pnstofftce Hon 314, Flagstaff, A rts.
FOR SALIi Ford touring, mechanically KOH KALE Profitable
business,
estate
tank.
good, good rubber and good
llshed tlve years; owner wishes to dis1180.00.
Hunters Oarage, 907 West pose account
of having other Interests;
Mountain ltoad.
tervlew, address postofflce box 635. Al- HOBB9 QUALITY CARS
uuHUT-iquiN.
Xtt.
A LARGE STOCK
to choose from at all FOR SALE or
will exchange for Albii:
A demi titration
will satisfy
times.
real
querque
estate. Improved or unHOBBS MOTOR CO.. phone 434
you.
a good profitable
improved,
busiWest Central.
ness centrally located with small
on store.
will ..n..i.. .i good lease
RELIABLE USED t'AKs SOLD BY
thousand dollars. Address Z, care Morn- UK 1.1 A Bl.f; t'r. A LUjKo
tiiB durnai
Henewed
KALE Shoe repairing
750 FOR
t.tOO ftnd
toiirlne
riodt'e Ttrfi
shop with
modrrn. iit.ln-a.Dodge Bros, touring
One of best shops In city and
qnlppedt
8900
800
and
Dodge Bios, sedans
location.
stock on
.1650 ..lL-c- l
Dodge Bros, truck.
hand. Can be bought j,arge
for $L'000.00. one-ha- lf
8400
200 and
Ford touring
.
down linlanfa
t,i
vu ..n ,l
"
in.8250
"inn wmiouc
Ford light truck.....
.8430 terest, riolng Into other line of business
Ford ton truck
reason
selllnar.
for
win it..
Phone 783
Investigation, city Klectrlo Shoe Shoo.
J. KORBER 4 CO.
rt.t South Second, Albunuerque, N. M.
Dodge Bros. Dealers
2 16 North
Second
FOR

doctor laments that men's eyes are
not as good as they used to be. They

10 DC
The Journal reserves the rislit to reject any .won I
deem improper.
advertising matter that it may cards
resof thanks,
Calls for society meetings,
When headlichts ancf a
olutions. society and church socials, lectures, no- meet at a
railroad crossing,
Sunday
(except
.hurch
meeting
ices, calls for
church programs) are considered as advertising and:east one fool less.
will be charged for at regular advertising rates.

Miscellaneous

Wtt
i'UH sSAI.K
Jmvo the (oUow.uk
iicmo iur which we nave no use
Priced to Mil.
May be seen at tho
niHtnew xairy rarm norm of old Town.

i

A

$9.(1:1

FOR SALE

Chevrolet

touring car, late
ggjlt" K "" Journal.
EXPERT RADIATOR
REPAIRING! 5
K'. Sheet Metal
Works, 317 N. Third.
OH KALE
5
LIg'.t Buick
Ford touring. 118 West Oold.
FOR HALE New Columbia tlx, cheap
Party leaving town. Call 1758-FOK
8AI,B Dodg"rspdter.ct)eapi
rasn or ternn
It desired.
Phone

$

t

an rfcD

w

Distance
lends
enchantment. The
trouble is that New Brunswick is not far
fiiifincli awnv

$4.75

Months
One Year
Six

BAD

When two can live more cheaply than
one it is generally because they have to.
?
kars are "coming in" again, it is an- SO pity the miss who
mislaid

'

Managing Editor

JOSEPH TAUSEK

THAT

October 31, 1922.

Chicago
Chicago, Oct. 30 tC. S. Department of Agriculture).
Hogs Receipts, 37,000; market slow, 10 to
16o lower. Bulk good 200 to
butchers, $8.75 to 8.90; top,
$9.05; out of line; few early Rales
good light, $8.70 8.80; big packers
bidding lower; bulk heavy packing
sows, $7,00 to 7.85; pigs, $8.50 to
8.75; heavy hogs, $8.40fi)8.90; medium, $8.858.U0; light, $8.65
8.80; light light, $8.50f08.75; packing sows, smooth,
$7.70(S8.80;
packing sows, rough, $7,0057.75;
killing pigs. $8.50 8.75.
Cattle Receipts 33,000. Market
very slow: quality plain; proportion of choice long fed matured
steers and heifers scarce, about
about steady; short fed matured
steers largely weak to 15c lower;
western grassers ln liberal supply;
few early sales western, $7.00 B
7.25; early top yearlings, $12.75;
three head matured sters, $13.50;
native beef steers of quality and
condition to sell largely at $9.00 Si
11.50; better grade beef cows, hcif.
ers and canners scarce, about
steady; lower grade beef cows and
heifers slow, weak; bulls weak to
10c lower; veai calves largely 50c
lower than early Friday; heavy
feeders weak to 25c lower; desirable stockers about steady; bulk
bologna bulls largely $3.85(94.00'
bulk veal calves, early, $9.50
300-pou-

1 1 B3--

PHTiriANSNf

RtlHKONfr
"

OB. 8. 1. BURTON,

mseasei or in glnmarb
Chicago
Suite 9.
Building
Chicago. Oct. "0. Butter Mar- l)K. M ARGAKET Barnett
CARTWRIfiHT.
ket higher. Creamery extras. 4614c;
1
nesmenc
23
aat centra
firsts, 36 39 c; extra firsts, 42
Phons 671.
45c: seconds, 34
35c; standards, 1B. S. M ABLE
RKKEts;
424c
Osteopathic 1'b.vslrlno
Eggs Market Higher. Receipts Cltlsens Rank Bldg. Ph. 881-or lmfcW
7,283 cases. Firsts, 3646c; ordi- Kit. 8. C, (I.ARRK.
nary firsts, 30 33c; miscellaneous,
N'os
and Throat,
Ee, Far,
34
Barottt Building.
40c; refrigerator extras, 25 V4
Phons
Office Hour
26c; refrigerator firsts, 24
In It a. m.. and I m C p. m.
25c.
DR. HUGH M. DeWITT
Alive
Market unPoultry
changed. Fowls, 13 20c; turkeys, Osteopathic Physician and Surgeon
i
w. uoid
S5c; springs, 18c; roosters, 14c; ai
Phone 684
geese, 19e.

lf.

Potatoes Market steady. Receipts 156 cars. Total U. S. shipments 1.416.
Wisconsin sacked
round whites No. 1, 80 95c cwt.;
bulk, 75 90c; Minnesota- - sacked
round whites, 8090c cwt.! Minne
sota sacked Red River Ohios No. 1,
90c$1.00 cwt.; North Dakota
sacked Red River Ohios, 90c $1.00
cwt.; South Dakota bulk earlv
vnios, poorly graded, 70 75c cwt.

W. M. SHERIDAN. M. D.
Practice IJmlted to

GI5NITO
URINARY IHSKASES
AND DISEASKA OF THE SKIN i
lVassrraa0
laboratory In Coanaetlnn.
Citizen Hank BlrtB. Phone NS.

M. D.

F. C. BAKES,

Diseases of the Eye. Ulastea Cltusd
Office removed to 114 N. Sec
ond at. Ground floor. Prion 843.

DR. W. T. MURPHEY
Kansas City
Kansas City, Oct, SO. Butter
Practice Limited to Tuberculosis
Market unchanged. Creamery, 44
Barnett Buildlnar .Phnna atn
45c; packing, 24c.
Honrs: 10 to 12 a.m.; i to t p.m.
Eggs Market unchanged. Firsts,
38c.

Market
unchanged.
Hens, 1218c; springs, 1416c;
2Uc.
orotiers,

Poultry

10.00.

Sheep Receipts 36,000;
sales fat native lambR 25copening
lower
Early top, $14.00 to packers; liberal supply western lambs, mostly
feeders; no early sales fat western;
feeders tending lower with good demand; few early sales desirable
Montana feeding yearllnrs,
$11.00;
feeding wethers,
$6.75;
sheep scarce, around steady.

Cromwell Bulldlni.

19

New York Metals
New York. Oct. 30. Copper-Qu- iet.
Electrolytic spot and near-

by,
14o.

139i13c;

Tin
$37.50.
,

Iron

Strong.
Steady

futures,

13

Snot and futures.
No.
No.

1
2
2

northern,
northern,
southern,

$31.0032.00;
No.
$30.0031.00;
$25.0027.00.
. 85.
Lead Steady. Spot, $6.60
Kansas cily
Zinc Firm. East St. Louis spot
Kansas City, Oet. ?o (L S. De- and nearby delivery, $7.10 7.15.
partment of Agriculture).
Cattle
Antimony Spot, $6.75 7.00.
Receipts 39,0(10; qualitv comForeign bar silver, 87 Uc.
mon; trade moderately active after
Mexican dollars, Gl?io.

,.'

CHIROPRACTORS."
Chiropractic

tD ana SO Armljo
Building.
a
Albuqoergue-Hantre. T
DAILY tlTAMK
To Xao (Brad
o- -al
v
MOam.
Atrlte
a. m.
1J:80 u. m.
'
p.
at
tl:o J
(Bead Up)

.....1:W
..ll:io

f"Vn","''iJ

Albnquargo

I;
,!

i.iV

rARE-- TO
TO
AlbtlflUtirnii- VI
ttrf.sk-,- .

6tnf v
Hostff.

...Arnva... roo
--

...

m.
4:00 p m.
p. in.

Arilv...j:4

a.
lav...W, Trio
tM

SANTA

iA8, ailju,

w.-ji- -i.

,!..-

.

a

"jusrti!n

MNU

-

u

...

KinffllBI

"..

.

S
HOMR SITKS
IV XOtllTH WARD
of
One, Just off
Central ave
nue and two just of. of Luna
boulevard; best location in tho
Fourth ward, SEE US TODAY.
ACKKUSON
& GKUT1TH
REALTORS
120 S. Fourth St.
Phone 411.

'Martin's Specials for This!

3

KOLUMN

SPECIAL
pantry,
bath,
rooms,
clothes closets, large porches,
full size lot with lawn. Tills
libuse is located close to car
line, scnool, ana nice walking
from bustnesa disdistance
trict. This Is a pressed brick
house and well constructed and
a look will convince you. Terms
if desired.
LOTS
Wo have a good many desirable lots in all parts of tho
city. Tell us your wants. We
may have it.
RENTALS,

Four

TtAXt-TTE-

S.

IIOMKS

D, T,
Tliono

Realtor

Kingsbury,

210 W. Gold.

907--

TOR SALE
room frame bungalow, modern,
fireplace, oak floors, two 'screened
porches, East Central.
$5.000 5 room brick bungalow, modern, 4th ward, on car line; 1500 cash,
balance like rent.
stucco bungalow,
whit
5,600
modhardwood floors, good basement, furnace, garage, sidewalk, lawn;
near Luna Boulevard.
room,
$4000.
adobe, white stucoo
attractive,
very
bungalow, modern,
breakfast nook, fireplace, targe glassed
Highlands,
Bleeping porch; furnished;
one-ha- lt
block from Central, In city
limits,
Bnme good buys In huslnest property.
Lots and house ' rll parts of the city.
5

'A.

INSTANTLY
Tou'll have to come a Jump.
Ins If you want this comfy, new

FLEISC1EE, KeaMor

Accident, Automobile Insurance,
Surely Bonds, Loans,
Phone 674..
No. Ill S. lourtn street,
Fire,

on

and bath bungalow;
the Heights. It's a beaut and
a bargain. Oood terms.
.1. i:. goxce he Ah
11
Vf. Silver.
J'liono 477.

CITY FARMS
Less than 1 acre, alfalfa, fruit
and garden, 60 laying Leghorns, 30 Reds, six cemented
adobe
chicken housesf;
and bath, and porch; big barn;
milk cow, horse and buggy,
etc.; price $3,000; good terms.
SPECIAL
7 acres
alfalfa and garden,
Five-rooetc.; milch
many chickens,
modern brick stucco,
cow, horse and buggy, good
heating plant in basement, built-i- n
house, barn; cleared $1,2."0 In
features, good location; a real
last 12 months; price $3000;
house and the price is right.
SHELLEY-BRAIterms: $1,000 cash, balance
CO.
to suit.
220 W. Gold.
Phone S23.

estate

N

Joseph Collier

HELP WANTED.

207 West Gold Avenue.

Male.
WANTED

A

WANTED

A

milker. Phone 2413-Rfirst cook.
Method 1st

sanatorium.
LABORERS $3.00 to 13.25.
per day.
Good woman cook, $50 per month. Employment Agency. 110 South Third.
WANTED
salesman
for
Experienced
city work. Good
to right
nun. Address J. proposition
p. O, Box 645.
WANTED Young man for
traveling
work.
Must be good sales- man.
Circulation
Manager Morning
Journal,
WANTED Boy to sell Morning Journals in hospitals. Must have wheel.
See Circulation Manager, Morning Journal.
WANTED Furniture salesman, one who
can speak Spanish preferred.
Must
understand all details. References required. Geo. C. Bcheer Furniture Co.,
."14 South Second.

'

Female.
..WANTED

Salesladies,

.Stores.

United lo to $1

WANTED Girl for general housework.
Apply SOS West Iron.
WANTED Girl for general housework.
310 North Thirteenth.
WANTED Girl to do maid work. Al- nmiuerque nanatorlum
WANTED Good family cooic. nasu"
145,00 a month.
hnne 1049-TWANTED A girl for general house-wor- k.
S!3
North Thirteenth.
Inquire
"WANTED Gin for UghThousework," In
three-roobungalow;
cis South
Ninth.
"WANTED
saleslady',
must
Experienced
know the ladles' ready-to-weline.
Tlione 14S0-WANTEDS Capable woman for
general
house work, no washing. Apply
1014
North Second.
WANTED A practical nurse. One that
is willing to assist In chamber work.
Apply 1416 South Edith.
WANTED Combination
stenographer
and bookkeeper; state wages
and experience. Hox II. care Journal.
WANTED .Secretary, one with university training preferred. Western School
for Private Secretaries. Phone 801-..-swoman lor general housework, no cooking, good wages. Call
1107 North Twelfth, phone 11M-.COMPLETE Secretarial Course.
iioara
room and tuition may be earned. Catalog free. Mackay Business College, Los
Angeiee.

WANTED Competent
goneral salos-'- "
lady In department store. State experience and references. Address Selig-ma- n
Bros. Co., Santa
N. M.
A Catholio elderly lady m
WANTED
take charge of small kitchen and
laundry. Good morals required. Room
furnished.
Address Christian Brothers,
Bernalillo, N. V.
WANTED Experienced
for
saleslady
dry goods In a general mercantile btis- lness, one who understands little Spanish preferred. References and salary ex- Address E. F, 100, care of
pocted.
Journal.
Male ami Femnle.
LET us train you to fill a superior position. INDIVIDUAL INSTRUCTION.
AU Commercial Branches.
Enroll NOW.
Western School for Private Secretaries,
TUeras at Eighth, telephone 901-MEN AND WOMEN wanted for Detectives; we can offer you n position that
will bring you a handsome income. Bend
stamps for reply. Douglas Detective
Agency, Incorporated and Bonded, Win

!,

N. C.

ston-Sale-

WANTEDoMtioiT
WANTED

Unusewnrlc

1H4S.

EXPERIENCED
1744--

IND LAUNDRY
Phone 1927--

by til

day. Phone

stenographer.
Silks

Phono
specialty.

WANTED
Washing and ironing to take
home.
Phone 1304.
CLEANING PAPER KulsoinlnUig.
John
Coodson, phone f!34-WANTED Family washing.
Call
for

and deliver. Phone 1015-.WANTED Work by the hour,
after 5:30 p. m. Phone 5R4S-PRINTER desires position., all round
man. Go anywhere. ' Address
Journal.
STOVES POLISHED Repaired and put
up. O. K. Sheet Metal Works, 217
North: Third, phone 1870-- J.
LET US take care ot your furnace,
John
chimney cleaning especially.
ratlin, phone (t!l-S
v i
laundress, white. wouW
like work of refined people. No sick.
TOI0 South Walter,
CALL HUTCHINSON for house cleaning
and wall cleaning, door waxing, paint-;lnkalsomlnlng. and chimney sweeping;
Odd Joli Man, phone tP8-BOOK-KEEPEdesires permanent con- neotlon with reliable firm. Address
Apartment 3 and 4, 421 South Broad
way.

LOST AND FOUND.
STRAYED

answers lo
Airedale dog,
"
nam. Ulnl,n
.n. rn....t.LP
Reward for return.
,
fc'OUND Child's nurse on South Edith,
' May have same if you call at Morn- ing journal ana pay for ad.
LOST
On Coal or South Fourth, between
Central and Coal, one 22 Ilemlugton
pump gun. Rcwurd. Phone 4J0. Mr.
lukev
LOST

Kustun bull terrier, dark brown,
four whlto feet, white breast and
jaws. Name Buddie. Reward. Phone
r(VK,ner Motor company.

"FOR

RENTStofwSoms.

FOR RENT Building at 412 W.l Cod
per; suitable for garage. Inquire H. B.
Sherman, at First Savings Bank and
,iirunt company, pnone
WILL arrange to suit tenant a- DSxInft
root brick building; good condition.
Santa Fe shops; reasonable
nppoalt
terms. See ur wrlle L. Uevraan, 109
a
iu
aoi
list. AioutiuarQua, rs, w.

Week

PRICED TO SELL
Six rooms and glassed sleeping porch, in first class condi-

house in Fourth Ward, 2
ilots 50x142, east front, city waterv
and toilet in house, house is part-!lpaved street
furnished for only 1,300; lot
paving paid
alone is worth $1,000; $400 downi
only $1,500
and $25 a month takes it.

tion, located on
in tho Highlands,
und the price is
with good terms.
Five-roostucco bungalow,
with glassed sleeping porch,
hardwood
floors,
fireplace,
built-i- n
features, furnace heat,
garage, on paved street in the
Fourth ,ward. Owner must
sell. See us for price and
terms.
m

$3800

Elf ISEMIEifi

.LA. SSHHE

TelHllll!airoi!'

KINGSBURY'S

MORNING .JOURNAL

ALBUQUERQUE

192.

October 31,

FOR SALE

Houses.

'Jas.'Mi Johnson

'a
j
i

Insurance
Real Estate Loans
Phono 210
216 W. Gold

HOUSE
Also 8 sleeping porches, stucco
finish, furnished, real close in,
for wile; arranged for home
rooming and boarding house;
already filled; a good home
and living for right party;
priced right, part terms.
R,

McClughan,

AV.

FOR QUICK SALE
List your property with us.
Houses for rent.
Hogrefe & Fanning
Phono 673.
313fi W. Gold.

FOR RENT

Do you want an investment? Wet
modern house with
have a
3 sleeping
completely
porches,
furnished, hardwood floors, east
front, located Va block from Central avenue in the best of locations. Owner is living In house
and is getting $140 a month from
rent of rooms. It Is a home and
Can
a 20 per cent Investment.
you beat it? Let us show It to
you.

A, L. Martin Co,,

Realtors
Phone

223 W. Gold.

156,

FOR SALE
BARGAIN
adoba stucco house,
1 mile north of mountain road,
$900; terms. Inquire at Kahn
store. 10!) North First.
A

"FORCED
at a

TO

SELL

white stucco
extra large lot;
bungalow,
$3,300; $1.S00 cash, balance
1423 Virginia
easy; bargain.
boulevard.
loss,

my

Houses.

FOR BALE House, close Jn, $500. cash, FOR RENT
South Wallnut.
balance like rent. 414 South Fourth.
FOR RENT Three-roo1121
house.
uk SAi.t uy ownor. A most
Forrester, phone l:ir,S-- J or 1SU1-00 EaSt Sllv"r- Telephone
NICELY
turnlHhed modern house, silt
moms. Fourth ward.
1027 Forrester.
FOR SALL' Two-monoute, furnished,
cheap If taken at once. Inauiro 1213 Foil ItENT Cuttttge. four rooms and
VIrirloln hAi.Ui...
1115 .North
S'reon porch, unfurnished.
i
Fifth.
FOR SALE By owner, fivc-rooietui-oTwo-rooliouss,
on terms. FOR RENT
furnished house.
strictly modern;
Phone
no children,
70S
30.
East
at
Key
i OU SALE fly owner, double brick Santa Ke. tour-rouhouse, completely furnished and niod- - V'0l RENT
liousy and sleep- -'
Jng porclr,
rmgllSouth High.
purtly furnished. 1724 U
FOR SALE Small rnusern, furnished W'rst Central.
cottage, on South Walter; easy terms FOR RENT Neiv modern completely
Apply 701 East Santa Fe.
furnished four-roohouse. Cail 112
FOR SALE
Three-rooetucco loose. North Walnut.
100x142, on corner; bargain for quick FOR RENT
Several new furnlehvd cotsale.
tages, reasonable. Room 7, FlrBt Nappiy Itioit south Walter.
FOR SALE New modern hm. rr.oo tional Bank bldir.
down and mnnthlv nn,m,mi du.
FOR RENT N,ew f iv 3 room modern
J. A. Hammond. 824 East
Sllvnr.
house In Highlands. Reasonable rates.
1452-FOR BALIS Five-roobrick house, Phone
with furniture, chicken
Furnished
etc. I'tilt RENT
pens,
cottage. Two
Termsreasomible.
rooms and sleeping porch. ?18 u
r,ld West. Atlantic.
;or,S-month.
uu Bsi,f, ,v
on
cottage,
south High; very
FOR RENT Modern furnished cottak-e- ;
small
two ruonis nnd glnssed-i- n
Phone flf3. First Notion.! h,nl payment.
sleeping
Kn,ii.
1220 South Edith.
FOR SALE
By ownei. suhurhun homo. porch.
four rooms and eleettln
noroh. eiiv FOR RENT Six room house; Lath, hoi
water, fruit trees, grape arbor. POStof- and cold water; furnished. Call at
21S lb West Gold. Phone 210-oox 213, city
TOR SALE Three-roo- m
RENT
FOR
Houses, all
house with
chicken house for two hundred chickens
and unfurnished.
McMillion
s Wood,
2o
West Gold.
Renltre.
and
1305
,'arage. lights
water. .
West
Iron, phone 400-FOR RENT Furnished
iOR SALE By owner, new
with sleeping porch.
I hone
house In Fourth ward, modern In 2185-or coll 120:l East Copprr.
very respect; built-ifuor-ruot- n
lot;
features;
FOR
lurge
RENT
Modern
furnished
terms. Call 1.189-brick house on Highlands; garage
FOR SALE Five-roo224SoutlF
modern house, bent-Edith.
Inquiry
two porches, built-i- n
features, garase.
RENT Four-rooootTago with
Close to store nnd car line. Reasonable F(n
chh-kehouse and smail barn.
fancy
price. 114 Cornell, Heights.
1205 West Iron, call 490-FOR
SALE
Furnished
three FOR RENT Mouse, four rooms iiml
house,
rooms, bath, electric lights, city water.
sleeping porch, furnished and modern.
garage; 50 foot lot. $r,00 down and 130 Enquire
C!4 South Edith, phone Hli,r,-per month. 130 South Arnn.
RENT
FOR
Modern, unfurnished house
NEW house, modem except heat, throe
Willi four rooms nnd glassed-i- n
sleeprooms, bath, two porches;
garage;
522 South Walter.
ing
porch.
Apply
built-i- n
features. Small down pnyment
FOR
RENT
room
New
five
modern
balance like rent. Phone 19S4-no
Iioueo,
furnished,
completely
FOR SALE At real bargain, J2,5lJ0, part children, call
618 North Thirteenth.
cash, two small houses partly fur- LIST
houses
with
the
your
vacant
City
nished. Renting for 48.50 per month.
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
Near school and car line. Call at 801
service. 207 West Gold, phone 8S7,
South Edith.
FOR
RENT Five-roofurnlHhed house
FOR SALE For 16,600 modern double
brick apartment:; this is a real bar- ?50In Fourth ward: sleeping porch, garage,
& Wood, 200
McMillion
month.
per
gain and close in property for part cash. West Cold.
For appointment, phone 907-and ask
FOR RENT Knur room furnished loiuse.
for Mr. Williams.
Nicely furnished;
piano, etc. S45 a
FOR SALE New homea by owner; one
month. No children or sick. .Apply 31
S4 Vest Gold; one
West
naseldlne.
110 North Maple; one four-roo210
FOR RENT Cozy llttlo house In UnNorth Maple; terms. Call 821 West Silver, phone 1S49-iversity Heights, three rooms and sunny
sleeping
porch. 108 Yale, phone 22S1-TOR SALE Beautiful
pressed brick at 209 North
High.
bungalow, five rooma, Bleeping porch
and double pressed brick garage; Ideal FOR RENT Three-roohouse, sleephome near shops.
ing porch, bath, hot and cold water;
For particulars Inthree chicken houses, barn; $25.00 per
quire 70(1 South Third.
FOR 6 ALE
brick, oy owner; month. Phone 223.
428 South Seventh, corner lot, sideFOR RENT One four-roofurnished
house,
Also one threorroom
$25.00.
walks, garage, chicken house, basement,
hot water heat, bath room, large closets, unfurnished Iioubb, $20.00. Both In' good
large front back and sleeping porches. condition. Phone 1047-Phone (lis, or any real (stale dealer in FOR RENT Nicely furnished bungalow
town.
In Highlands.
One block from Central. Meal for convalescents.
Call 317
South Walter, phone 1273-PERSONAL.
BUNGALOWS
No charge
J. W. BRASFIELD watch, rlock and FURNISHED
for steam heat. Medical attention if de
Jewelry work. 1 IB South Second. In rear sired, no extra charge.
75 month. St.
DON'T forget the Sunshine Barber shop, John's Sanatorium,
phone 491,
across from Santa Fe shop office. A FOR RENT Five-roohouse, glassed-i- n
S. VIGIL.
813 South Second.
sleeping porch, furnace. Four-rooOne
and glassed- bedroom
MRS. FRED OILMAN,
Millinery. Hats apartment.
made to order. Remodelling a spe- - in sleeping porch. For particulars, see
411
Doaati.
West
central.
cairy. Koom 1, Superior Hotel.
lir tut lady who wrote the verses to FOR RENT 515 West Lead, $31.70; 418
Atlantic, $30.00; 905 North Twelfth,
the lonely mountaineer In
to
answer nd In the Journal, will reply
write to $37.50: 1 North Eleventh, 837.50. All
the undersigned, she will hear something the above are unfurnished.
City Realty
ot interest, J. A. Keys, care Box 1033, Co.. Realtors. 207 Wrest Gold, phone 6H7.
Santa Fe, N. M.
FOR RENT 61 8 South Walter,
A VITAL MESSAGE
strictly modern home of six beautiAll
ful rooms completely
furnished.
If you. suffer from "RHEUMATISM,1
modern conveniences are to be found in
CONSTIPATION.
ECINDIGESTION,
this
California
City
Realty
bungalow.
ztsMA,
BRONCHITIS, Bolls, or your
nerves are arrectca in any way; or you ennmnnv. 207 West OoM. phone fir,7.
aesire to nave a fine dear, healthy com
SALE
FOR
Furniture.
ptexlon, we want you to try a package
or our MARVELOUS REMEDY, YEAST1400
FOR SALE Furniture.
Apply
nr.AX.
North Fifth.
Among Its various elements
contains the highest and FURNITURE REPAIRING,
ikastolax
Called
most potent VITAMINES. which the
and delivered. Phone 197 R.
sclentlflo world has found to be abAwning work.
solutely necessary to bodily vigor. Peo- FURNITURE repairing.
Ervln
Porch curtains.
Phone 896-ple all over the country have found
great relief through its use, and now Bedding company.
three-roofeel the Joy of perfect health and vital FOR SALE Furniture
of
TEASTOLAX also has the properIty.
Phone
houso.
Excellent condition.
ties of being
411 West Granite.
and mildly 1S44-laxative, yet Its action la sure.
SALE Living room and dining
In order to quickly Introduce TEAST- FOR
room sets, also base burner In first-clas- s
OLAX Into every community, we will
condition. SOS North Thirteenth.
a
for
limited
to
time
give
any person
who will mail $1.00 to cover the cost FOR SALE Stove", dining room furniture, library table, rugs, shades, etc.
of a liberal nixed package.
07 West Roma, between 1 and 5
Call
FREEABSOLUTELY
p. m.
80.000.00 RUBLES
The Russian Ruble reeently was FOR SALE Ono dining room table, one
worth 65o per wgble, giving the above a
nice bed and springs, one drop-hea- d
value of 127,500.00.
Singer sewing machine, one Axmlnster
Save tills money; many a great for. rug.
203 North Arno.
tune has been built up by buying foreign FOR SALE Fibre
baby carriage, leathmoney after ware. Th Chicago Trl
er trunk, Morris chair, beds, springs,
buna on September 12th calls attention chiffonier,
bookcase, largest stock tif
to the new canal which has just been good used furniture
In city, 325 South
between Russia, First.
'
opened for shipping
Germany and Central Asia, affording
new source of raw materials for the
TRADE
FOR
SALE
OR
n
combine, especially oil.
three good lots in Colorado
manganese and copper and opening tip WILL trado
Springs and some cosh, for 'small resithe rich Persian and Central Asia trade dence
hero.
825 Ronth First.
Think what
to Germany and Russia.
this means; surely you cannot afford FOR SALE Nice lot 60x142, or will
trade for car If In good shape. Nit
lo pass up the opportunity to acquire
wrecks need apply. Call at $05 Harthese Rubles.
torison.
Send In your name and address,
gether with a dollsr remittance, today; WB have an extra ,g"od
the package of TEASTOLAX and
pressed brick house that we will eell
Rubles will be delivered to you at or trade for desirable building lots. On
once.
a corner, lot 63x100 feet. Phone 410.
TEASTOLAX
0.
FOR SALE or trade for good fresh milk
Chicago.
Dent. 2.
?0 fl. rifirk St.
cow, 25. White Leghorn hens, through
moulting, five Barred Rock pullets and
Rooms.
FOR RENT Office
Phone
four blooded Black Mlnorcas.
Of flue space, or u.k room. 2ir,s-.T- .
FOR RENT
20? "VeM tiold.
WANTED Real Estate.
FOR RENT Officii rooms. Central avenue, above Matson's Book store. Kor
IF YOU have, business property for solo,
ber tad, company, Auto department.
list It wits. McMillion & Wood,

nice

lots

cash and

$10

inquire about those
being sold there.
lots,

per month.

Call

1972-- J

$10

for D. J. Mitchell
or 657

Franklin & Company
Realtors.

Insurance.

Loans,

Subdivisions

2U West Gold.

We have an extrji good

Former Owner Lost
Money

Cive-roo-

pressed brick house that
for desirable building lots. The house
is in good shape in every way.
Has a double gartigo and is
well located In the Lowlands
on a corner lot. Can be bought
on easy terms or tha ownor
will take good lots as part
Look this place over
payment.
today.
"We have $1,000 to loan on well
secured first mortgage.
J. D, Keleher, Realtor
Phono 410.
i'll V. Gold.
we will sell or trude

j
j
i

j

j

WANTED

.

That'i the reason I can, sell
this at such a bargain price.
IT'S A BEAUTY
Ton should sit in a car under
its pergola or on Its front porch
and enjoy tho most beautiful
sunsets. The mountain view at
the east is most beautiful also.
The location of this adobe
home is ideal, 308 Harvard
avenue.
New ami ready to
move into. This is a swell
home and a bargain. See it
today. For sale at less than it
can be reproduced.
terms.

Cash

or

Zapf, Owner

Seeond and Gold.
or
Phones
144-t-H-

you like a pleasant,
profitable business that will
Income if properly
a
nice
yield

Would

We havo openings
managed.
in several Now Mexico and
Arizona towns for city circulation representatives. To qualify
for one of tlieso openings a
man must be able to furnish a
bank reference as to financial
responsibility.
Applicants must be willing to
establish residence in town asto. This
signed
proposition
will not appeal to floaters or
any one who is not willing to
niako a modest start with sure
possibilities of owning a nice,
profitable business in C months
time. Apply to

Circulation
National

Investment Co,

Albuquerque

-

Shelley-Brau-

aO

FOR RENT

Rooms.

Arno.

Foil

RENT
Front room, , private entrance, adjoining bath. 317 South
Fourth.
FOR RENT Ono large housekeeping
room, ground floor, close in. Call 300
West Iron.
RENT
Two rooms for light housekeeping, $18 per month. 1621 North
Ser.'nd.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room In
821 North
No sick.
modern home.
Thirteenth.
FOR RENT Furnished front room, outside entrance. Furnace boat. No sick,
307 south Walter.
FOR RENT Bedroom and kitchen, furnished. Close In. Highlands, ..pp.y
82
North Third.
FOR RENt Sleeping rooms, sLeaui heat,
hot and cold water. Albuquerque Hotel. 21814 North Second.
FOR RENT Beautifully furnished room
In modern home.
Apply Mrs. Fred
Humm. 023 North Second.
IMPERIAL ROOMS Nice, clean rooms;
rates by day or week. Over Pastime
Theater, all '4 West Central.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
housekeeping apartments, by the day.
week or mnnth. 602 'j West Centra I.
FOR RENT
Handsomely furnished
front bedroom in new modern home,
to gentleman employed. 215 North Ninth.
FOR RENT Furnished Tfrooms and
Board If desired.
aieeplng porch.
Ladles or man and wife preferred. 1206
East Gold.
i-B RENT
Cosy living room ondbed-roofor well person. Very reasonable. Near boarding house. 606 South
Broadway,
sTx
FOR RENT One upstairs
room,
windows and largo closet. Sink and
furnished
for housekeep- running water;
018 West Coal.
ing.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished, well ventilated front bedroom, with or without
sleeping porch, suitable for one or two
gentlemen. 418 South Third.
FOR RENT Nice front room with conhome
necting bath, private
privileges, two block! rom t.lty hn'l,
.
Phone J71B-after
r.i.
Foil RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping. Water, llghta nnd
phone furnished. Positively no sick and
no children.
710 West Lead.
FOR RENT
nenly furnished room, furnace heat, adjoining
bath. Prefer couple or ladles employed.
113 North Mapio.
Very reasonable.
FOR RENT Furnished room adjoining
bath. In new home; near sanatorium!
and university. Suitable for one or two
women or man and wife. No sick.
Phone 23S3--

Fur Shopmen or Investors.
house, convenient
shops; $475; $75 down, $13

Two rooms and porch, convenient
to shops; $500; $75 down, $13 per
month.
Two rooms and porch, convenient
to shops. corner; $650; $100
down, $20 per month.
Three rooms and porch, convenient to shops. $1,000: $100 down,
S30 per month.
Two collages, furnished and rented, both including furniture for
$100 down and 435 per
$1,850;
month.
A splendid investment proposition
for some one who would buy all
and rent them.

WANTED

Miscellaneous

WILL pay bonus for post office box, Ad- uress L, care Journal.
WANTED
MONET
On
first
good
mortgagee. McMillion A Wood,
W ANTE."
Team, good gentle mules to
work for feed. P. o. Tlox 13. 240S-.1WANTED Floors to surface, old or
new, price reasonable, rhone UIC--

after

5

p. m.

TRANSFER and scavenger work done,
E. a. GrKflib, 122
reasonable rales.
F.ast Iron, phone 1970-WANTKD To buy, one pair largo young.
gentle, aound horses or mules, well
matched.
Mann's Garden,
MAX BARGAIN
STORE, at 315 South
First, win pay the highest prices for
your seoond-han- d
clothing, shoes ana
furniture.
Phone 858.
WANTED Money to loan on first mort
gages. The security of the principal
our first consideration.
J. B. Keleher,
211 West Gold, phone 410.
RUG CLEANING
0x1
RUGS CLEANED $3.00
Mattresses renovated. 13.50 up. Furni
ture repaired, packed, Awnlnf work.
890-Ervln
Poroh curtains.
Phone.
company.
DAY
A
a
TIMES
KODAK FINISHING
satisfaction
guaranteed.
Remember,
estab
reliable
Send your finlj ng t a
lished firm. Return
postage pal
Hanna A tianna. Inc.,
mall orders,
Fox News.
Commercial Phntnrraphers.

WANTED

Salesmen.

WANTED Salesman and distributors.
full line radio pioduots, protected ter
ritory, factory proposition. Faotory RepRadio Corp.,
resentative,
Remington
1107 Commtrct et
Dallas, .Tex, ..

s,

Hi'Chas, Roehl

2(10

Loans, Realtors.
West Gold.

It Lasts

As Long As

$10.00 Per Load
Better Grade $13.00.

A

(Of about

1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

McMillion & Wood
Insturanee,

o

to

Two-roo-

McKinlcy Land

8c

Lumber Co.

PHONE

AND

BERNARD A. SLEYSTER

PRESSING

Realtors

Kinds of Insurance.
REAL ESTATE,
Sou lb Third
Street.

All

$1,25

New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

520.

CLEANING

Insurance All Kinds.
Heal Estate

jFj3RRENT

brick-stucc-

I'hono 640
Corner of Second and Gold.

OPPORTUNITIES

200 yt

LOVELY Room. 120 South Walter.
Fo-l- t
RENT A Isrire housekeeping room.
f,12 North Second.
FOR RENT Several reoma, unrurnlihed.
124 South Edith.
I'oU RENT Furnished room and garage.
Apply 414 West Roma.
I'OU RENT-roo- m. Large front and dressing
501 East Grand.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms
waiter. Phone 1687-WELL-furnishe- d
room, very reasonable.
No sick. Phone 1113-GRAYSTONE
rooms.
S's West Gold.
Mrs.
Guldl.
phone 210-Foil RENT Front sleeping room ad- 410 East Silver.
Joining bath-FOR RENT Two
furnished front
619 South Third.
rooms, modern. nely
FOR
RENT Furnished
housekeeping
rooms. Apply 21S North Waiter.
LARGiC. cooi room, beautifully furuished.
private bsth. 1211 West Roma.
FURNISHED rooms, hot water heat; no
"'ckno children. 414 West Silver.
FOR RENT Nice front ruom'prTrate" en- t ranee, in south Arno, pjione 1952-ion HUM-Ni- ce, rooms.clean sleeping and
121H North Third.
housekeeping
FUR RENT Desirable furnished room
for employed person, 200 North Wal- ter.
Foil RENT Ono largo upstairs room,
furnished, $5.00 per month. 208 South

in the
floors
ward;
mapio
throughout, good garage,
shade trees and lawn..
Owner leaving
$5,750.
Eight-roopressed brick, with
two glassed sleeping porches,
hardwood
floor?,
hot water
heat, good garage, lawn, shado
trees, sidewalks
and
This is one of the best paving.
homes
in the. city; $10,500.
Third

S3.

Phono

Cold.

".

Journal.

FOR SALE Miscellaneous.
Li.st Your Property With Us.
. Gold.
Phono 35 ALTO saxophone. 302-.QUINCKE.
Phone U08-J- .
FOR SALE Uuse biijner.
211
South
For Rent-Room- s
with Board High.
ROOM AND UOAKL. tt a week.
511 FOR SALE
Uaio coal heuter, large si.ie. '
boulh Rroailway.
Phone 514;
WANTED-doublYoung luily to share large FOUsaTe
range. US
r em. 2M North High,
West Gold.
FOR RENT Room, ana board if
FOR SALE Marten siole; half price;
K4 Inches
Close In.
Phone 202S-long. Call 12r,l-,FOR RENT For gentleman only, ono THY BODDV'S MILK; BEST IN TOvfJT
bed on sleeping porch.
1207 East
Phona 2413-R- t,
Cen trot.
FOR SALE Four lh
wild gouse de- FOR RENT Houtheust; glassed-i- n porch
coyii.
,1'Mirnel.
and board suitable for two. 114 North FOR H A Inquire
Aired
LE
TnTpphTsi
C w7
Maple.
24n!i-R- .
Hunter,
-FOR RENT Rented room and (,;anne.I FO ItSALKphono
Hoffman
nreK
cheap.
porch, f.,r mo men. 1125 East Silver,
''hone 14S. Mrs. v.,tf
phune 131
SALE
A large hIzh Stewart base
TABLE 1JOAHD Call accommodate a FOR
burner. KlO West Fruit.
few table boarders. Good home cookFOR SALE PIhiio uud sev.-ia- l
"no North High.
ing,
sets hl7
IMS North 1'nurih.
tory books.
FOR RENT Have lovely vaoanjy for two
convalescents. Mrs. W. II. Reed, nhsna
ROOFINr,
1S2
EXPERT guaranteed vnrk. Phone 1S24-.T- .
J. 40(1 Sooth Welter.
BOARD, room and sleeping porch with
WNZSN() O INGE It ALE
Steam heat ,new HELPS digestion and a nerve tontc.
private lavatory.
house. 1818 East Central.
FOR 8ALK- - -- nininr room t alt Eo and
FOR RENT Glassed-i- n
ill W'est Santa
poieli. with Fe.chairs. Very clieup.
dressing room, good board; gentleman
FOR KALE One shore of"" Xlbuqueruue
preferred. Phone 2303-FOR RENT Room
stock.
and porch with 162S-Phone
Dairy
board. For gentleman.
Mrs. Clarkr
S23 Houth High, phone 1471-FOR SALE Stewart range in first-claFIRST-CLAShome-cooke- d
condition, very reasonable. 310 South
n.oals,
First.
Room and boerd, $10 per week.
1J- Mmm Broadway, phona 1971-FOR SALG Kkclrle woshliiK machine
fliat-ctns- a
In
DOS
FOR RENT Nicely
condition.
Suutn
steam
furnished,
lieetcd rooms with first-clas- s
labia First.
board. Phone 1.127-110 South Arno. FOR KALE Five
ten-rodry goorla
counteis.
Store. 10S
Rooms lu cottages or mala building,
Apply Kahn's
$1." to $30 week.
Excellent meals. North First.
Rf. John's Sanatorium.
Medical csre.
FOR SALE Ono
rabbit
hutch; a bargain, if taken at once.
JAMESON'3 RANCH The place to get
well; two miles from town; free trans- 710 West Lead.
portation to and from town; good borne FOR SALE Adobe bricks. 4xj, JJl) per
conking. Phone 2288-.I- .
1000, 14t Inches long.
2222 South
D. Tartaglln.
FOR
RENT Two
furnished
nicely
rooms.
Use of FOR
Board If desired.
SALE
Stewart
heater,
cook stove, baby highairtight
telephone and bath. W ill take conval- chair. Phono
149,-W- .
escents. D23 West Tljeran.
019 North Sixth.
BERGIXNDS
SANATORIUM, 14 10 TYPEWRITERS, all mukte. $1j and up.
1.1 per month.
South Edith, Room and south pon h
Albuquerque Typewriter
In annex. Tray and dlnlnr room nerv-Iv- e. Exchange, 122 South
Fourth.
Rates $85. Plmne ISOS-FOR Sa'lu RauTlr'gTon special 22 rifle!
TABLE BOARD Can accommodate two
like new, and 23
Savage
or three persona for n.eals by the rifle.
star Furniture company.
week; only a short ride from town. Mrs. FOR SA LE Thoroughbred white EngF'emlng. 105 Bouth Cedar, phone 1378-lish bull dog, ten months old; extra
Mini. Marshall's prlvute home for con- fine watch- dof. Phono 2402-Jvalescents, excellent meals, table ani FOR SALE Invalid wheel chair In
go..il
tray service; furnace heat, nurse attenCall mornings at
condition, cheap.
tion; on car line; rates $60.00 and up.
West TIJeras. phono 148G-J- .
1107 North Twelfth, phone 11C1-- J.
FOR SALE Cheap, hard coal base burnlargo sise. American Jewel.
Apartments. In er,goodrather
condition. Phone ltl.l-W- .
modern" furnisiied FOR SALE One 9x12
FOR RENT
rhenlllo rug. 110;
114 North Maple.
apartment.
one golden oak dresser with large
.112 Neirlh; Second.
FOR RENT Four-moapartment with side mirror,
bath. Modern,
phone 1701-h i c Ksr "Lairs
CLEAN MILK, with a heavy cream line;
FOR RENT Three rooms and
no
714
sick.
Nor'h Third.
pain,
pints, 8c; quarts. 15o. Phone 7.18.
FOR RENT Ifouselteeptng
and
tractors,
apartment, FOR SALE Used
furnished complete. 215 North Seventh.
with gang plows. Hardware
FOR RENT Three rooms t,iui sh.ep'ns Pepartment, J. Korber A Company.
Porch, Ideal location.
Foil SALE Boxed Delicious apples also
Phone 1227-W- ,
Mrs. Thorn.
other varieties.
At former DeWitt
2410-jr- ,.
FOR
RENT Four-roounfurnished ranch, North Fourth, phone
SALE
FOR
Red
Star
819
three burner oil
apartment.
North
Very cheap.
stove with oven, as good as new. Also
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms. f"r a 50 pound ice chest. HO 2 South Fourth.
bull,
light Housekeeping; adults; no sick. FOR SALE Fine Jersey
eight
724 Smith Second.
months old; team young mares, harness,
care
Journal.
Address
W,
wagon.
FOR
RENT Furnished
apartments,
steam heat. bath. Albuquerque Hotel, SAXOPHONES and all band Instruments,
new or used; private or class lnstruc- 21614 North Second.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished apartment tlons on above. Fred K. Ellis, Ph. 3o2-with steam heat.
Call at 819 East FOR SALE Three tons of Kelffer'e
peara from 3 to 5 cents per pound.
Centrnl,phone 1811-Lynch's orchard, 1515 Forrester, phone
three-rooFOR RENT Nlcoly furnished
1474-apartment with glassed sleep- FOR SALE Cheap; one dozen pructicul
Ing porch. 70S West Lead.
Columbia and Victor records in exFOR RENT Two-roofurnished house- cellent
Call at Morrison's,
condition.
Reasonable.
keeping
apartment.
lim West
Adults; no sick. 613 South Arno.
SALE
FOR
Inchester rifle ill
LINCOLN
Apartments
Completely
condition for J30 or will take 410
steam h'ot, ho: or new
apartments,
20
lu part payment.
shot
guage
gun
water. Close In. HI 3 South Third.
See rifle at 407 West Copper.
Three-rooFOR RENT
furnished SOFT SPOTS
Heel and arch cushions
apartment, private bath and sleeping,
prevent fallen Insteps; cures all foot
pjreh. Also 'two-rooapartment. 1104 troubles,
tl. Planter Aroh Supports. Thos,
North Second.
P. Keleher Leather Co.. 408 West Central.
furFor. RENT Three apartments,
SALE New Home sewing machine,
nished or unfurnished.
Steam heat, FOR
Also a good
15; another for III. 50.
hot anil cold water.
Parkview court,
Singer for $18.00, or will lent by week
!0S East silver.
or month.
The Exchunge, 120 West
WOODLAWN
four rooms, Gold, phone 1111.
Apartment,
furnished, bath, gas, sleeping porch, BEFORE
buying a phonograph, thrifty
$35 per month.
Call 1121 Bast Central
slmu,d
people and people from Missouri Dunon-stratloor 2oa West Bold.
poo and bear the Valuphoue.
FOR RENT Three-ro.- m
modarn furat 214 South Walter, Oeorga
nished apartment. Efficiency kitchen, P. Learnard Piano Co.. phone 106.
gen, and glassed-i- n
aieeplng porclr. Call FOR SALE Pianos, ptayer piuaos, eleu-trl- o
1(11
North Maple.
ercheatlan pianos, with slot atFOR
furnished tachments, plongrsptis; pre-wRENT
values);
Completely
apartment; very, desirable; hot and for quick ivtloo, phone 10 or srrlte
cold water; garage: splendid location. George P. Learnard Piano Co, 111 South
Call at 220 North Ninth.
Walter.
FOR RENT Nice, two-rooapartment USE EFFKCTO AUTO TOP and SEAT
furnished for housekeeping, adjoining
dressier, Effecto Auto Lnainoi, tais- bath.
Close In,
No alck or children. par.
Vala ir Enamel on auiomoones.
2001-West
Homestead
(11
Lead, phone
.'ottage Paint.
Plymouth
n
Floor
RENT
glassed-iFOR
Paint, Roof Paint and Cement. Sat-iThreo large rooms,
action assured. Thos. F. Keleher Leathsleeping porch, Bath, nicely furnished for housekeeping.
Modern con- er Co., 408 West Central. Phone 1CS7-- J.
BIS West FIRE! FIRE11 WOOD
We are not tryveniences; desirable location,
Coal.
but
ing to arouse the fir department,winter
to
we
are
yun
buy your
furnlsncd
FOR RENT New
warning
nicely
old
three-rooadage
apartment, hath, screened upply ot firewood early. An
front and back porclr. 1500 Kast Cen- aayB dry summer severe winter. Let
and Pinion
tral. No sick. Apply at 724 East Cen- us make it hot for you. Cedardesired
iz,
wood, sawed tnd srlit, any
tral.
Codro
fireplace logs, furnace cliunka. 2401
AT THE Washington, 1002T West Cen
Rl.
Firewood
Co.,
phone
Canvon
tral One two and ona three-roowmnm.
apartment will tie ready for new tonants prompt aeiivery; Soion
$7
Slinpaon Scales,
FOR SALE No.
about Nov. 1. Call at Apt. No, 1
Toledo Scnlea. 175.
phone let. .T. T. Kaklu. Prop.
Platform Scales. 115.
FOR RENT Miscellaneous.
Fiat-to- p
Desk and chair, $15.
Large coffee mill, 115.
FOR RENT Fireproof, freeiuproof, ga$35.
Oliver
typewriter,
rage. 819 North Fifth.
Clothes mang!, $10.
FOR RENT Singer sewing machine.
:".
machine,
ton
Oal
adding
120 West Gold, phone 111,
Full elied. boa pringa. $20.
Phone 207.
NeeA the fllnero.
FOR RENT Shot guna, new Remington
and Winchester pumps. Tha Exchange,
rANTED Houses.
120 West Gold, phone 1111.
FOIt RENT Largo room. 23x100 wllh WE want a home ol fivo or six rooms
in good location,
(live lowest cost
plenty of light, above Mahs rain's store,
Nu agents.
very desirable for lodges, achool or dance price, and street number.
I ball,
Address nit Ilox , can Journal,
lient reasonable, fnon

Co,

n

ltealtor!

Manager

Morning

Tlvo-roo-

acres
University
adjoining
Heights on Central avenue, south
front; priced right for quick sale.
4 acres alfalfa, three-rooadobe
house, fruit trees, North Fourth
street paving. A good buy.
We have some new small houses
in University
Heights priced to
, sell.
(',

terms.

Realtor

Gold.
Phone 412-- J
Real Estate, Auto and Fire Insurance, Notary Public.
20--

modern house with Sleep-lin- g
porch, completely furnished,
house is renting for $35 per
month, for only $2,750.
brick bunga-- j
new nifty
porch,
low, glassed-i- n
sleeping
hardwood
large front porch,
doors, hot water heat; party is
leaving town and must sell at
once.
Make us an offer.
Eaty

FOR THE SIGN".
on South Williams street, then
"LOOK

THE MONEY

WORTH

For Sale or Trade

SUIT

A

112

Phone

.MEYER & MEYER

14

114 West Central Avenue.

Call for and Deliver.

We

Prompt Adjustment and Service? Let Van Monty Company
have your insurance.
Over Stnlo National Bank,
Telephone 603.

VALUE

$4,000

WANT

DO YOU

For

$3,500 on easy terms; modern and substantial
brick dwelling with garden
patch and irrigation water in
000 block on North Eleventh
street; $750 cash will handle.

City Realty Co,, Realtors
W. Gold.

207

I'Uone 68".

OWNER

SAYS SELL'

Fine
furnished,

modern
home,
hardwood finish, heat,
built-i- n
features,
large porch",
splendid location, close in. Tha
price tho inducement; term
five-roo-

J.
IMiono

I

GIIJj

770.

S2S

AV.

Central.

OWNERS

"Whitted"
IN

Best

Say Sell and Sell Quickly
Five-roo-

"Whitted Built"

"BEST BUILT" HOMES

Anv Realtor

'

BEST VALUES
Luna boulevard. 5 rooms, Lath,
furnace heat, garage, hardwood flooring; price $5,250.
flood terms.
Ntar West Central avenue and
Fourteenth, bcautlf.nl bungalow home, strictly tip to the
minute in every detail: double
lot, valuable apartment house
site; price $6,500, on terms.
Beautiful Twelfth street home,
strictly modern, price $3,400.
On paving, near postoffice, 5
bath and sleeping
rooms,
for
porch, well furnished,
terms: $400 down,
$4,000;
balance like rent.
5 rooms and bath, large corner
lot, near shops; price, $2,350.

terms.

On

SELL THIS WEEK!
brick
bungalow,
furnished complete; $300 worth
Good
of furniture.
locality.
close in;
Lowland.,
$4,800,
with terms to suit.
Four-rooLowlands,
frame,
good condition, full lot, plnee
fur chickens, paved road, $2S.
Kasy terms.
Five-rooframe.
modern,
porches, good locality; .$2,200;
ea:iy terms.
Five-rooadobe, modern, plastered, newly built, hardwood
floors for the low price ot
KO MUST

MODERN
LASTING

ADOBTOK

$.1,800.

Have choice lnls in the Lowlands, $450 and up.
Choice full Fized corner lot In
Fourth ward, room lor two
houses; $1,000; terms to suit.

Oestreicli, Realtor
Phono
2lfl'i W. Gold.
FOR QUICK SALE
house, ot

Four-apartme-

terms;

$0,500.

KEALTT SALES CO.
114 S. Second.
l'lionc

Joseph Collier

S

rooms and store-roomodern,
close in; brings $155 rent; easy

West Gold Avenue.
Constructive- Real Estate
Service,
207

99.

6110.

FOR SALE
$050

adobe, glass-i- n
porch, well
furnished, complete, South
$100
down,
Highlands,
$25 per month.
Two-roo-

sleeping

MUST SELL
Leaving town and have priced"
home to sell; 6 rooms, and
gla.S80d-I- n
sleoping porch, mod-- e
in
r n, desirable location

Fourth ward.

Write Owner

$1750

frame

Five-roo-

cot-

tage, Third ward, close to
town
and
$50
down, $25 monthly.
Four-roocon$2000
poured
crete, well arranged to
rent out part, all furnished. Second ward, $300
down, $25 monthly; interest quarterly.
New
white
$3000
stucco bungalow, modern,'
ail hardwood floors, very
m

five-roo-

Box 483 or Phone

2017--

tiico,

COUNTRY HOME
Near city, 22 acres,
A

north part Fourth

ward.
$500
down, $25
Interest quarmonthly.
terly.
white cement
,$3100
adobe, lot 70 by 150 feet,
a bargain, $1100 cash and
balance In mortgage. Also
over $2000 furnituro, including $S50 piano, for
$1150, cash.
white atueco
$4000
adobe, new, mission stylo,
hardwood
modern,
floors,
basement,
north
part Fourth ward. $1000
down, $25 monthly. InSix-roo-

screened
stucco
large
house,
On
porch, garage, out buildings.
account of fulling health will sell
or
all or part. Phone 2417-R- 1
348.
P. O. Box 192, Old Albuquerque.

Six-roo-

all

BRIGHTW00D ADDITION
SITES

HOME
$20 Down.

Stares

$3000

$10 Monthly.

& Pfeiffer

Estate, Insurance.
rhone

Real

S21 W. Gold.

18S.

,;;t W

Buy

terest quarterly.
Thoroughly

new gray brick 'house, all
heat, a very fine home,
heat, a tery fine home,
Highlands, $500 cash And
$05 a month.

Real Estate Exchange
409 West Copper Avenue.

Good Home the Easy Way

i

built home of brick construction, almpat new. In a fit;
Five nice rooms, conveniently arranged, with firelocation.
features, including Caliplace and all the necessary built-i- n
fornia cooler. Nice front and back porches screened; $5,000;
$300 cash, $50 monthly; interest quarterly.
A well

Vm. J. Leverett, Realtor.
INSURANCE.
INVESTMENTS.
Office
University Heights Development Co.
City
313 W. Gold Avenu.
I'hono 110.

jJsit&iJ&&aJltltX

lead J& Jtia'ssi Wi3da4.ii
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WELL

PLACED

Now
eU'(l ti ml wordless raisins, but only d ease ft eaeh.
A wire In Denver and ininvl post to A lbiicUHi'iie makes them

Inlater hut they"aru
new; package, 20c.
on Atlantic
And the oysters crime in 1'ut .rveiiini:.
coast delayed shipment.
Florida oranges made their appear nee Russets a larger
orange at no higher price.
And say. if train No. HI gels in tomorrow wo will have
new California budded walnuts.

a little higher in price than they will

WARD'S .CASH

STORE,,

Always
Worth

Finest
Theater

While

LAST TIME TODAY

oris

lay

in

Also "Fox. News"

m

Wi7

Topics of the Day
Also Rattling Comedy

ft.

Acting on a peremptory writ of
mandamus issued by tho district
court yesterday morning tho coun-- i
at a special
ty commissioners
meeting yesterday afternoon re-- I
of
vised their list
election judge
appointments tn allow' a demo-er- a
tio majority on each board.
.Tho board of commissioners,
through its attorney, F. E. Wood,
attempted to answer the alternative writ previously Issued by tho
court before Judge .M. K. Hickey
yesterday morning. Holding that
the commissioners had failed to
show sufficient cause for not carrying out thp previous order, a
peremptory writ was signed by
Judge Iliekoy.
The court bearing lasted almost
the entire morning.
An attempt
was made by the commissioners
to delay the timo of meeting set
by tho court and to "obtain a supersedeas in the supreme court to
stay the district court's order.
These failed, however, and the
were ordered
commissioners
to
meet and revise their list at 3
o'clock yesterday afternoon In order that the court might still take
action if. they refused to obey the
order.
The fight between 'the republi
cans and the democrats began on
Saturday morning when the commission voted to place a republican majority on each election
board.
An alternative writ of
mandamus was obtained from the
district court by the democrats
I...U.1HS
revise

IiP!IE Cleaners

Mrs. Catherine Walker, 85 years
adjudged Insane in tho district
court last Friday, was taken to the
state asylum at Las Vegas yester-- '
day.
W. J. Flynn has filed suit in the
district court agaliiBt O. V. Hughes
of Howe, N. M to collect $157
alleged to bo due for a phonograph
and records purchased.
John llaron Burg has filed suit
against Tony Michelbach for the
collection of $125 alleged due him
for legal services performed.
Marriage licenses have been issued to Hugh Walter Randolph
and Clprlana Baca, both of Las
Vegas; Frank Novak of San
and Lota Berlett of Houston,
Tex.; William Thomas Cooper and
Emogene McClendon, both of AlDavid Tomoro
buquerque;
and
Candida Anaya, both of Barelas;
and to Paul Owen Smith of
and Muriel Estella Lamb of
Pueblo, Colo.

Corner

Second and Gold

Tel.

P. O. Sorenson Co.
Corner North First Street and

PHONE 123
"EASY

TO

FOSS

Charles

A.

street, testified yesterday afterSEDILLO Luis Sedillo, son of
noon that Felipe Slartinez had
struck him in thu jaw Friday night Mr. and Sirs. Juan Sedillo, died
and knocked his jaw out of joint. yesterday evening nt their re.i- -

1120
North
Arno. street j
"1 had to have a policeman help denc,
me put my jaw back in place be- iin nt siftieis uesiues jiim parents
Funeral arrangements
fore I could talk much," Gallo said. survive.

WANTED
furnished room by young lady.
Private entrance. Phone 222-after eight a. m.

He declared that Martinez had ac- ire pending, Crollott is In charge.
costed him in alley near his shop
and asked, "How much money are ELLSWORTH
Sirs. S. Ells
Gallo interpreted worth, aged 40 years, died yester- you covering?"
DAILYS GYPSY STORE
this to mean, "Give me some mon tday evening
at her residence, 602 Place
your order the day before
had a Keleher avenue.
ey." He said Martinez
She is survived
or phone - .
knife in his hand,
by one daughter, three brothers 1 .Nut-Ol- a
2flc
t Martinez
testified that previous and one sister. Sirs. Ellsworth has
5c
to the alleged encounter, he had resided in this city for the past 23 2 large 1)111 Pickles
15c
asked Gallo for a loan until he years, coming here from Bonham, 1 fat Mackerel
10c
got his pay check, but the barber Tex. Her daughter, Sirs. E. N'. 1 lb. new Kraut
had refused. He said he had not Reynolds, was with her when death
dlruck Gallo. Police Judge Roddy came. The body was taken to
dismissed the charge of assault Crollott's funeral parlors pending
that had been made against Mar-tin- e funeral urrangenients.
WELL COUNTRY CAMP
for lack of corroborative eviAn ideal place to rest. .Located
dence.
in
the Sandia mountains, eighCorsatres.
Weddlne
bouquets.
teen miles from Albuquerque.
Ives. Phono 732. Adv.
The Chilhowee News sums it up
Rates $12.60 per week.
like this: "After a girl has paid 8
C. II. CONNER. M. I. I). O.
For Reservations, Phone 490-bucks for a pair of hose you can't
Specialist.
blame her for wanting to show Slern Osteopathic
325-Bldg. Tel. 701 J.
about $7.50 wort hot them."
Adv.
J-

--

'

--

SPECIAL TRIP

STOP

)

Snn Felipe, regular trips Saturday.
leaving 9:80 a. m.; returning 5j
p. ni.
Jslcta: Regular (rips Tuesday,'

Thursday, Saturday, at 2 p. m.
KOSIIARE TOl'RS
814 W. Gold.
Phone flOli--

HELP WANTED
Girl or young woman for light
housework and" cooking; two in
family: utay nights if preferred.
Apply 312 South Vassar.

WANTED

Ecton Transfer and
Baggage
llmnci

848--

and

NU-.-

I.

iFYou
Believe JM

1253--

Waitress; must be experienced;
nine hours work, six days a
week, 2 hours rush; wages $10.
Call mornings.
GEORGES CAFE
K2I South Second.

Thore windows from rattling, keep
out sand, dirt and cold, air by InWeather
stalling Place 1742--Metal
Strips. Phone

R. P. Thomas'
1008

Forrester.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Diamonds, Watches,
Jewelry.
Highest Quality. Lowest Trices.
Opposite Postoffice.
UN South Fourth.

4m

3

j

TONIGHT
Herald Hall Frizes for
costumes.
Prize Waltz.
Music by New Entertain

ers Jazz urcnestra.
5c a Dance

I
1

g
The
drama of a fallen man's battle for love
and happiness. Theodore Roberts, Pauline Starke, and
Joseph J. Dowling head the great supporting cast.
soul-stirrin-

GALLUP LUMP

ADDED ATTRACTIONS

GALLUP EGG

MARGARINE

Pathe Review

OMERA EGG

arrived.

VIADICT CASH GROCERY
505 S. Second.
Phone 703--

Current Events

Regular Prices

(Perfectly Prepared)

Superior Lump

5c

C7.

Halloween Dance
Armory
TONIGHT

L. Joe Miller, Prop.
Phone 251

S0ME

Hear the Famous

J

BOH TO; FOUR

Have you gotten your load yet?
Do so before bad weather sets in.

For the Best Coal

Tonight

Our Prices Are Less

at

Silks, Woolens nnd Delicate
Articles Our Specialty.
We Call nnd Deliver.

Phono

MM

Phone 91.

COLOMBO
Where the Crowds
Are Going

Off Cash and Carry.

121 N. Second St.

FACTORY WOOD

at the

Economy Electric
Laundry

and have a treat
best
that you ever did eat
very

in tonight

Y. W. C. A. CAFETERIA

GAIN

Journal.

Theater

DAYS STARTING TODAY

BITTNER
HOUSE ROOMS
Phone 21M-SI0'4 South First.

En-

d!

GOAL CO.

CASH

REGISTER

WANTED

What have you?

Address E.G., care Journal

Gordon Landon's
Shade Shop
to
Shades

made
order.
Luxor Iland-SIad- o
Cloths)
Kirsh Curtain Rods
Phone lHllt-J- . 4)5 North Sixtii
(Victor

Cars for Rent
Touring Cars and
Coupes.
New Cars Drive Them Yourself.
The Pioneer People of the
State.
Phono 580
121 North Third
Speedsters,

Big New York Strand and Chicago Theater Audiences
thusiastic Over Unusual Photoplay cf Dixie-LanLouis B. Mayer presents

In this good land of the adobe
We all do love our Chili Con Came

WCome

WANTED
Convalescent gentleman desires
nice single room in modern, private home.
Must be reasonable
and near good boarding house
but
Fourth
ward preferred,
would consider desirable place in
References
furnished
Highlands.
if desired.
Address X, care ot

218 X. Fourth.

j

You

AZTEC FUEL

Muslo 1y
MOONLIGHT SEREXADI.RS

L y ric

Q QammounlQkUire

MIC

............

10

v.s

-

Big Prize iasfc

Rosenwald's nnd Farr's markets
tied for first place in the monthly
sanitary score of the publio health
department, which was announced
The Kizzar market, it
yesterday.
STEAM "BOILERS
was explained, was disarranged on
account of fire, which pulled down
Let us Inspect your power
Its score somewhat.
Following are boiler before It develops disasthe standings:
trous defects. Esrlmates given by
93
Rosenwald's
our boiler experts,
93
Farr's
NEW MEXICO STEEL CO., Inc
Central
92 34
If. Louis Halm. Mgr.
Champion
i2'i
Phone 2023-J- .
Res., 1947-2
Marl Brothers
Kizzar (disarranged account
93
fire)
:
so
Lathlm'a
DO
WANTED BYTb'ACHER
Broadway Central
A. & P
S9
A furnace
heated room wit,h
Union Market
Ki,
private entrance; Unfurnished
O. K Market
89
Phone 59!).
preferred.
Mize Lowland Market
82
SS
Aiatteucct &, raiiadlno
San Joso
SB',i
Hli'A
Daily's
8514
Highland
Fresh Shipment of Jelkea Good
Western
,,...8484
Pioneer
Mercantile
82 'A
Gilbert
82
The best spread for bread, just
Cash Market

RAMBOUILLET
RAMS

FOR SALE
Age 18 months
Huning Mercantile
Company
Los Lunas, N. M.

-

The John M. Stahl Production

W. R. WALTOX, President

"One Clear Ca 11
Milton Sills

and Mnnuger.

CITY

GAULOP-DAVYSOfi-CAr-lOn

WE SPECIALIZE

IN IT EL FOR DOMESTIC fSB.

Coal Supply and

WITH

4 PHONES 5.

hmkr

Company

Let our np to the minute trucks bring comfort
'
to jour home.

A Surge of Action, A Glimpse in Humanity's Mirror, The
Story of a Woman's
Love for Man Her Strength in His Weakness.
RANKS WITH BEST;
CROWDS ENTHUSIASTIC

"Full of heart interest. One of
the most interesting in a long time.
The thread of interest is strong. Mil-to- n
Sills, gives an extremely convincing performance. There are spectacular effects and intensified suspense."
New York American.

York Evening Telegram.,

CAST INCLUDES:
HENRY B. WALTHALL, IRENE P.ICII AND SHANNON
ADDED ATTRACTION "HELP WANTED"

MATINEE:
ADULTS .
CHILDREN

.

Heights Auditorium

ONE OF THE MOST
INTERESTING IN LONG TIME

"If the success of a motion picture
can be measured by audience
'One Clear Call' ranks with
the best. It could not have been
received more enthusiastically.
It
reflects the romance and tender
emotions of the Southland." New

NOTICE
Starting Monday, Oct. 16.
Star stage will leave Santa Fe
at 10:45 for Taos Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays. Will
leave Taos at 8:30 a. m., Tuesdays. Thursdays and Saturdays.

m

1

V

ROSENWALD'S AND
FARR'S MARKETS
TIE IN MARKINGS

ItsSo'

Maiblo Avenue.

REMEMBER."

d

Fuss died here
last night at the age of 4'! years.
to Strong
Try our Wet Wash, Mondays. The body was taken
pending- - In15 Brothers' mortuary
and Wednesdays;
Tuesdays
from
relatives in Little
pounds. 75 cults; on Thursdays. structions
Fridnvs nnd Saturdays. 25 pounds. Rock. Ark.
SI. The Imperial Laundry Co.
REKD Edward
Phones 147 nnd 148. vdv.
Fos;er Reed
.lied hero last night at the age of
Dr. D. R. Murray, Osteopathic and 23 years. His home was in Towan-da- ,
Violet-ra- y
Kan. The body was taken to
treatments. T'hone 741.
Strong Brothers' mortuary. Funerbe made
2C2 shares of City Electric stock al announcement' will
fur sale. 202. care Journal. Adv. later.

.

DAYS STARTING TODAY

Face Brick
Brick Fire Clay
Floor Tile
Fireplace Tile
Wall Hoard
Mortar Colors
Metal Lath
Sewer Pipe
Flue
Roofing
Lining
Carey
Beds
Murphy
Lime
Cement
Plaster

Hanson's Taxi Service
STUDEBAKER SEDANS

RENT

Hot Springs.
Burke, Mr. Hoffman and Sirs. Henry who was also
in the car- w"re brought Into Albuquerque last night by Officer
Charles H. Kern. The car was left
at Helen where Burke was arrested
by Special officer Gaither.
Burke told officers that he
thought ho had struck the little
boy on the street but that some
one had called to, him that the
boy was unhurt and he had driven
011.
Ho is not an experienced
The child,
driver, he admitted.
son
of Sir. and Sirs. Arthur
the
Baker of 707 South Edith street,
Tho funeral of leccived two deep scalp wounds.
HEIiltKKA
BARBER SAYS MAN
Mrs. Ologia Herrera, who died last
Saturday evening at her homo on rR. FRANK E. MacCRACKEN,
KNOCKED HIS JAW
North 'Arno street, will be held DR. DAISY B. MacCRACKJCN,
Physicians.
OUT; WHO DID IT? tills morning at 9 o'clock from K. V. Osteopathic"
Building. Phone Office 89-the family residence. Burial will
89-- J
Residence
Adv.
will
Santa
be
at
Barbara, Crollott
Apolonio Oullo, proprietor of a
barber shop on South Second have charge.
repls-tere-

7

Ji diviha

Common

Wiseman, Jeweler

.

.ngeles. where they

Wll..l,p.n,

lit wiifr

Fire Brick

IV OCR WINDOW

,

at the Hotel Bosslyn.

W.I.W.VW
H'li'i

BRICK

Watch the Cards

Algo-don-

f.

U

THE ATE

V

JVIar-cl-

u,

in Los

'tuii'':

DYEKS ANI HATTERS
lil'G (T.KAMNG
Phone 4."a. for. (ttb and Gold

por-Iso-

1

:

...:-:J...-

Opposite Po:ioffice.
Have you nth our Vanity
Drohscr, Urldgo Luncheon and
Iiurfct Sets?
You can seo the finished model
and wo give free embroidery
lessttns on Tuesdays and Thursto 11 a. m.
days,
We do all kinds picture

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co
Phono 421. 4113 North First.

morning. At a special meeting on
Saturday evening the board elected to go to court on the matter.
They claimed a republican majorthat two memity on t Its
IN
"GRANDMA'S BOY" bers of thegrounds
board are republican
Wednesday: HAROLD LLOYD
although they were elected to the
office On the democratic, ticket as
80',
fusionists.
In a similar case bcV
78 'i
fore the election two years ago Eberhardt
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Peremptory Writ of Court
and Revise List of Election Judges.
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ELECTION BOARD

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.
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A Goldwyn Graphic
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. ...,25c '
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, . .
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NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
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